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Introduction
Successful stock trading is an extremely challenging endeavor. As someone who has
worked in this field for over 28 years, I can attest to its difficulties. In that time I have
consumed and utilized innumerable books, tutorials, seminars, webinars, and videos worth
of trading educational information. I have traded using an expansive set of techniques and
trading plans, and additionally developed and executed multiple automated trading systems
based on exhaustive back and forward testing. When asked "what should I study and learn
to become a successful trader", I dutifully provide an arm's long list of such resources, with
the completely unrealistic expectation that the requestor is then going to spend several
thousand hours consuming it all, digesting it, and structuring it into a winning trading plan.
The goal of this book is to dramatically fast forward such an education process, through a
sharp focus on both the big picture (the trading plan overall and each of its components)
and the detailed picture (analysis tools and their effective usage in combination, and a wide
variety of trade management tools and techniques). This is all pulled together through the
presentation of a core set of specific fully functional and pragmatic trading plans, to serve
as examples and baselines for your own trading development.
The goal of this book is hence multi-dimensional: the first is to firmly ground every new (and
perhaps even a highly experienced) trader in the fundamental professional practice of
trading with a comprehensive trading plan, one which covers every required element of
operating profitably and which removes discretion from the process of execution. The
second is to firmly ground every trader in a set of fundamental professional-grade tools
usable across the trading plan elements. By connecting these two with specific and fully
detailed trading plans as starting points for the evolution of each reader's individual trading
plan, a complete and quality baseline education for how one can achieve consistent profits
in the trading game is provided.
The methods detailed here are limited in overall scope and by no means the be-all and
end-all. This book is meant to a starting point for the journey of traders seeking a consistent
edge to exploit in the markets, not an ending point. The trading analysis, setup
identification, and trigger mechanisms that I recommend are by no means the only
reasonable solutions. They are, in my estimation, the best of the best, but I acknowledge
that many of the techniques used by others are relatively ignored in this book, while some
of the techniques I focus on are used by a very small minority of active traders or even
myself alone. Nothing about the specific techniques I promote is meant to detract from the
methods used by others, indeed, it's the incredible diversity of trading methods that
maintain a market!
The focus of this book is trading for directional price movement, using direct instrument
(stock or ETF) purchase. I use the term "stock" throughout as a matter of old habit;
"instrument" is the more generic (though perhaps even too broad) term. To be more
specific, this book is oriented towards trading the stocks of individual companies, and
trading exchange-traded funds of most types.
Trading using stock options is addressed only peripherally, as stock options are their own
highly complex trading instrument "layered on top" of the underlying security. Options
expand the types of bets available from simple "buy" and "sell" to a vast range of bet types
(win/loss curve structures over price and time). Trading options is a vast field of its own
that I don't begin to address in this book. Until you master the science of directional
trading, I highly recommend that traders stay away from the options market casino.
With respect to directional trading, the focus of this book is primarily on trading long, that is,
buying a stock and then later selling it (vs. shorting, where we sell a stock first then buy it
back later, ideally at a lower price). While all the broad planning and specific analysis and
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trade management techniques shared here are usable for short selling, selling short is a
more advanced trading tactic that should be approached only from the stable position of
being a competent long-only trader.
A key focus of this book is the development and usage of a comprehensive written and
detailed trading plan that eliminates discretion in trading operations, which in trading is a
word that really means "emotionally driven undisciplined trading". The second is a focus on
the achievement of a +EV core trading mechanic for the trading system. A range of
techniques with potential for providing a trading edge are presented, and examples of the
use of such techniques are provided. The third focus is on how to best take advantage of a
+EV core trading mechanic with a complete system that maximizes the certainty of profit,
reduces variance in results, and compounds trading equity quickly.
This is not a book of a set of technical indicators (though new indicators of tremendous
value are presented and utilized). A relatively small set of indicators overall are
recommended and detailed examples of their effective usage are provided, but this is just
one of many intertwined critical subjects. It is not a book of abstract market theory. It is not
a book about "how I made a million dollars in one year in the stock market". It's not a book
that claims in any way, shape or form that trading is anything but extremely difficult to
execute profitably in a long term consistent manner through all types of market conditions.
This book is about professional-grade trading, using time tested analytic methods,
executing to a professionally developed and documented plan.
In speaking to every required element of a professional-grade stock trading plan at least
one and typically several approaches for addressing the requirements of each element are
provided as examples. The trading plan structure enables rapid and comprehensive
system construction, performance target setting, execution without discretion, and
performance measurement. It does not remotely guarantee that any trading methodology
you build using the suggested components will be high performance or even profitable.
What is guaranteed is that the reader using these tools comprehensively will be far further
down the road towards the destination of consistent trading success than those who only,
for example, learn about a few "cool indicators" and then start up trading operations. The
latter is a recipe for trading disaster.
A trading system must, by my definition, include specific rules, methods, and practices that
address each of the following areas:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Trading equity allocation: how much should be deployed based on the trading plan
and hence put at risk.
Building and maintaining a watch-list of high-quality stocks for active consideration for
trading.
Adjustment of trading plan elements based on market state. Elements adjusted
include total commitment of trading funds to open trades, breadth of trade
diversification, trade sizing, and trade management policies or parameters. This is a
trading plan component that you will rarely find mentioned in any trading literature
available today, yet it is absolutely vital for overall success.
Trade diversification (how many simultaneous trades).
Setups: what causes a watch-list stock to move into a position where a trade may be
initiated.
Trade entry: exactly when and how and what type of orders placed in the market.
Trade sizing: how much of the total trading equity should be placed into any given
trade.
Trade management: when and how to exit trades, including loss exits, profit exits, and
any incremental exit tactics.
Account management regarding deposits and/or withdrawals.
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●
●

Estimate/target setting for trade results, and how to measure actual results against
plan.
Cost management: commissions reduction and bid-ask spread factors.

Each area of the complete trading plan is fully detailed in the following chapters. Specific
solutions that I have found to be superior are provided from the expansive world of trading
technologies and methodologies in each area. Doing so often requires substantial
educational on a subject. Sufficient material as required for the trading plan and its
execution is provided, but some subject areas are vast and the reader is provided with
references to additional and more thorough materials.
You always trade at your own risk. I am merely providing information in this book. If and
how you choose to deploy it is entirely your decision and responsibility. Here’s the official
disclaimer in this regard:
The information in this book is provided for informational, educational and
entertainment purposes only. Nothing in this book is meant to constitute specific
trade advice, nor an inducement in any way to invest, speculate or trade in any
market. Trading is a financially risky activity, and the author takes no responsibility
for the outcomes of a reader’s personal decision to execute trades using concepts,
techniques or approaches reviewed in this book. No other warranties are either
implied or expressed.
A critically important practice is to paper trading any and every trading methodology for
some period before committing money. To not do so is foolish. As you begin to adopt the
suggested methods in this book and craft your own unique complete trading methodology,
paper trade it. There are many online platforms for performing paper trading, or you can do
it "by hand" using a spreadsheet or even pencil and paper. The Thinkorswim platform from
TDAmeritrade provides a separate trading environment for paper trading.
Only after you are satisfied with its paper trade results should you shift to trading with real
money. Focused practice is the essence of skill-building, and trading is a very high skill
game. To expect to "study trading" by reading a book or two and then instantly walk "onto
the court" and play the game and succeed against the professionals who are intent on
taking your money in the stock market is simply foolish. Similarly, focusing on any single
technique, or single indicator, or any "weird trick" is no different than thinking you can
compete and win in professional tennis if you just buy the latest high technology racket that
Serena Williams is using. Study, practice, measure, start small and grow your trade sizing
only with success.
This book is structured into five sections. The first section outlines what comprises a
complete trading system, individual element by individual element. The goal is to get the
reader to quickly understand that trading is not just "one thing", but many different "moving
parts" all working together in direct and indirect ways. This section provides the outline of
the "forest" of professional trading and its shape.
Section two addresses the background theory of trading and its core mathematical
elements, and how those elements drive our trading plan. This information is vital and
should not be skipped.
Section three addresses the key technologies for market analysis that I have found to be of
the highest value across the different trading system elements. This area speaks to many
diverse yet ultimately interlinked subjects. Elliott waves, fractal market structure and
Fibonacci price and time levels, market trends and trend measurement, price patterns and
price action symmetry, quantitative trend measurement, and stock price volatility are
essential professional-grade technical tools that can be combined to develop a specific
trading system.
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Section four then moves all the key mechanics of trade entry and trade management, each
of which is ultimately specified and managed through the trading plan. Entries, loss stops,
profit exits, stop adjustments, allocation of funds for trades, and many other "rubber meets
the road" specifics are addressed.
Section five pulls everything together by presenting two complete alternative trading plans
in detail, including "live trade" examples based on the plans.
This book contains extensive chart examples and extensive text about the specifics on the
charts. Opening a second copy of the book or a file of just the charts in a separate window
will enable an easier read of the descriptive text in conjunction with reviewing the charts.

The Trading Plan
A complete trading plan is similar to a cooking recipe. It details all the required
"ingredients", how they are pre-processed as required, when and how they are cooked
and/or combined, and the timing for the sequence of steps. A good recipe doesn't fail to
address all necessary components and steps required to successfully construct a
"complete dish". In this section, I outline all the component areas of a complete trading
plan.

Trading Plan Equity Allocation
A trading plan starts with the simple identification of the funds to be traded using the plan.
This is a critical step. When trading, we are putting our highly valuable cash at risk. It is
critical to identify exactly how much cash we are willing to expose to this risk. This may be
all of a specific account at a brokerage, or a decision may be made to allocate only some
percentage of a brokerage account to the execution of a specific trading plan. The funds
so allocated I will refer to as the "trading equity". The safest decision-making rule (even if it
is overly conservative) is to assume that there is some potential that every cent of that
trading equity may be lost in the execution of any trading plan. This extremely conservative
outlook should be the basis for making the decision about how much to allocate. When you
become more experienced and comfortable with the pragmatic maximal loss that may
suffer before you decide to stop trading operations, you can adjust your trading equity
appropriately. For example, if you are comfortable that you can and will accept as much as
a 30% loss of your starting equity, and the nature of the system will reasonably allow you to
exit all positions and terminate your system operations at or very close to this 30% level,
then you may choose to allocate more at-risk funds to the trading system. But to start, it is
best to consider all of your trading equity allocated to the execution of a trading system as
at-risk of a complete loss. Simply put, don't risk cash you cannot afford to lose.
Here is a simple example. I have $200,000 in a brokerage account. This is "retirement
money". I wish to trade some portion of it (put it at risk) in order to get a larger return than I
can expect from conservative investments. So I choose to allocate $150,000 to a
conservative investment trading plan that targets relatively small returns (perhaps 2-12%
per year), while vastly reducing the risk of losses. I choose to allocate $50,000 to a more
aggressive trading plan of the type presented in this book, targeting substantially higher
returns. While it is unlikely that I will lose all of the $50,000, I accept that such a result is
not impossible, and while such a result would be damaging for my finances, it would not
devastating.
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Continuing this example, after executing the trading plan for a year, I have grown the
$50,000 trading equity to $58,000, a 16% return. I have substantially increased confidence
in the system, and even more critically, I have confidence that should I suffer a long
sequence of losses, I should be able to exit all positions and limit myself to a maximum
overall loss from my current total equity of 30% (30% of $58,000 being a total loss of
$17,400). Based on this, I choose to reallocate funds and increase my trading equity from
the current $58,000 up to $100,000 and accept the risk potential of a loss of $30,000 in a
worst-case scenario.
The broad subject of wealth allocation to different investment choices is a subject beyond
the content of this book. For more information in this area, see "Modern Asset Allocation
for Wealth Management" by David Berns.

Watch-List Creation and Management
The watch-list is the list of stocks under current consideration for trading. The trading plan
specifies what criteria these stocks must meet to be placed on the watch-list. It also
specifies the timing of watch-list updating (re-validation or rejection of current watch-list
members, and the addition of new watch-list members per the criteria).
Watch-list criteria are critical to the success of a trading system. Watch-list criteria are
wholly interlinked with the mechanics of trade entry and trade management. For example,
a trading system designed to take advantage of low volatility yet strongly up trending stocks
must have substantial differences in watch-list criteria vs. a trading system designed to take
advantage of very small moves over short time periods in highly volatile stocks.
Additionally, the watch-list criteria are important as a means of reduction of risk, through a
large number of exclusionary factors. For example, the watch-list criteria will usually put a
lower limit on the average daily volume of stock transactions, to assure that the market is
consistently liquid, and thus less prone to high bid-ask spreads, to stop runs, and to illegal
market manipulation through media campaigns.
The watch-list creation and management process assure us that we are focused only on
the best stocks based on up to date behaviors and attributes relative to our overall trading
plan. It is one of the many critical trading plan elements that incrementally, bit by bit, gives
us an edge (+EV) in our system.

Market State Controls
Market state controls on core elements of the trading plan are the most critical overall
component of the plan relative to achieving consistent profitability. Sadly, it is also the most
likely trading plan component to not be present in a trader's written plan. Even the
conceptual model of market state (or market phase) is rarely included in trading educational
materials.
Market state controls refer to how to manage our trading practices relative to each of:
 Bull trends
 Bear trends
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 Market tops in development
 Market bottoms in development
As directional traders, the core trading mechanic material in this book will identify how to
successfully get in and extract profits from bull and bear trends. There is some truth to the
adage that every long directional trader is a genius in a bull market. Most long directional
traders consider the notion of reducing or stopping trading during bear trends. Few refine
and formalize that consideration to a level of specificity in the trading plan that impacts EV
in a positive manner: a detailed methodology for scaling and trade management that
maximizes profits when there is proper market support and minimizing risk when there is
not.
To this end, market state controls utilize our bag of analysis tools to inform us of the level of
risk of a macro level move against us or for us (higher time frame tops and bottoms in
development), and formally adjusts key parameters of our trading plan in the areas of
taking new trades, how aggressive we advance our stops, and if and when we exit
immediately with losses rather than allow deeper losses to accrue. Market state controls
modulate our trade activity so that we are in-sync with the larger trends in the market to
maximize profit potential, reduce loss sizes and reduce risk.

Trade diversification
How many simultaneous trades will be initiated and if and how this maximum number ever
varies, and when/why it varies, must be specified. Diversification (and it's lack) vastly
impacts the variance of results. Only extremely high target +EV trading systems that
accept substantially more risk should utilize low levels of diversification. The risk of ruin
and variation in results are fundamentally reduced through increased diversification. That
said, true diversification in the stock market is challenging, as most stocks move with the
overall market trends.

Setups
A set up is a specification of what causes a watch-list stock to move into a "ready" position
where a trade may be initiated if and when defined entry triggers give a signal. This is the
area of the trading plan that speaks to the specific role of technical analysis, Elliott wave
analysis, and many other trading setup and trade entry techniques.

Trade trigger and entry
Specification of exactly what causes an order (to buy or short) to be placed and to fire on a
stock setup. Includes the precise timing of the placement of orders (i.e., once the stock is
set up, vs. after setup and after a specific trigger condition is met) and their precise type
and levels (for stop and/or limit orders). If additional trigger conditions must be met to
initiate a trade in the market, specification of exactly how those trigger conditions are
constructed and by what process and when the trader is informed and places actual orders
in the market.

Trade sizing
How much of the total trading equity should be placed into a new trade, and how much of
the total equity overall should be in simultaneous trades per the diversification plan.
Includes specification for exactly how total trading equity is computed (including or
excluding open trade profit/loss figures in particular) for the purpose of trade sizing. If and
when larger or smaller trade sizes should ever be initiated with available funds, vs. leaving
cash out of the market until properly sized trades can be made.
8

Trade management - Position exit
When and how to exit trades, including loss exits, profit exits, and any incremental exit
tactics. If and when standing orders (limit and/or stop) are left in the market, and exactly
when they are placed. If standing orders are not used, when and what type of market
orders are placed based on what type of trigger, and how and when such triggers are
monitored and acted on. The process and specifics of adjustment of open standing exit
orders, to what specific new levels, as triggered by what conditions.

Trade management - Position Addition
Trigger conditions for adding to an existing position. Adjustments to position exit
management as a result.

Account management
Specifics of if and when total trading equity is grown with via deposit, or shrunk via
withdrawal. Any pre-planned structure to deposits/withdrawals. Any adjustments to the
plan when deposits/withdrawals occur. How performance tracking is adjusted to account
for deposits/withdrawals.

Cost management
The plan for managing the costs of trading. Expected cost per trade based on the selected
brokerage. Net profit impact of the average cost per trade vs. target/measured gross profit
per trade. Cost assessment should include both commissions and bid/ask spread costs.

System Performance - Targets
The designed and/or anticipated (goal) performance metrics for the system. Minimally
acceptable measures are: win/loss rates, win/loss percentages, average trade return as a
percentage (normalized profitability), max percentage loss, max percentage win, overall
variance, and loss variance.
On the Specktrading.com web site you can download a template of the above with
summary descriptive text for each area, to use as a starting point for your own trading plan
development.

Theory and General Principles
Gambling Versus Investing and Trading
Trading in stocks is engaging in a form of gambling. Gambling is supported by a set of
straightforward but very important mathematical principles. Knowing these principles is
fundamental to the design of a trading system, and is the basis for the measurement of the
system results.
Gambling means taking a risk of losing part or all of something of value, to get in return
something of greater value. A friendly wager on the outcome of Sunday’s football game is
gambling. Playing poker is gambling. These are well understood. But when you consider
the definition deeply, you recognize that buying insurance (medical, car, home) is gambling
as well. You spend some money to cover the risk that you might have to spend more
(possibly much more) than that amount of money if you did not buy the insurance. In this
case, the risk is the purchase price of the insurance; the return value is the money you
save should the insurance cover future costs or losses.
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How is investing different from gambling? When investing, we put capital at risk of partial
or possibly complete loss, to procure a profit later in time, through the acquisition and then
the later sale of an asset. With investing, there is an intermediate asset held that changes
in value over time. In gambling, there is no such asset. But the process from an end to
end perspective is identical: we take a risk of losing some or all of something of value
(money), to get in return something of more value (more money).
So gambling and investing are functionally one and the same.
What about the argument that buying stocks is investing, buying real property is investing,
and investing isn’t gambling because of this unique attribute of acquiring an asset? This
makes "investing" different from gambling where we do not own anything as a result of our
transaction. The outcome (a dice roll, specific cards, or who wins the Super Bowl) is
decided by an external operation, not through a change in the value of an asset we own.
Such definitions are predicated on the differences of the mechanics of taking a risk to
achieve a reward and the only difference is in the mechanics. One can even argue that we
own an asset when we place a Super Bowl bet: we own a bet ticket that is redeemable for
cash should our team win, and that asset is a transferable and resellable asset as well.
Some argue that investing is unique from gambling due to the ability to analyze the current
and potential future value of that asset. However, this estimate of the future value of an
asset is no different than assessing the strengths, weaknesses and track records of the two
football teams we are placing our bets on, or performing careful range (hand probability)
calculations to assess the likely strength of our opponent's hand in a game of poker. Lack
of a tangible asset does not preclude the ability to analyze the evolving value of our
gamble, and in many forms of gambling such analysis is critical to "gambling well".
The essence of the operation of gambling and investing are identical: we put money at risk
to strive to return a profit (the at-risk money plus some additional). Whether the resolution
of the value of the risk capital is based on the ultimate (at sale time) market value of the
asset, or on the outcome of some action (a team won or lost, or a seven was or was not
rolled), the fundamentals are the same: we take a financial risk to make a financial reward.
The trading time period makes no difference in these definitions. Day trading is investing
for a few hours or even minutes (even milliseconds for the high-speed traders), and it is
gambling. Buying and holding stock for 3, 5, 10, or 20 years is investing for the longer
term, and it also is gambling.

Expectation
Gambling well is all about playing a game in a positive expectation manner (a game
wherein "the odds are in our favor"), by virtue of a combination of how the game operates
and how we skillfully play it given its rules and structure.
A neutral expectation game is a game where, in the long term, you expect to break even.
For example, in a single flip of a coin, you will either win or lose with 50% likelihood of
each; if we bet $1 on every flip of the coin and agree to flip 5000 times before settling our
wager, our expectation before we begin is that we will conclude with little money
exchanged: while it is extremely unlikely we end up exactly at 2500 heads/2500 tails (a net
of $0 exchanged), it is our "expected result" on average It is the center point result around
which repeated runs of the 5000 bets will cluster.
Note however that with a small number of coin flips (trials in the language of statistics), our
results might diverge tremendously from the expected value of zero. For example, if after
20 coin flips for $1 each we were down $10 (15 losing flips, 5 winning flips), we would not
be overly surprised, though not necessarily happy with our bad luck. On the other hand, if
after 20,000 flips we were down $10,000, the result would be so unlikely that we would be
right to conclude the game was rigged in some way.
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A critical feature of the coin flip gambling game is that there is no functioning "reversion to
the mean". Each trial is wholly independent of the prior trial, and all prior trials. This means
that the expected result going forward from the Nth flip is the result arrived at after the Nth
flip, not the original "even" point. For example, a coin is flipped 1000 times, and there have
been 550 heads and 450 tails so it's +100 for heads. What is the expected result overall,
going forward for another 1000 coin flips? The answer is +100 for heads, our starting point
for the new trials. The fact that over the last 1000 trials head occurred 100 more times than
tails has zero bearings on the new trials.
This is a result of truly independent events: the past is wholly irrelevant to the expected
results now and in the future. This behavior differs significantly from stock price behavior,
which demonstrates mean reversion characteristics in price swings.
A negative expectation game is a game where it is more likely that we will lose than win.
Every casino game (with the exception of poker played with proper skills against generally
weaker competition, and blackjack when counting cards and playing skillfully) in a casino is
a negative expectation game.
With a negative expectation game, the more frequently you bet, the more likely it is that
you will suffer some amount of loss on the completion of all your betting. The best chance
you have of being a winner in a negative expectation game is to take all the amount of
money you will ever bet on that game and make one single bet with that sum. Dividing that
sum into multiple smaller bets drives ups the odds of ending up with some amount of loss:
the more bets (of smaller size), the more certain you will be a loser.
For the math inclined, such probabilities can be computed using the binomial distribution
formula. An excellent simple online binomial calculator for assessing such probabilities is
available here: http://stattrek.com/online-calculator/binomial.aspx.
Here are three examples using this calculator to make the point. Assume we have $1000,
and we are betting in a negative expectation game with a 48.5% chance of winning, and a
51.5% chance of losing, with a one-to-one payoff (about the house edge when betting in
craps on the “pass line”). If we make a single bet of $1000, our chance of walking away a
winner overall is 48.5%. If we instead make ten bets in a row, each of size $100, then the
probability of walking away a winner is down to 34%. And if we make 1000 bets in a row of
$1 each, the probability of having a profit at the conclusion is down to only 16%.
The expected value of the total action of $1000 bet is that we suffer a loss of 1.5% of that
total, or -$15, regardless of how we execute the betting of the $1000. However, by make
more smaller bets, we increase the chances that the final result is close to the -$15
expected value.
The reason for this is that using more smaller bets decreases the variance in the final
result. It becomes more and more likely that our final result will be close to the expected
value. It becomes less likely that we will have large divergences of results from that
expected value during the execution of our betting sequence and at the conclusion. This is
an extremely valuable feature of “more small bets” versus a few large ones.
A positive expectation game is, in contrast, a game where the odds are in our favor, where
it is more likely that we will win than lose. With a positive expectation system, all these
attributes associated with making a larger number of smaller bets (versus a smaller number
of larger bets) become tremendous assets for us.
Both positive and negative expectation games can have unusual characteristics. For
example, consider a game where a random number generator produces a # ranging from 1
to 100. If the number is 1-99, you win $1. If the number is 100, you lose $99. Such a
game has an EV (expected value) of zero. Now consider what happens when the loss from
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number 100 is instead $1000. This game can appear attractive: your odds on any single
bet are so good that you'll make a profit! And indeed, you can play this game and probably
generate profitable returns, for a while. Though you do run a risk of an early 100. But if
you play this game many hundreds of thousands of times, you are virtually certain of losing
a lot of money. At what rate? A whopping minus $9.01 every time you play. This is
computed by taking the average of every possible result (which themselves are presumed
to be equally likely to occur in every trial). 99 times out of 100 you profit by $1, and 1 time
out of 100 you lose $1000. Hence (99*$1-1*$1000)/100 = -$9.01/trial.
Trading system characteristics can, by design, have unusual probability proportions, even
as unusual as the game just described. Consider a system design to win 7 of every 8
trades, paying a profit of 3% per trade, and losing -15% on 1 of every 8 trades. Such a
system is profitable at the expected return per trade of 0.75%. Alternatively, consider a
trading system designed to win 55% of trades (55/100) with win size of 6%, and lose 45%
of trades (45/100) at a loss size of 6%. Such a system has expected per trade return of
0.70%, almost identical to the first. Yet the design and mechanics of the trading system
must be vastly different to achieve (or at least strive to achieve) these behavioral
characteristics (meaning, actual results). As an extreme example, using options strategies,
it is possible to construct trading systems that achieve extremely high levels of profitable
trades (over 95%), with very small per trade profits, and very large (but rare, <5% of bets)
per trade losses.
This link of trading system design to the anticipated frequency and size of wins and losses
and the expected value (expected result of in terms of how much profit or loss) of each
trade executed by the system is critical to the complete trading plan.
However, design considerations don't stop with the expected value on a per-trade basis.

Variance
We don’t like varying results in trading. We don’t like wild swings in our trading equity
(account value). We want to achieve as steady a growth curve as we can in the value of
our account. Large swings in our trading account equity can drive us to emotionally-driven
decisions to override the system rules. This is a risk worth striving to avoid. We strive for a
lower variance in our account value as we trade, without making a sacrifice (reduction) in
the average rate of growth. Deploying more smaller trades costs us more in total
commissions, which reduces our net expectation by a small but still significant amount.
However, reducing variance is so tremendously valuable in trading that it is worth giving up
a small amount of profitability in order to achieve it.
With high variance it takes a much larger number of trials (trades or bets) to get an
accurate measure of average results; it takes longer to get confidence in our trading
system. The emotional toll of variance (downswings in particular) can and will spill over
and compromise our trading process, and results usually go into a death spiral from there.
Therefore, we don’t want to trade using big bets that have high variance characteristics and
suffer wild variance in our actual account value. It is preferable to make a larger number of
smaller bets and drive our summed result over time toward the expected return value of the
individual trades (assuming of course that we have a positive expectation on a per-trade
basis). The alternative of making a very large bet on a high variance but +EV result has
elements of simply striving to "get lucky", even when the odds are in our favor.
In summary, with a positive expectation trading system on per trade basis, by making more
smaller bets, we dramatically increase the probability of being a net winner, we reduce the
variance in our actual results, and we increase the likelihood that our actual results over
time are close to the expected results.
It is interesting to note the symmetry: if our trading system is -EV and we were to bet
$1,000,000 on it overall all time, the best odds we can get to be a winner is by trading all
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$1,000,000 in a single bet. On the other hand, if our trading system is +EV and there is no
per bet cost, our best odds for concluding with a profit is achieved by making one million
bets of $1 (assuming even smaller bets aren't allowed!).
An excellent set of simulation results demonstrating the power of this technique using a
betting system with a small positive edge is provided in the section titled “Don’t Waste Your
Money”, here: http://wizardofodds.com/gambling/betting-systems/. You’ll find the results
there quite stunning. Even very small positive expectations (1%), when wagered many
times, give exceptional results. It is exactly through these principles that the “house” in
casinos make their consistent profits. Thus, it is a significant factor for consideration in the
design of our own trading systems.
Let’s look at the inverse of the above examples of a negative expectation gamble. Let’s
assume we have a positive expectation of 1.5% (that is, we expect to win 51.5% of the
time) in a gamble paying one to one. With this gambling system, making a single bet of
$1000 we have a 51.5% chance of being a winner. With one hundred bets of size $10
($1000 in total action) our probability of being a winner at the conclusion is 58%. With one
thousand bets of size $1, it is 82% likely we will complete our gambling with a profit. In
both of these examples, our expected theoretical total win size is identical at $15, which is
1.5% of $1000, the total amount bet. If we can get the expectation up to 2% our chances of
being a winner (of $20 total on average) with one thousand $1 bets is up to 89%, and at an
expectation of 3%, it is 97% certain! Clearly, getting the expectation of our trading system
higher has tremendous benefits to our overall "odds of success", by which I mean the odds
of achieving a profit with the trading system.
Based on these principles, our trading system goal is to identify or create a significantly
positive expectation trading method (a few percentage points of positive expectation is both
difficult, and plenty!), then execute it aggressively with lots and lots of small trades (bets) to
grind out highly likely and relatively steady (low variance) profits. This is moving from
“trading as a form of gambling” (which is sadly what most retail traders are doing) to
“trading as a professional business”, using a method identical to how casinos operate.

Proving Positive Expectation - Paper Trading
You must measure the trading system through paper trading before committing any funds.
I would never recommend committing any funds to any trading system without building
confidence first in its fundamental profitability. Trading is not an analyzable game such as
blackjack, where the probabilities can be computed or simulated quickly through many
millions of trials.
We do not know until we run real experiments and measure (and even then we only know
in a probabilistic sense) if a trading system (with us operating it) is positive in expectation.
I do not recommend operating any system described in this book, nor any system of any
short whatsoever, without substantial testing. And note: the testing results of others are not
applicable to you operating even the same system: a trading system includes the operator
(you!) as an integral component of the system under operation. You and I will not end up
with identical results trading the same system (unless it is a fully computerized and
automated system, and even them, results in the real market are guaranteed to vary!).
Trade your system only when you have confidence in its results under your own operation.
How many paper trades is enough? There is no right answer to that question. More is
better. You can’t over-test a system, though obviously at some point, with successful
measures, you are going to want to deploy it and start generating some real cash profits.
The danger of paper trading is the potential that all your results are from a strongly bullish
phase of the market (or more generally, a phase of the market highly conducive to the
specifics of your trading plan). What are the results during major market corrections? How
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about during highly volatile and wide-ranging market periods? Have you paper trading in
all these different conditions? Eventually, you will be trading in such conditions. So you
can't test too much, and yet realistically, testing across all conditions takes years. Hence
you will inevitably find yourself trading your system for real money in previously unencountered conditions. This is a key motivator of utilizing broad market state controls on a
trading system, to effectively "take the system offline" when overall conditions are
unfavorable, rather than risking our capital in un-tested market conditions.

Compounding and Compounding Rate
Everyone knows the basics of compounding, usually in terms of compounding interest. If
you can get an 8% return per year on your money, in about seven years, you will have
doubled your money: ((1.08)^7 = 1.99). On the other, at a 5% return per year, you will only
have about 41% growth ((1.05)^7 = 1.41). This tends to lead to the conclusion "a higher
percentage return is better".
However, in addition to per trade return, compounding frequency is vitally important, and a
rarely discussed element of the design of a trading system. Consider for example the
return on two hypothetical trading plans:
 Trade plan A: buy stock X, hold for one year, then sell and achieve a 12% profit.
 Trade plan B: buy stock W, X, Y, and Z, each at the start of a quarter, and sell for a
3% profit at the end of each quarter. In each new trade, use the entire proceeds of the
previous trade for the new purchase (full compounding).
The net return on trading plan A is 12%. The return on trading option B is 1.03^4 = 12.5%
profit. That’s a slightly better return, but nothing to get overly excited about relative to
trading plan A.
But what happens if we are able to execute a trading plan C, where we return a 3% profit
each month, and reinvest the full proceeds each new month? Suddenly our annualized
return becomes 1.03^12 = 42%!
We can strive for a trading system that returns 12% at a frequency of every quarter: the
annualized return would be yet even more: 1.12^4 = 57%. However, achieving a return of
12% frequently and consistently is quite challenging at best, while achieving 3% winning
trades at an average frequency of less than a single month is pragmatically achievable.
Let's consider a rate of 3% achieved every two months on average, for a full year, with full
reinvestment of all profits. That's 19.4% profit. Or 2% achieved a total of ten times over a
year: that results in 21.2% profit. Or consider 6% achieved five times per year: that's 33%
profit.
By compounding our money consistently and quickly, even at relatively small return rates,
we can dramatically increase our annualized rate of return.
This leads to the simple but significant measure rarely if ever discussed in the trading
literature: trade return efficiency. Trade return efficiency is simply the average percentage
profit of the trade over a single trade day. So a 4% profit in five trading days has a return
efficiency of 0.8% profit per trade day. When compounding is considered, trade return
efficiency becomes an extremely important metric to strive to improve.

Market Analysis Technologies
In this section, critical tools of technical analysis and Elliott wave analysis techniques are
presented, with numerous examples. The focus in this section is on how these
technologies are operated (performed) and in what manner they inform us. Their specific
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application (and the many choices therein) are detailed in later sections on trading
mechanics.
Many readers will be familiar with some, most, or even all of these technologies.
Regardless, I encourage at least a brief reading of these subsections to understand the
nature of these tools and how I deploy and interpret them. Some of them are uniquely my
own: these include technologies for measuring and displaying quantitative trends, for
assessing bottom and topping structure, and for projecting swing completion targets using
the fitting of a Fibonacci structure.
Technical analysis is a vast field, and this book does not begin to attempt to address all of
it. See the reference material for such educational material. Presented here are only those
technical analysis technologies that I find to be of high-value day in and day out in my
trading, via their usage in detailed trading plans.

Price Charts - Bars and Candlesticks
Stock prices move up and down over time, driven by supply and demand. Price bars (or
candlesticks) on a stock chart simply show for a fixed unit of time per bar the total range of
prices at which transactions occurred during the corresponding time unit. "Bar charts" show
a simple price bar covering the range, with a "tick" on the left and the right showing
respectively the opening price for the time period, and the closing price for the time period.
Candlestick charts show the same information but with better usability: the entire
candlestick shows the entire price range, while the central body shows the opening price
and closing price (the end-points of the body). The relative positions of the open and close
are specified by the body coloring. A white (or "clear", showing the underlying background
color) body candlestick shows an opening price at the bottom line of the body, and a
closing price at the top of the body, while a black (or otherwise colored) body candlestick
shows an opening price at the top of the body and a closing price at the bottom of the body.
See the "Bar Chart Example" and "Candlestick Chart Example" charts below.
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These two stock charts show identical time periods for the same stock. Every stock chart
displays price with time on the X-axis, and price on the Y-axis. These two charts differ only
in the formatting of the price data. I prefer candlestick charts as I find them easier to
interpret visually, and they are used throughout this book.

Price Charts - Time Frames
A stock price chart candlestick is a simplified view (or model) of the actual price action that
occurred trade by trade, second by second (in fact, millisecond by millisecond for some
markets). In high time frame candlesticks (monthly or weekly) a vast amount of complex
action is hidden: the candlestick itself is a representation of "compressed data". What
shows as a large single up move over a month in a single large white candlestick will reveal
its complexity as the same period is viewed instead as four weekly candles, deeper
complexity when viewed as twenty daily candles, and yet far more complex price
movement when viewed over one hundred hourly candles. This explosion of detail of price
action can be continued right down the minute, then second, then down to individual stock
transactions.
The multi-timeframe view of the price action of BOOT shows four candlestick charts at
different time frames for the same stock and demonstrates this compression of data and
revealing of complexity. The upper left chart shows monthly candlesticks, and proceeding
clockwise there are weekly, daily, and hourly time frames charts, each expanding the
rightmost (most recent) candles of the higher time frame chart. Hence, reviewing this chart
from the top left around the clock, we do a "dive into detail" in both time and price action.
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It is extremely valuable to assess a stock's price action at all key time frames: monthly,
weekly, daily, hourly, five-minute. Even quarterly, and at the other extreme one minute
views are valuable. As will be shown, each time frame is of consequence relative to the
trading decisions driven by the trading plan. For this reason, I strongly recommend a
"standard view" on the stock analysis platform of your choice that is structured in some
multi-chart manner with the charts showing an appropriate range of timeframes. Some
prefer vertical "stripes" of charts, any of which can be expanded. I prefer the quad layout
shown and used throughout this book.
My quad overview screen shows monthly, weekly, daily and hourly charts. I also utilize two
"dialed" down such quad screens, a weekly, daily, hourly and five-minute screen, and a
daily, hourly, five -minute, and one-minute screen. The time frame of each chart in the
quad screens shown in this book can be found in the middle of the title bar of each chart,
"Mo" (monthly), "Wk" (weekly), "D" (daily), "1h" (one hour), "5m" (five minute), and "1m"
(one minute).

Price Swings, Trends, and Ranges
For the purpose of modeling the structural fundamentals of price movement through time
on a price chart, we use an idealized "swing line" showing price movement from a starting
point (the left end of the price line) at one end of a candle to the endpoint (the right end of
the price line) on the opposite end of the final candle further to the right on the chart (later
in time). The endpoints of the swing line define the pivot point price level (the ultimate price
before price turned and initiated a price swing in the opposite direction).
Swing modeling for most charts in this book uses a "2 bar before and after" rule, that is,
what defines a pivot high is a candle with two bars on each side both with lower highs than
the pivot candle high, and lower lows than the pivot candle low. (Note that therefore inside
candlesticks, with a lower high and higher low than the potential pivot candlestick, are
ignored.) The reverse defines a pivot low. This is the basis for deciding how to draw the
swing lines. Occasionally there are odd situations, and you can use your judgment. If in
doubt, use fewer swing lines, and let the model at the lower time frame enable you to
model at a more detailed level accurately.
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A price trend is a consistent price movement in either direction (up or down) over a time
period. The trend varies across time frames, yet also shifts in predictable ways across time
periods. Trends initiate (are born) at the lowest time frame and evolve upward through the
time frames. Trends are generally modeled as price periods without overlapping
retracement price swings. This contrasts with price ranging, which is modeled as
overlapping retracement price swings.
The "SPLK daily Dec-June 2019" candlestick chart shows a swing line model over the price
action.

Through the initial period (Jan-Feb), the retracement swings (green lines) have no overlap
and based on this structure, we say that price is trending (up in this case). Then price
initiates a large swing downward, and in so doing overlaps two prior retracements. After
initiating the overlap with the first, the state of the price action shifts from up trending
behavior to ranging behavior. The ranging action continues for an extensive period, In a
series of four upswings and three downswings between a demarked channel. When price
moves down sharply below the lower channel boundary, a shift to trending behavior is
indicated, and price continues further without any retracement overlaps. Then in mid and
late June, price turned back in an upward direction, and a shift to up-trending behavior is
indicated.
While these definitions are both simple and formal for trending price action vs. ranging price
action, they are just the beginning of price action modeling techniques we will deploy for
our complete stock analyses. It's similar to viewing an elephant from very, very close: we
want as many different perspectives and "images" as possible to enable an understanding
of the whole.

Price Charts - Polarity
Our interest in modeling price action using such swing lines is to identify overall price
direction, to help give us an edge in our trading plan. To that end, we utilize a concept
called polarity. The polarity of the market within a given timeframe is either up or down, at
the conclusion of every bar (or candlestick) on a chart. Up polarity is defined by rising price
swings, and down polarity is defined by falling price swings. Polarity is an orthogonal
definition of trending vs. ranging state introduced earlier. Polarity is not affected by the
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presence or lack of overlapping retracement swings and thus is a complementary model of
stock chart state to the trending/ranging model just described.
The "Polarity Inversion Example from Down to Up" weekly candlestick chart shows a falling
price movement leading to a sequence of price swings tracing out a low, then a high, then a
higher low than the previous low, then price moving above the high (a "higher high").

When price closes above the peak of the prior pivot high, polarity shifts to "up", as
indicated. The "Polarity Inversion Example from Up to Down" daily candlestick chart shows
price swings that shift polarity from "up" to "down", as indicated.

It is critical to note that polarity is not defined simply as a rising or falling swing line: it is
defined by a rising or falling sequence of vertices of swing lines (pivots). A pivot is a
generic term for a vertice of price swing lines. Pivots are the very bottom or top price at
which a market "turns" and begins a price swing in the opposite direction.
Occasionally a pivot will occur and the price will move in a continuous sequence of bars
without any subsequent pivot the other way, passing multiple pivots in the opposite
direction of the price swing being reversed. In this situation, polarity analysis as a tool for
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new trend identification fails us; fortunately, we'll cover other tools that add more
perspective to our total market view and do not fail us when this occurs.
Note that polarity is not a common technical indicator, and polarity indicator tools are very
rare in analysis platforms. You will typically be assessing the polarity state of a chart
yourself, visually.
A somewhat uncommon swing structure occurs when both types of price swings keep
"expanding", that is, there is a sequence of lower lows and higher highs. Sometimes this is
referred to as a "trumpet pattern", referring to the widening sequence of price pivots, or an
"expanding pattern" or "expanding wedge". When this occurs, the polarity should be
defined based on the direction of the most recent price swing (though this decision is
somewhat arbitrary).
Polarity is defined as the structural attributes of the price movement (swing structure). And
like all measures of the trend, the polarity at any single instant in time is likely to be different
at different time frames. Later we will address additional measures of the trend, some
dependent on price structure, and some on pure price movement ("quantitative trend").
These different methods of assessing the trend of prices help us build a more complete
assessment of what's going on with price action, and can individually or in combination play
a role in specifics of our trading plan.

Trend Lines
Polarity gives us one model for assessing, at all times, the trend state of a market, at any
and every time frame. The trending vs. ranging model informs us in an orthogonal manner
to polarity about the presence of trending vs. ranging price behavior.
A third means of modeling trend is the trend line. The basic element of trend line analysis
is simply a line properly placed on the chart. A trend line is a model of price behavior and
nothing more. There is no "real trend line" of any sort in the market itself. We are merely
creating a simplified model of price action with trend lines in order to help us assess market
state consistently and easily from a visual perspective.
Uptrend lines connect two lows of candles where the second low is higher than the first,
and there is no price action infringing on the uptrend line by intervening candles, or if there
is, it is minimal and there is no closing price of below the downtrend line of the intervening
candles. Downtrend lines connect two highs of candles where the second high is lower
than the first, and there is no price action infringing on the downtrend line by intervening
candles (with the same caveat). And yes, a trend line above or below price action can be
horizontal. Trend lines can be drawn off the end (to the right) of the price action on the
chart, modeling anticipated future price behavior. Trend lines generally are stopped at the
point where the price action breaks the trend line, particularly via a candlestick closing price
that violates the line.
The first example chart for trend lines is "SPX Monthly Trend Line Study" showing monthly
candles from the 2009 low to the current date (6/19/2019).
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My first general rule of trend lines is that I require some significant number of candles of
separation between the successive lows (or highs). Separation of four or more candles is a
good rule of thumb, though occasionally very short retracement price swings (which can be
only a few candles long) can support a trend line. The further apart the two candles are
that form the basis of the line, the more stable the trend is by definition (the longer it has
been running). Very often, the legitimate trend line candle low is one with a "long tail"
extending from the body of the candle (downward for an uptrend line, upward for a
downtrend line) indicating a probe of lower or higher prices and then rejection of that probe
and a "return to trend".
Note the behavior of price action after a the long tail bars at positions O and P on the chart;
long tail candles initiating significant moves away from the tail is quite common particularly
at higher timeframes (weeks, months, quarters), and is an excellent edge providing
indicator, though we will generally find that we can get aboard the turn "inside the tail"
through more analytic work at lower time frames.
The trend lines on the example chart should be drawn as the chart develops in real-time. I
will describe for all the trend lines shown on this example when the appropriate time that
such a line could and should have been drawn, and why.
Uptrend line A connects a clear pivot low created by the rising candles with the first candle
that shows a long tail and no intervening price action along the line formed. There are only
3 intervening candles, and the trend is thus viewed as "weak" at this point. Price then
begins impinging on this trend line 3, 4, and 5 candles later. However, the closing prices of
these bars stay above the line, and while this is true and the lows of the impinging candles
stay reasonably close to the line, I consider the trend line to continue to be valid. However,
when the larger red bar fully undercuts uptrend line A and the closing price is below it, the
trend line is terminated (no longer valid).
Price then oscillates quickly providing no opportunity for a new trend line, until a pivot low is
formed that allows uptrend line B to be drawn. This uptrend line can legitimately be drawn
after the swing low white candlestick bar is complete, and is confirmed as price pulls up
and away from the line in the subsequent several candles. Note how the new uptrend line
B encompasses the now terminated uptrend line A: line B starts at the same swing low,
represents lower trend momentum (slower upward price movement) vs. trend line A, but is
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also more stable by virtue of its lower momentum and the wider gap between the two trend
line touchpoints.
When uptrend line B is broached sharply by the large down candle, it terminates. The
following price action does not initially form any type of down trend line. There is a
"bending" of the candlestick highs downward, showing a steady increase in downward price
momentum. When the price bounces back upward with the large white candlestick, there
are two opportunities: the first is to draw uptrend line N, which is yet more stable than B.
Trend line N at the time of its initial drawing will of course not extend far to the right as
shown here. But every "live" trend line should continue to be extended, up until it is
violated and properly terminates. (There are occasional cases where the price moves
away very sharply from the area of the trend line, and it can be abandoned as no longer
relevant.)
The second opportunity is to draw downtrend line C over the prior six candles with very
minimal price intrusion into the line drawn by intervening candles. This trend line is highly
informative relative to the potential of the just prior trending behavior to reassert itself. And
after just two inside candles, price does exactly that, breaking up and through and
terminating downtrend line C. It is not unusual to have periods of price action having both
live uptrend and downtrend lines, and even multiples of both, as occurs here for a short
period with both uptrend line N and downtrend line C active for several bars.
The following three white candles cover too short a period to bother with an uptrend line at
this time frame. But when price forms a pivot low several candles later with a longer lower
tail, uptrend line D can be drawn. The three candlesticks that bring the price down to form
the pivot low for trend line D are not sufficient for a downtrend line at this time frame.
Uptrend line D is penetrated by a long tail candle five candles later, but since the close is
above the line, it remains valid. Uptrend line D proceeds for an extended period, with
multiple re-tests but not significant penetration until the large white candle with a very
extended tail that penetrates deeply through the line. When this occurs early in a trend
line, I would be prone to consider the trend line terminated. Here, the trend line is very well
established and revalidated multiple times, so it is given the benefit of the doubt since the
close is again above the line. The clear termination of D occurs with the colored down
candle that lies fully beneath the line.
The termination of D prompts the drawing of uptrend line F as the replacement, connecting
three lows immediately. Uptrend line F is almost immediately terminated by a very large
down candle with a close clearly under the line. The price oscillates and forms another
swing high allowing a downtrend line G to be drawn. The slope is only mildly down,
somewhat similar to C, and before any steeper (higher momentum) downtrend line can be
drawn, G is broken to the upside and uptrend line H is drawn, using the long tail candle low
that slightly breaks G. H is terminated shortly by a brief downswing and a down candle fully
under it, and another swing low quickly forms, allowing trend line E to be drawn. Price
steadily remains above E, then begins accelerating sharply away from E. At this point I
prefer to add in a higher momentum uptrend line using the appropriate candle low just
before the price acceleration, forming uptrend line I. At this point, both I and E are active.
Trend line I terminates with the candlestick close below it. E is then revalidated by a touch
of the low of a long down tail candle, then survives two candles in succession with tails that
undercut it but close above it. Finally, the large down bar at the top closes beneath uptrend
line E, and it terminates. Lower momentum uptrend line K is drawn in, but it also quickly is
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ended by the massive selling in December of 2018. The two large down candles with one
intervening inside bar allow for a useful downtrend line L to be drawn in, which is
terminated by strong upward candles two months later. Most recently (June to date) a
strong up month has formed a likely swing low, and trend line M is drawn in and is active as
of this writing.
This SPX monthly trend line example had a very common general structure for a long
period uptrend: sequences of longer, stable uptrend lines, usually fading in momentum but
sometimes also accelerating, with short periods of price consolidation with mild downtrend
lines, relatively quickly broken back to the upside. As such, the trends in this example are
relatively easy to model with trend lines.
Here is another example, with more dynamic (changing) behavior over the course of the
chart. This is NFLX from late December 2019 through June 19, 2019.

The chart begins with a very strong uptrend line, which must be restarted at lower
momentum several times as price momentum upward slows then shifts to wide-ranging
sideways action that steadily requires lower and lower momentum uptrend lines. Between
these successively lower momentum trend lines and overlapped with them are short and
steep (high momentum) downtrend lines. Trend line analysis is of little value in the
conditions through most of this chart, at least at this time frame. However, at a lower time
frame (hourly), the swings may be more well defined and stable, and trend line analysis
may be of significant trading value. (Note: this chart also shows some Fibonacci retrace
level lines, which are covered in a later section.)

Support and Resistance Levels
When price forms a pivot, what is really happening? In the case of a pivot high, traders
willingly increased their bid (the amount they were willing to pay for the stock), until the
price reached the pivot high price (the highest price of the pivot high candlestick). And right
there…they stopped offering more. Not only did they stop offering more, but as the price
began to fall, traders declined to buy more at the current price, thus allowing the price to
continue to fall. The pivot high price level represents the price point at which, at that time,
"buying pressure" (the willingness of the market participants to bid higher prices to acquire
the stock) dropped below "selling pressure". The inverse happens at pivot lows: the selling
pressure drops below rising buying pressure, and the stock price turns back upward.
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The market participant sentiment that drives the creation of a price pivot continues to exist
going into the future. The memory of the sentiment change in the past is right there on
every trader's chart (including the algorithmic trading software's chart!) reminding them of
how they felt about the stock at that point (whichever side of the market they may have
been in at the time). It is rational and perfectly normal, even expected, that that price level
may create similar sentiment in the future. Thus, every pivot represents a price level of
potential price resistance (price approaching from below and then turning back down)
and/or price support (price approaching from above and then turning back up). And while
the significance of pivots slowly fades over time, it can be surprising how a pivot from long
ago still has power in the market today.
Prior pivots are not the only generators of support and resistance, but they are the most
common and are common across just about every chart. Their propensity to act as support
and resistance and their relatively high reliability in doing so make them high potential chart
features around which we can get a trading edge. Their role in this regard will be
addressed in the section on setups.
Every pivot (low and high) can operate as both support and resistance over time. The most
common behavior visible on charts is pivot highs operating as resistance and pivot lows
operating as support. This behavior commonly leads to a number of candlesticks in close
proximity each having highs in the same price area, creating a "flat-top" or "price ceiling"
look to the price structure, or multiple lows in close time and price proximity, creating a
"price floor" look to the price structure.
Pivot lows operating as price resistance and pivot highs as price support are slightly more
subtle but of no less significance, but should be watched for carefully. See "Pivot Lows
Acting as Support and Resistance". This chart shows a recent example of TSLA in AprilJune 2019 at the daily time frame demonstrating pivot lows operating first as support, then
later as resistance.

Starting at the left, price forms a pivot low, which acts as price support when tested seven
candles later. The support fails on the third test six candles later as price closes just below
the pivot low support level. Price then quickly falls away. A new support level is formed
when two candles in a row have a common low price area, and then before a pivot low is
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actually formed, a third test of the support level occurs. Then price moves up completing
the pivot. Price the approaches the prior pivot low price support zone, and pivots back
down off it. This is an example of an established (and tested once) pivot low operating as
resistance later in time. The overall cycle then repeats, with a break of the more recent
pivot low support, then after a significant sell-off and then a price climb, a test of and pivot
off of the second pivot low price area acting as resistance.
Note the liberal consideration of specific price action relative to the precise
support/resistance price. The market is rarely precise; support and resistance levels
should be considered a "zone" of price around the price level, and expectations about price
actions should be based on price often "scribbling over" these levels or just approaching
the zone.
These levels, once established, are always functional and informative when approached
later in time by price action. When price pivots off a support or resistance level, there is an
opportunity for a trading edge, because we know that the turn has a greater probability of
holding for at least some period of time than any random turn. When price fails to pivot off
a support or resistance level, the failure indicates a higher potential of price continuing it's
swing through and away from that level. Two excellent examples of this price behavior are
on the TSLA chart. Often trading education only focuses on support and resistance acting
as such, when in fact the failure to act as such is just as valuable edge creating information.

Price Reversal (Top and Bottom) Patterns
When price ranges (vs. trends), it does so in ways that vary infinitely in specifics, including
the slope of the range (horizontal, sloping upward over time, sloping downward over time),
the relationship of slopes of the top and bottom (horizontal and parallel is a "rectangle",
converging is a "triangle", sloping up or down with parallel upper and lower trend lines is a
"channel", and sloping and diverging or converging is a "wedge", with diverging sometimes
called a "trumpet pattern"), and how price structure develops as it ranges (for example,
triangle structures tend to have five total up and down moves before price breaks out of the
triangle structure).
The general subject area of price range structures is often referred to as "patterns". These
types of patterns were first delineated in the classic text "Technical Analysis of Stock
Trends" by Edwards and Magee. Attempts at quantitative studies of such patterns have
been pursued by Bulkowski ("Encyclopedia of Chart Patterns"). Entire books are dedicated
to "how to trade patterns".
I organize price patterns into three fundamental categories of structure. The first is the
trending structure, which is properly called an impulse wave. The pattern for impulse
waves is very well defined and doesn't vary. Impulse waves are comprehensively
addressed later in the section on Elliott wave analysis. The second is the corrective
structure, which generally is price executing ranging behavior after a pivot high or low.
Corrective price structures come in 23 different specific price patterns. Fortunately, we do
not need to be expert in all of them, only in the major types of which there are four.
Corrective structures are addressed in the section on Elliott wave analysis.
The final class of patterns that I find of value are the reversal patterns. Reversals, as the
name implies, refers to price shifting its general direction of movement from down to up, or
from up to down. Reversal patterns are what occur as and when the two fundamental
structures of impulses and corrections complete and price "reverses" its macro-level trend
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direction. As such, reversal pattern models are highly complementary to, and unique from,
Elliott wave analysis.
See the Price Bottom Reversal Patterns diagram for price swing models of the significant
bottom reversal patterns, followed by Price Top Reversal Patterns (the same models
"reversed" to create top reversal patterns).

The names of these patterns are nothing more than labels that helps conceptualize and
see the model in the actual price action. Much of the pattern educational material spend
excessive energy on a wide variety of variations of these forms, with specific names for
each. I find no value in that. What is important is being able to identify these basic
structures on real charts, with clarity of how different models of trend state change through
the course of the pattern. In doing so, recognize that rarely does price follow these models
perfectly and that the models may apply well at one level of time frame view, but zoom in or
out and the model may not quite fit the revealed price behavior anymore. These top and
bottom price pattern models advance from as simple as conceptually possible (V bottom
and V top) to arbitrarily complicated forms (basing bottom and ceiling top).
These structures are nominally combined with support/resistance lines over or under the
intermediate pivots, and when enabled by the chart action, a trend line across the
intermediate pivots. Such a trend line is often referred to as the "neckline" of these head
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and shoulder types of patterns. These two types of lines can provide us with key
information that the structure is indeed playing out as a reversal structure as they are
violated in the process of the price turn. See the "Price Bottom Reversal Analysis" graphic.

This chart of price bottom structure identifies how these models of price behavior operate
relative to our earlier models of trending vs. ranging, polarity, and trend lines. (Our
quantitative trend studies are also applicable, but only to real price charts, not to abstract
price swing models.)
In the case of the V bottom, there is only a single price pivot, and whatever
trending/ranging and polarity attributes the chart has on entry to this price pattern remains,
given only what we know from the V bottom price pattern itself.
The double bottom and double top are quite different. When price reaches the second
pivot low and turns, price is in ranging mode, rather than a trending mode. Once the
middle pivot is exceeded by the final price swing, polarity shifts to the final price swing
direction. We can see that across all these patterns, it is the ranging/trending model that
shifts first (to ranging), then later the polarity shifts. This makes logical sense when price
overall is shifting from a downtrend, through some kind of bottoming/turning structure or
price pattern, then commencing an uptrend. Price moves from trending to ranging, and
then to up-trending (at least as indicated by polarity). The reader is encouraged to study
each of these price patterns and changing state to be sure that the shifts are well
understood.
One subtle point has to do with exactly when a pivot actually occurs. For example, in the
double bottom pattern, I've shown that ranging begins only after the price swing up has
initiated. Why doesn't the ranging attribute start at exactly the pivot point itself?
Technically, it does, but only after the fact. In real-time, as the price action is unfolding, we
don't yet know that a pivot will occur, as it hasn't been fully defined by price action yet.
Remember that we require two following price candlesticks both with higher lows than the
low of the pivot candle, and both with higher highs than the pivot candle high, to form a
pivot. Hence, the creation of the pivot requires some formation over time of the new price
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swing line up. You will find this throughout all technical analysis: true recognition is often a
delayed event, and when recognition is achieved, our characterization of past state may
very well change. However, we can't act on data until it truly arrives; the anticipation of
future confirming events is hazardous to your trading success. Recognize that pivots only
form "after the fact" by two bars.
The first example of a reversal pattern is MDCO before and after the late December 2018
turn. See "Distorted inverse head & shoulders and/or distorted double bottom".

Here, the price swing structure is mapped using black lines. This modeling reveals a
distorted inverse head and shoulder type of structure. In addition, if the relatively flat
ascending swings after the final deep bottom are ignored and instead a swing line is drawn
as shown (black dashed line), the pattern is one of a distorted double bottom. This type of
simplification is always worth looking for and analyzing, as it may very well be the structure
of greater significance with respect to breaks of necklines initiating strong reversal price
moves.
Included in the MDCO analysis are extensions of the pivot highs of the corrections during
the impulsive selling on the left side of the chart (blue horizontal lines). Note how three
times in the ensuing impulsive buying, price experiences resistance right around these
pivot high levels.
Trend line analysis is shown on the MDCO chart as well (green lines). One generalization
about the trend line evolution across a potential bottom is important: by definition, to have a
bottom, a series of gradually flattening trend lines is common if not required, as momentum
slows and shifts. Eventually, either a horizontal trend line or pivot high in the descending
price phase is violated giving a strong indication of a price trend reversal.
The next example is a daily chart of GLD, and the bottom formed in April and May of 2019.
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In this case, a very small double bottom formed, which itself was within a type of distorted
head and shoulders bottom with a "double bottom" as the head structure. The initial break
of the smaller and tighter double bottom doesn't hold, but the bottom price itself is not
violated. The price action strongly confirms a completed bottom by forming a higher pivot
low, and a trend change occurs when the head and shoulder's neckline is violated by a
strong upward candlestick. While a pivot high line is not extended on the chart, note that
the price swing up after the breakout upward meets resistance and pivots right around the
price area of a prior pivot high that occurred during the prior down trending price structure.
Here in GLD price descends in clearly ranging (overlapped) price behavior, while MDCO in
strong contrast descended impulsively, with no overlaps of corrective price swings. If we
were to look at a wider view of GLD, we would see that this descending ranging price
behavior is indeed in the corrective position after a strong impulsive move upward. The key
point here is that both corrective (ranging) and impulsive price behavior have common
bottom structure characteristics that can be identified and leveraged to achieve an edge
through the trading plan.
Here is an example of INTC at the daily time frame (4/24/19 to 5/20/19) executing a sharp
impulsive down move.
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Based on the swing structure on this chart, there is no bottom being formed yet (though we
must stay cognizant of the possibility of a sudden V-bottom, which can occur suddenly and
with no preceding indicators).
Now we roll the chart forward with a focus on "seeing the bottom form". See the chart
"Inverse Head&Shoulders bottom structure in INTC". (The sharp up move labeled "higher
pivot high" is shown just beginning in the last two hourly candlesticks of the prior chart.)

The first heads up of a possible bottoming process initiating comes with the higher pivot
high, a definitive change in structure from the prior down move to date. The next pivot low
is higher than the prior pivot high, leading us to model this as an inverse head & shoulders
structure potentially in development. The first higher pivot high does what pivots very often
do: it acts a resistance, and another pivot high forms at that level and we identify a ceiling
structure, which immediately becomes of vital interest as a possible breakout level. The
prior pivot low does what pivots often do: it acts as support, another pivot low at the same
level forms, and a floor structure is created.
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Some pattern enthusiasts would say we have a rectangle pattern. I recommend not
bothering with the many varieties of such names and types, but rather learn to identify
these bottom and top structures on a more generic and flexible basis, and assessing what's
happening by modeling the price evolution with swing structure, polarity, pivots, and
support/resistance levels techniques.
The next pivot high forms with a strong reversal down bar that penetrates the hypothetical
neckline. This is a strong indicator that the inverse H&S model is likely accurate here; the
rejected test indicates price will attempt to break through the neckline again and eventually
with success. This is an important concept in price action: price moving through key price
support/resistance areas can take several "bangs" before busting through, with "bang
types" ranging from an approach and turn, to a tag and turn, to a penetrate through and
turn back down and through in the other direction. The last of these (which occurs here) is
a very "trappy" type of price action. In this case, price approaches again 13 hours later and
breaks above the neckline on the second try quickly and sharply. This move strongly
confirms the inverse H&S structure and gives us a probability edge on trades in the upward
(long) direction. In this case, price doesn't do any retesting of the neckline (a common
behavior) but instead moves sharply up and away.
Note carefully the difference between the "trap candlestick" and the "breakthrough
candlestick". The trap candle opens above and closes below the neckline, while the break
though candle does the reverse. Waiting for candlestick completion confirmation of
neckline breaks is a highly recommended approach to taking trades on these kinds of
setups. And be very aware that as you are looking at any timeframe chart in real-time, the
most current candlestick on the chart is not yet complete, by definition. When it is
complete, a new current candlestick will be present.
BYND in mid-June 2019, not long after its IPO, executed a tremendous run-up in price. It
provides an excellent case study in price topping structure at the 15 minute time frame.

After a massive run-up of price from about 100 to 180 on just 3 swings from the base
around 100, a lower pivot high is printed. Then polarity shifts to down with price
penetration below the first correction pivot low. The next advance brings a slightly lower
pivot high than the first. As this occurs we must be on high alert for initiation of a corrective
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downtrend. The topping structure is unusual, with a head (highest pivot) to the left and two
shoulders to the right. The two pivot lows create a significant neckline, as well as potential
resistance and breakdown indicator levels. Note the significant change in price behavior in
the choppy sideways price action after the ultimate high versus vs the prior impulsive
action. Strong confirmation of a topping structure requires a break back through the
neckline formed by the successive pivot lows. This arrives with a massive gap down, and
the price proceeds to fall another 13% from there.

Fibonacci Price Levels
Stock prices over time have fractal properties. A fractal is defined as the following at
www.thefractalfoundation.org:
"A fractal is a never-ending pattern. Fractals are infinitely complex patterns that are selfsimilar across different scales. Driven by recursion, fractals are images of dynamic systems
– the pictures of Chaos. Geometrically, they exist in between our familiar dimensions.
Fractal patterns are extremely familiar since nature is full of fractals. For instance: trees,
rivers, coastlines, mountains, clouds, seashells, hurricanes, etc."
Fractals are predicated on relationships of form based on the "golden ratio", phi, which is
1.618 (and 1/1.618 = 0.618). The golden ratio is the value x that solves the following
equality: 1/x = x - 1. The only value of x for which this equality is true is x = 1.618. (Note:
1.618 is a rounded figure, the actual value of x is an irrational number. The value phi is
also formed in the limit by the ratio between two sequential numbers in a summation of
integers sequence starting at any integer value. An example of such a sequence is
discussed below.
To have fractal properties, systems must structure themselves around the value phi or its
simple derivatives. The reason for this is that this ratio preserves the symmetry of form
across time frames. When a recursive structure is based on other ratios, distortion of form
occurs at higher and lower levels of resolution, whereas in a true fractal system, the form
stays proportional at higher and lower levels of resolution, and thus can continue
theoretically infinitely across degrees of magnification (or scale). This requires that the
fundamental ratio of the fractal form be phi. All fractal systems that recursively
demonstrate common form must operate in some way based on phi and related ratios.
We recognize that the stock market operates as a highly erratic system with substantial
random behaviors. Distortions of price patterns are not at all uncommon. Fibonacci
retracement and extension price levels are not in any way predictive of pivots in the future.
They are, as we shall see over and over and over, areas where price pivots tend to form,
and that tendency is crucial to enabling price behavior to operate fractally. This tendency is
the basis for the use of Fibonacci levels as another tool to give us an edge in our trading
setups.
Fibonacci numbers are the following sequence of integer values:
0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, (89+144), …
The sequence is infinite. The next number is always formed from the sum of the prior two
numbers, with the first two numbers being 0 and 1. As this sequence goes to infinity, the
ratio of two adjacent numbers forms the phi and 1/phi values of 1.618 and 0.618. This
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property of the ratio of a summation sequence of integer to converge on phi and 1/phi is not
unique to the summation sequence starting with 0 and 1. Any two adjacent numbers used
as the seed values in such a summation sequence result in the same ratios as those from
starting with (0,1), in the limit.
In addition to the ratios formed by dividing adjacent Fibonacci (summation sequence)
numbers, the ratios formed by numbers separated by one, and the number separated by
two intervening Fibonacci numbers are also significant. In the limit, these ratios are 1.382
and 0.382, and 1.236 and 0.236.
There is an extraordinary amount of literature available on fractals, the golden mean, and
Fibonacci numbers. The most important text on the subject relative to stock trading is the
book Elliott Wave Principle by Frost and Prechter, which is a fundamental required text for
every stock trader (in my opinion).
Fibonacci ratios are used to measure the lengths in both price and time of price swings
over time, relative to other price swings. The Fibonacci ratios utilized most commonly are
the following (including their fundamental derivation):
1.613 (161.8%)
1.00 (100%)
0.786 (78.6%)
0.618 (61.8%)
0.500 (50%)
0.386 (38.6%)
0.236 (23.6%)
0.214 (21.4%)

: Phi (the ratio of adjacent numbers in the limit of an integer summation sequence)
: unity
: sqrt(1/Phi)
: 1/Phi and Phi-1 (
: 1/unity
: 1 - (1/Phi) (the ratio of alternate numbers in the limit of an integer summation sequence)
: the ration of every third number in the limit of an integer summation sequence
: 1 - sqrt(1/Phi)

There is a variety of usage of 21.4% vs. 23.6%, and 76.8% vs. 78.6% levels. What I find is
that price has a significant tendency to stall and pivot in the area of the price band defined
by these adjacent levels, rather than consistently pivot off one or the other. Thus, my
preference is to have visibility of both these adjacent Fibonacci levels to give me a clear
view of that zone of price on the chart. You'll find many charts in this text with the "double
lines" of 21.4% and 23.6% and 76.8 and 78.6% present, showing these levels as a zone
rather than the single lines for the other levels. However, the norm of most traders is to use
one or the other of these two adjacent levels.
As stock prices swing up and down, to produce fractal price structure over time that has
fractal form, turns must happen at or around Fibonacci ratio levels of (within) prior swings.
Note: the word "must" here is strictly in the theoretical sense. In the pragmatic sense, the
market pivots quite often at completely arbitrary levels, as well as often pivots "around" a
Fibonacci level (sometimes falling short, sometimes first moving over first, sometimes
painting back and for over it under several times). In theory these violations cause
distortion in the fractal structure; in reality, such distortions are just part of the noisiness of
the market.
Fibonacci levels generally speaking don't act in isolation as support or resistance (i.e., have
an increased probability of being a pivot price level) in a wholly stand-alone manner. This
has been shown by the price retracement pivot level studies of Adam Grimes.
Rather, our interest lies in situations where price does indeed turn at (in a liberally defined
way) a Fibonacci level. When multiple swings, over multiple time frames, generate a
cluster of Fibonacci retrace and/or extension levels in a tight price cluster, our interest is
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alerted that that price level or price zone may have high significance as a potential pivot
level. When these levels correspond to significant prior pivot levels, our interest is alerted
even more. It is not per se the case that price is more likely to change trend at such a price
area. Rather, when a turn does occur in the area of a Fibonacci cluster (and even more so
with other confirming evidence of support/resistance), we hold the view that such a pivot
has a higher than usual probability of being significant (will not be violated quickly by
subsequent price action). Our thesis is that the satisfaction of multiple "fractal
opportunities" as determined by multiple price swings gives a stronger propensity for such a
turn to hold and be significant, vs. a very minor and short-lived price swing.
Turns off Fibonacci clusters gives us a trading edge. Some might argue there is no edge,
that all pivots are similar regardless of the position of the pivot price relative to Fibonacci
levels. In which case, there is still no real harm in us giving more credence to one thing
over another, when both are equal. I do not suggest that simple Fibonacci levels be used
in a standalone manner in trading. As we will see, Fibonacci levels are only one of many
tools we use to assess the potential of price pivots for trading.
Let's look at Fibonacci levels in a market. We'll focus on SPX, and in keeping with a
general good practice, we'll start with a very high time frame, and slowly expose the
Fibonacci structure of the SPX market, always zooming in on the most recent time period.
The SPX Quarterly Fibonacci Retracements chart shows the entire bull run in SPX from the
low in 2009 to the mid-2019 new all-time high.

The key retracement Fibonacci levels are all shown for the entire upward price swing
(which is modeled as complete at the initiation of the very large down candle in late 2018).
The dashed lines show the range covered by each set of Fibonacci retrace levels (typically
running from a pivot low to high, or vice-versa, from left to right). Price has recently moved
down sharply and executed a swing low "on top of" the 23.6% retracement level. The
actual turn occurred at the 26.1% level. As in this example, what we will see over and over
is that price pivot points rarely occur precisely on Fibonacci levels. Pivots lows or highs are
sometimes short of them, sometimes very close to them, and sometimes beyond them. As
we will see, the precision of a Fibonacci level "hit" is of no real importance. What is
important is being able to see, at different time frames, the general Fibonacci structure of
the market play out. Sometimes the pivot levels don't seem to be around a Fibonacci level
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at all, but the major markets have strong tendencies to make significant pivots around the
Fibonacci levels, as we will see extensively in the charts presented here.
As retracements go deeper (up or down), my general approach is to erase the Fibonacci
levels of the swing being retraced that have been clearly over-run. The removes chart
clutter and allow focused attention on the next Fibonacci level that price is approaching.
You'll notice this "erased level" look throughout the charts presented.
In addition to demonstrating a price pivot on a key retracement level, the quarterly SPX
chart has the swing structure diagrammed over the candlesticks. Also, the point where the
polarity (assumed down in the price bars leading into the chart on the left) switches to up is
identified.
Note the very large retracement to the 23.6% Fibonacci level area did not switch polarity
back to down, due to its lack of any swing structure (at this time frame, the movement was
a single price swing downward only).
The next chart, "SPX Weekly Fibonacci retrace and extension levels", explodes the final
year's (four candlesticks) worth of quarterly price action into weekly candlestick detail.

While the polarity through the sharp down move in Q4'18 on the quarterly chart stays up,
on the weekly chart the polarity shifts to down during the process of the same down move.
This is an excellent example of how polarity is strictly a price trend modeling concept
applicable to the specific time frame on which it is assessed. The very large down week in
mid-December on the weekly chart is a period when the weekly polarity is down, but the
quarterly polarity is still up. More generalized, this is an example based on polarity
assessment of how trend changes first at lower time frames, before possibly (but not in this
case) migrating to higher time frames.
The first downswing at this weekly timeframe is retraced by two rising candlesticks
(meaning, price closes above the open, hence the candlesticks are clear, not colored). The
retracement levels at and above the high of this retracement are shown, and we can see
that price rose to almost exactly the 61.8% Fibonacci retracement level, then formed a pivot
high and continued back down. Price then fell to a final low in late December, with the final
low overshooting the higher time frame swing 23.6% retracement level as noted in the
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quarterly chart. However, here we see that the close of the weekly bar initiating the pivot is
highly aligned with the 23.6% Fibonacci level. This weekly chart adds in the 161.8%
extension of the first downswing, which is close enough to the 23.6% to say it overlaps.
These two overlapped Fibonacci levels form what we call a Fibonacci level cluster, and as
noted, the tail of the pivot low weekly bar overshoots the cluster, while the close of the
same bar lands right in the middle of this cluster. This is an example of how more
Fibonacci levels in a cluster (in a tight price range) create even more potential for a
significant pivot at that price range than a single Fibonacci level.
Price rises from the pivot low candlestick until early March when a down week finally
occurs. This retracement of the ten-week upswing retraces a bit short of the 23.6%
Fibonacci retracement level as shown. Note that the low of this candle is also precisely on
a 38.2% Fibonacci level. However, this level is formed by the complete swing up to the
high in late April, and hence at the time of the downswing in early March, those retracement
levels don't exist yet. (Later, the concept of Fibonacci structure over a partial price swing
projecting the ultimate pivot high price is developed as a modeling technique I called
Fibonacci fitting.) The price swing down in May and early June at this same (at that point in
time fully defined) 38.2% Fibonacci level and pivots off of it strongly back upward.
The next chart ("SPX daily Fibonacci retrace and extension levels 2019") shifts to daily
candlesticks, exploding the last five months or so of price action.

Price enters this chart on the left with polarity up, and the swing structure and polarity shifts
at this time frame are indicated. Many new and significant Fibonacci levels are shown.
The first is a 50% retracement of the mid-March upswing (March 7-21). Then the 127.2%
extension of this same swing up is tagged by price on April 7, and the price immediately
turns back down. The 127.2% extension of prior upswings is a key target for the next
swing up after a correction. It frequently operates as a significant pivot, or as a "pause and
consolidates" level before being exceeded, as in this case.
Overhead is shown the 161.8% extension of this same March 7-21 swing up. This level is
almost perfectly overlapped by the 127.2% extension of the December low to the early
March high (this swing is not fully shown on this daily chart, but can be seen on the prior
weekly chart). Overlapped Fibonacci extensions of multiple swings (in the same direction)
like this tend to act as significant resistance, and here price initiates a major pivot high at
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these overlapped levels (with a small overshoot). The ensuring retracement stalls and
forms a pivot low at the 61.8% retracement level of the March 7 to May 1 upswing. The
price swing upward from this pivot retraces almost 61.8% of that downswing (May 1 to May
13). Price then proceeds down to the 38.2% Fibonacci level of the entire December low to
early May high, which is also overlapped with the pivot low on March 7 (a 100%
retracement level). Price pivots just slightly short of those overlapped Fibonacci levels and
proceeds in a new strong price swing in the upward direction.
This example of extensive Fibonacci level structured market pivot behavior is not unique to
SPX and is not unique to this particular time period. Stock price structure around Fibonacci
levels is present "everywhere" in charts. Therefore, such structuring is present in the stock
market in real-time as the auction operates. It is more strongly pronounced in the major
stock indices but also exhibits itself strongly in any highly liquid single stock price action.
Select high volume charts and start drawing Fibonacci retracement and extension levels,
and identify the pivots at the levels. The start focusing on these markets in operation right
here and now, and how they behave as they approach the most recently defined
retracement Fibonacci levels. Do this type of work across multiple time frames to truly
develop an appreciation of the significance of the fractal structure of the market.
The significance of Fibonacci levels as "more likely" pivot levels in price behavior is
debated. Adam Grimes has study data showing that stock pivot levels on the retracement
of a price move have a smooth frequency curve with no spikes at or around any level,
including Fibonacci levels. This data is used as an argument that Fibonacci levels are
completely void of any value whatsoever. Without seeing all the particulars of Grimes'
study methodology, I can't accurately critique nor validate his study. My perspective is
based on my own analysis, at multiple time frames, of a very large number of markets and
time frames, wherein I virtually always find evidence of Fibonacci level significance relative
to price pivots. It is also based on my daily trading usage of these levels (as one of many
analysis tools) in my own trading. To put it very simply, I find lots of pivots occur at these
levels, and anticipating such pivot behavior can give me a trading edge when pivots at
these levels develop.
Fibonacci levels should rarely be used in isolation, nor should they be used for forecasting
(or predicting). There is no certainty, or even necessarily a higher probability, that price will
pivot at or around any particular Fibonacci level. The value of Fibonacci levels is in the
addition to the total "weight of the evidence" that when a pivot initiates at or around such a
level (or better, a cluster of levels), that such a pivot will lead to a significant price swing in
the opposite direction, retracing the price move to the Fibonacci level.
I do not disagree with Adam Grimes data that retracements don't turn at Fibonacci levels
any more or less often than anywhere else (though I would like to validate it with my own
assessment of his measurement technique), but I don’t agree with his conclusion that
therefore Fibonacci levels are meaningless and provide no trading value. In my
experience, Fibonacci levels are often highly informative and functional relative to our goal
of getting an edge in our trading. When I see a price retracement stop and turn at the 66%
level, for example, I view this simply as a "scribbled on" 61.8% fractal turn. Precision isn't
required. What you will continue to see in example after example through the course of this
book, just as has been demonstrated in the presented quarterly, weekly, and daily time
frames charts of SPX, is how surprisingly often markets operate (pivot) at (around) the
Fibonacci levels. And when markets pivot at a price in-between levels, this doesn't mean
Fibonacci levels lose their value as a tool, it merely means that in the immediate situation,
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the tool is not functioning and doesn't provide us any value or potential for an additional
edge. No loss, no gain.

Quantitative Trend: MVTI
The means of assessing the trend presented so far are all dependent on the price swing
structure. One is based on the relative positioning of the pivots (polarity), another uses a
line as a model of action across lows or highs, and the third the relative positioning of
success price swings (trending/ranging modeling). Each of these modeling techniques
provides us value in assessing market action, and complement each other well.
A fourth method highly orthogonal to these is assessing the trend through direct
measurement of price movement, independent of pivot and price swing structure. Such
techniques measure trends quantitatively, not structurally, and hence I refer to them as
quantitative trend indicators. Such an approach is strongly complementary to
trending/ranging modeling, polarity analysis, and trend line analysis, as will be
demonstrated extensively in the remaining charts in this book.
There are many means of measuring price movement quantitatively. By far the most
common is the use of "moving averages", which are simply (curving) lines on the chart
based on a mathematical average of recent prices. There are innumerable variations of
moving averages, with the most common two being "simple moving averages" (SMA) that
use a simple average of recent prices (nominally the close, but other price candlestick
levels can be used as alternatives, with the average of the open, close, high and low being
the most common). "Exponential moving averages" (EMA give more weight in the
computation to more recent prices in an effort to be "more sensitive" to recent price action.
Entire trading systems are built on a core trading mechanic based on moving averages.
What is not defined by moving averages alone is the answer to the question "when is price
trending?". To address this question, additional logic must be applied. For example, one
might postulate that "when the EMA(21) is rising, price is in a trend". Another example
would be "when the EMA(8) crosses above the EMA(21), price is in a trend".
These simple moving average based trend assessment methods are not recommended for
any kind of standalone usage. Moving averages are useful tools to help model price action
in a complementary manner to our other tools, and nothing more. I personally use a 21
period EMA to help me gauge price action in every time frame, and because I look at
volatility bands around the EMA(21) (see the volatility bands section). I might use moving
average information at high time frames to establish conditions for considering (or not
considering) a trade. For example, if a stock price is under the SMA(200) on a daily time
frame the price action in the big picture is quite bearish, and I'm probably not interested in
trading such stock to the long side. The 200 weekly SMA is also a valuable very long term
trend measurement tool. Some averages are used so much that they become self-fulfilling
prophecies as price support and/or resistance and hence deserve some regular attention.
These would include the 200-week, 200-day, and 50-day simple moving averages.
However, unlike many traders, I do not maintain a large number of moving averages of
multiple types and lengths on my charts, nor do I generally trade based on moving average
based information (such as the price crossing above an average, or retracing to an
average, or a fast average crossing a slow average, etc.).
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The directional movement index (DMI, which generates three outputs, called DI+, DI-, and
ADX) and the commodity channel index (CCI) are two direct measurements of price
movement. They use different specific mathematical algorithms for computing price
movements that are unique and hence complementary to each other. The algorithms for
DMI and CCI are available on the internet. As with moving averages, these indicators
alone do not define the trend. Added logic to interpret these indicators is required.
I utilize both of these direct trend measurement tools in combination. My Morgan Visual
Trend Indicator (MVTI), fully described in the May 2019 edition of Technical Analysis of
Stocks and Commodities magazine and summarized in the MVTI page on the
specktrading.com website, takes this approach, with unique trend assessment logic based
on DMI and CCI outputs. MVTI produces, for every candlestick on the chart, a quantitative
movement-based derivation of price trend, with the results encoded to five states (what I
call the MVTrend) to enable ease of use (a quick glance at the color of the right-most
candlestick is all that is required). The use of CCI and DMI in concert provides sensitivity
and accuracy of the measurement and derivation.
The five states of MVTrend are strong down, (mild) down, neutral, (mild) up and strong up.
These are encoded onto the candlesticks via coloring. I utilize green for strong up, blue for
up, purple for neutral, orange for down, and red for strong down (on my charts; you may
choose different colors based on your needs and preferences). The term MVTrend is
preferred due to the challenge of overload of the meanings associated with the generic
term "trend". Hence, I refer to the specific five alternative state output of MVTI as the
MVTrend.
The color encoding of the candles provides us with instantly understandable visual data
(without added chart clutter, a very important value) on the state of the quantitative trend in
a form that can be quickly reviewed across a dense multi-timeframe chart window. These
five levels of the Morgan Visual Trend Indicator are surprisingly sensitive to price changes,
but like all indicators have some delay in adjusting to price movement. This problem is
rectified through the application of MVTI to lower resolution time frames, to enable the
visualization of the "march of trend" through the time frames, starting at the lowest being
observed.
Let's start with a chart showing the basic application of MVTI. See the daily time frame
chart "Quantitative Trend AAPL Jan-Jun 2019".
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This chart begins to demonstrate the power of the combining of analysis tools. Seven are
being used here, with six explicitly noted on the chart. The first is swing structure analysis:
the swing lines (black) are drawn in, clearly showing the relationships of the successive
high and low pivots. The second is price trend lines (green). There are three trend lines of
overall significance on this chart spanning roughly six months of daily price action. The
third tool is the structural analysis of price tops. Here, a distorted double top structure forms
and resolves with strong downward price action under a steep trend line, in a three price
swing structure. The fourth is support and resistance price levels formed by pivots,
particularly the pivots in the area of the topping structure (dashed blue lines). The fifth is
Fibonacci retrace levels (green horizontal lines), in particular, the retrace of the overall
large move up, which (get used to this!) hits precisely at and turns back up off of the 61.8%
price (about 170). The sixth is quantitative trend coloring, and we can clearly see the
general color attributes (green and blue) of the strong up trending periods vs the downtrend
periods (red and orange). Purple neutral trend candles often intervene between the large
trend shifts. Then seventh is polarity analysis (not explicitly noted on the chart).
The chart begins with a distorted double bottom structure which forms a well-defined
neckline. As price forms a ceiling structure just under this neckline, the MVTrend state
shifts from strong down, to mild down, to neutral, and then for a single bar while still under
the neckline, to mild up. This turns out to be a bullish move alert, as price gaps up sharply
above the neckline, and the first bar formed after the gap immediately shifts MVTrend to
strong up.
As the bull move continues, there are two occurrences of single candles of MVTrend
moving to neutral. Both are followed immediately by strong upward price action. However,
at what turns out to be just after the ultimate top pivot high, two and then three candles in a
row are at neutral MVTrend. This is a strong alert of a possible change in price behavior
and the end of the strong uptrend. A clear neckline of a possible distorted double top is
present, and price breaks sharply below it. MVTrend shifts to mild down, and tests the prior
pivot low, which is threatening to change polarity to down. The next candle brings more
price collapse, polarity shifts to down, MVTrend shifts to strong down, and the new strong
downtrend is well established and continues onward from there.
The next change in behavior occurs when our trend line tool flashes a strong warning with
a trend line break on a strong up candle that also advances MVTrend from strong down to
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mild down, and which pivots off the 61.8% level. All these signals in conjunction inform us
of very high potential for price to pivot here and commence an upward price swing. This is
exactly what follows. Rising prices continue shifting MVTrend to neutral, to mild up, back to
neutral, then to strong up. The final candle brings a trend line break that should once again
raise a warning of a possible topping structure and trend change back to down.
This example clearly demonstrates the power of combining analysis tools. Each has the
power to give early signals, and in combination, they have the power to give us higher
probabilities about future price action. While we are not focusing yet on specific trade
setups and techniques, the potential here should be very clear. These tools can give us a
significant edge in our trades.
The prior example demonstrates the value of MVTI at an individual chart level. The power
is magnified when we utilize MVTI at multiple time frames. See the charts labeled "Multitime frame view AAPL".

The four charts are ordered from the highest timeframe (monthly) to lowest (hourly),
clockwise starting at the top left: monthly, weekly, daily, and hourly. The monthly chart
shows AAPL most recently churning for eight months with MVTrend at neutral. The weekly
chart shows the most recent 18 months' worth of weekly price candlesticks. We can see
how MVTrend at this time frame went through "full evolution" (strong down to strong up and
back again) as price oscillated at the monthly time frame in a neutral state. As can be seen
from some of the deeper pullbacks on the weekly chart, the MVTrend state is not
necessarily predictive of immediately following price action: like all indicators, it is a trailing
indicator.
The daily chart price pivot low starting at 6/3/2019 is an excellent example of a V-bottom.
Note how the MVTrend quickly shifts up from strong down to mild down to neutral to mild
up to strong up. It does this while the corresponding weekly time frame candlestick is still
showing a neutral trend. The multi-timeframe view with color encoded price trend
information shows us visually the incremental establishment of a new price trend from the
lowest time frames up through the higher.

Candlestick Structure and Patterns
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Individual candlesticks and groups of related candlesticks can reveal more information
about market state and potential future price action than meets the untrained eye. It's
important to include in a comprehensive analysis the "voice of the candlesticks". Entire
books and trading systems have been dedicated to this somewhat arcane taxonomy. Most
of it is of extremely low efficacy in my experience. However, some candlestick types, in
particularly chart positions, are significant enough that you should keep a careful watch for
them (particularly around potential price pivot areas) as additionally confirming indicators.
A large body candlestick with small or no tails I call a white soldier (up candlestick with a
clear or white body) or a black soldier (down candlestick with a dark or color-filled body). A
soldier candle shows a high momentum price movement backed by market conviction and
indicates generally continued price action in the same direction.
A relatively long tail candlestick with a small body on one end is a reversal candle,
particularly when it occurs in the formation of a bottom or topping structure. Often the
bottom or top of the tail will end up as the ultimate pivot high or low price. A candle with an
upward tail and a body a the low end of the candlestick is a "shooting star", and with a
downward tail and a body at the high end of the candlestick a "hammer" (or my preferred
term, a "rocket"). These types of candles operating as overall swing pivots are sometimes
referred to as a "key reversal".
A medium to large size candlestick that opens above prior bullish price action and closes
as a down candlestick within the range of the prior candlestick is a bearish "dark cloud
cover" candle. It indicates a final "blow-off" of an upward price swing and then price
reversal, with more downward price action likely to follow. If the low price of the candle is
below the prior candlestick entirely, the name is "bearish engulfing", and is a very bearish
indicator.
A large candlestick extending well below immediately prior bearish price action, closing
inside or above the prior candlestick is an "oops candle", named by the great trader Larry
Williams. It is the inverse of a dark cloud cover candle. An oops candle is showing a final
"blow-off" of selling and then a bullish price reversal, with more upward price action likely to
follow.
See "Candle Examples FNKO Weekly" for examples of most of these candle types. While
we see three top reversal candles "succeed" in predicting further declining price behavior,
other notable candlesticks on this chart fail to show the expected price follow-through.
Note that white soldier candles are prevalent and not marked as such. The few dark
soldiers (that are not of the top reversal type) operate several times as bottoming candles.
It should be clear from this chart that candles alone are not extremely strong indicators of
subsequent price action, but are only mildly indicative.
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Range - Consolidation and Expansion
A price range is simply the concept of a price area (a high price and a low price) between
which price swings multiple times. Sometimes such ranges are flat, sometimes they tilt up
or down to form a channel than can be demarked with upper and lower trend lines.
Sometimes such ranges are wedge-shaped, either narrowing (a wedge) or expanding (a
trumpet pattern). They can first expand then narrow, forming a diamond pattern.
Sometimes ranges are chaotic, with highly irregular top and/or bottom structure.
This behavior of price oscillating in a range vs. price moving steadily in an impulsive
manner without overlap of retracements leads to a generic 2-phase cyclic model of price
behavior between ranging ("range consolidation") and impulsive price movement ("range
expansion").
The structures of consolidation periods can vary tremendously, while range expansion
generally takes the form of sharp price movement over time in one direction, often as an
impulsive structure with no overlaps of corrections. Associated with the model of a shift
from range consolidation to range expansion is the concept of a break-out of price, which is
the movement of price out of the boundary of the established range and the initiation of
impulsive price movement. Of course, any such initial break out is not guaranteed to
develop in impulsive price movement, and break out failures are so common that they are
referred to as traps.

Volatility Tools
The volatility of price action is a measure of relative price change over time. Volatility is
usually measured by calculating the standard deviation at one standard deviation of the
price of some recent period of price action at a specific timeframe and normalizing the
standard deviation value to a percentage of the current price. The specifics of such a
calculation can vary (particularly in what specific price within the candlestick is used for the
calculation, and the number of price data points used in the calculation). The most
common analysis platform tool for showing standard deviation levels relative to recent price
levels are Bollinger Bands, discussed below.
Another type of volatility measure is the average true range (ATR), which averages the
range of price covered by candlesticks end to end including gaps. Note that the average
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true range value is not a normalized result: it is the size of the range of price, expressed as
a price value. Hence ATR values are not comparable between stocks (stock priced at $50
with an ATR of 5 is far more volatile than stock at $500 with an ATR of 10). The average
true range value divided by the current price gives us ATR as a percentage of the current
price that is comparable between stocks: these would be 10% and 2% respectively for
these two examples.
Volatility is important to us as directional traders. Larger relative price movement provides
us the opportunity to make money faster, and as described, that's extremely important. So
given any particular price volatility tool, we can use it with screening criteria to identify those
higher volatility stocks.
Volatility bands tell us how far price has moved away from an average price relative to
recent price volatility. The bands also define a likely range of price that price will remain in
with a specified probability of doing so, in a strict mathematical sense.
The two primary volatility band tools are Bollinger Bands and Keltner channels. Both
measure volatility relative to a moving average of some length and type (typically either a
simple moving average or an exponential moving average). Bollinger bands use the
standard deviation of price. The default Bollinger Band settings are 20 periods, a simple
moving average, and a 2 standard deviations (95% confidence) setting for the bands
positioning. Keltner channels are similar, but instead of using standard deviation, they
utilize the average true range measured across a period, which is a measure of price
volatility orthogonal to the standard deviation computation. Keltner channel tools
sometimes vary in their default settings across platforms.
Mathematically, Bollinger Bands present us with a "probability envelope" within which price
will stay within with some percentage of likelihood based on recent price behavior. Some
traders put as many as 3 sets of Bollinger Bands on their charts, at one, two, and three
standard deviations (68%, 95%, and 99.7% confidence roughly). Conceptually, these
volatility envelopes should be a powerful guide to future price action. In actual practice,
these envelopes are highly inaccurate presentations of the probable range of price action.
The reason for this is the rapidly changing behavioral attributes of price action. Price
behavior goes through what I call "phase shifts", where behavior changes dramatically in
size of swings. Phase shifts (often starting with a large range expansion) cause price to
penetrate the wider low probability bands (i.e. the 95% and 99.7% bands) far more
frequently than expected. They also drive Bollinger Bands to shift position very rapidly,
also more frequently than expected.
Pivots at or close to volatility band levels are sometimes used as trade setups for entry. I
view pivot support by a volatility band as something significant only if such price behavior
has been demonstrated recently perhaps even several times. And I would never consider
taking such a trade on that evidence of a price pivot alone. A volatility band touch and turn
is a supportive indicator, not a primary indicator.
It can be valuable to "tune-up" the volatility band settings so that price oscillations are
pivoting off the bands. A single volatility band setting doesn't "fit" any and all price
behaviors. This type of adaptive volatility band technique is an area of future indicator
development, but lacking that, a trader can simply try different settings to find the volatility
levels that do a "best" job of fitting the recent price behavior.
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Another significant pattern occurs when candlesticks move wholly outside of the 2 standard
deviations Bollinger Band. Such a pattern is viewed as extreme price movement, and even
if the price might continue in its strong trending direction, at least a small correction that
brings the price back inside the bands is very common, as is a more significant pivot and
price reversal.
To avoid chart clutter, and because I consider any highly specific price level of one of these
bands to be wholly immaterial, I usually deploy a volatility band indicator that simply
averages Keltner channel positions and Bollinger Band positions. I use a 21 periods EMA
rather than a nominal 20 periods SMA used for Bollinger Bands, and I use the 2 standard
deviations setting. You will see this band and the EMA on many of the charts presented
here: band lines are purple, and the center EMA line is green.
See "Volatility bands and Fibonacci levels and MVTrend", which shows AVGO at the daily
time frame for the period of late March to late June 2019.

Price has completed a much larger move up in earlier price action not fully shown on the
chart. The Fibonacci lines extending across the entire chart show the retrace levels for this
entire up move. Notice that the large price swing down bottoms and turns right at the
61.8% level.
The Fibonacci levels in the middle of the chart show the retrace levels of the full
downswing. These cannot be drawn with accuracy until the swing is complete. You will
often find yourself with a speculative Fibonacci structure on your chart anticipating that a
pivot is in place, and then the price will proceed to take that pivot out, at which point you will
have to adjust the Fibonacci structure to the lower lows and ultimately, the final pivot.
Alternative, you can speculatively place a Fibonacci structure over price action that both
"fits" the data to date, and projects a future swing completion price level. The latter is a
technique covered later called Fibonacci fitting.
The price swing down from the overall pivot high on the chart starts in a manner
indistinguishable from the prior small corrections. Evidence begins to mount that a change
in price trend may be underway. The first is when price undercuts the prior correction's
swing low. The second is when the MVTrend shifts to down from neutral and then directly
to strong down. The third is when the lower volatility band is penetrated by two successive
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candlesticks. Note those candlesticks hit and old above resistance at the 23.6% Fibonacci
level. Pauses at the 21.4%-23.6% price range of this type in a continuing downward are
very common; when such pauses happen, do not assume that this Fibonacci range level
will hold. (Also note that the deeper the Fibonacci level of a correction, the higher the
probability it will hold; this is clearly shown by the Grimes' Fibonacci research). At the 2123% level, pauses are very common and continued movement through that level after a
short pause and consolidation is also very common.
The next bar (5/13) takes price fully below the 23% level and below the volatility band. A Vbottom potentially starts to form with this reversal candlestick. Notice however that the low
of this candle is "nowhere" relative to the prior upswing Fibonacci retracement levels (the
down move Fibonacci level that is immediately under the reversal candle was not defined
at the time this candlestick prints). This is what I refer to as a pivot in "hyperspace", and
raises a mild concern about the reliability of such a reversal. Reversals always have more
potential to form a longer-term pivot in price when they turn on a defined (or set of
overlapped defined) Fibonacci level.
The next two candles are as expected, strong up moves that return price inside the volatility
bands, but there is immediately cause for concern for the bullish V-bottom case: the closing
prices fail to take out the recent ceiling highs (blue dashed line). The V-bottom isn't
confirmed as of yet; to do that, the ceiling must be penetrated with a close above. The
bounce in price back up shifts MVTrend from strong down to mild down.
The next candle is a bearish down candle terminating the two candles of bullish action but it
doesn't take price strongly down yet. Where will the price move from here? There are fully
four different warnings on this chart that a continued price swing down is coming. First, the
high and low of this bar are lower than the prior candle's high and low: from a candle to
candle relationship perspective, it is showing a downtrend. Second, the MVTrend reverts
back to strong down. Third, the tail penetrates back through the 23.6% Fibonacci level that
served as support several bars prior. Fourth, the tail also penetrated back through the
lower volatility band. These in combination strongly indicate continued downward price
action is coming.
Price then gaps down and forms a two candle ceiling right at the 38% retrace level of the
prior large up move, and at the 38% retrace (upward) of the eventual complete high to low
swing still in progress.
At the time the candle prints, the Fibonacci levels of the downswing still in progress cannot
be known, but it can be estimated. I've marked with ellipses the significant candlestick
resistance and support right at Fibonacci levels of the price swing down that was not
complete yet. It's as if price "knew" as it descended where it was going to terminate, and
operated to a "Fibonacci level beat" defined by that ultimate pivot low in the future. So
while we don't know where the price is ultimately going to stop and pivot…the price action
itself seems to know! Functionally, the price structure would appear to be giving us look
ahead information through its behavior around the Fibonacci structure that is only fully
defined once a swing is complete.
As price continues to drop a sequence of candles wholly outside of the volatility band print,
without price quickly reversing back into the band. For two candles price finds resistance at
the 50% retrace level of the prior up move. A final swing down takes the price to the 61.8%
of the prior up move, and price forms a double bottom and reverses off this level. It does
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so with a very large white soldier candlestick which itself is quite bullish, and this takes
price firmly away from the volatility band lining up just under the double bottom price level.
(Note that at a higher time frame, this would appear as a V-bottom reversal.) The next bar
has a higher low and higher high and breaks the prior ceiling resistance at the 50%, giving
us strong confirmation that the price pivot is in place and price is likely to continue upward.

Volatility Constriction - The Squeeze
Volatility constriction in its most general form is one of the two nominal modes of market
price behavior: range expansion (trending), and range contraction (volatility constriction).
However, when volatility (range of price motion) gets extremely constricted for a longer
period, a situation referred to as a "squeeze" develops. When the price is in a squeeze, we
have an expectation consistent with the "range contraction is followed by range expansion"
model that price will be moving soon quickly in one direction or another, "squeezed out" of
its narrow range. The presumption is that energy is slowly built up during periods of
extremely low volatility, and eventually that energy is released through rapid price
movement. High momentum price moves are the market action we like to directionally
trade, hence, an increase in the probability of an impending high momentum price move
can give us a trading edge, assuming we know the direction of the move.
The squeeze indicator as developed by John Carter is a unique modeling technique of low
volatility price periods. It compares the average true range of price candlesticks to the
standard deviation (at 2 standard deviations) of the candlestick closing prices. It "fires"
(signals that a squeeze is occurring) when the Bollinger Bands (which measure the
standard deviation of price) both move "inside" the Keltner channels (which measure the
average true range of price). Hence, it is identifying situations in which price deviation is
abnormally low relative to the average true range. The John Carter squeeze indicator is
identifying not just a low volatility situation, but a unique low volatility situation involving very
small ranging of price relative to the average candlestick range.
The sensitivity of such an indicator is completely dependent on the specific settings of the
Bollinger Bands and Keltner channels. The settings recommended by John Carter in his
excellent text "Mastering the Trade" are lengths of 20 for both, a deviation figure of 2.0 for
the Bollinger bands, and a deviation figure of 1.5 for the Keltner channels. I find the
sensitivity to be higher and a bit more informative with a Keltner channel deviation figure of
1.7.
See the four timeframe chart of AMZN with the standard squeeze indicator across the
bottom of each chart. A squeeze (red dot on the squeeze indicator sub-graphs) occurs on
every timeframe. The ellipses over the candlesticks demark the final candle of squeeze
state and the next several showing following price action. As can be seen here, squeezes
(in particular, the conclusion of squeeze state) are indicative, but in no way predictive of
soon to follow high momentum price action. In my experience, squeezes at the weekly and
monthly timeframe has a much higher efficacy of leading to extended high momentum price
action than those at the daily and lower timeframes.
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Symmetry
Symmetry is the repetition of price swings, in length in particular. Time symmetry may be
present or may not; our focus with symmetry analysis is on repeating moves of similar
length. Markets demonstrate symmetric move properties on a highly repetitive basis. This
repeating market behavior enables symmetric projections to be used to assess potential
targets for swing completion, a type of analysis I refer to as symmetric projection.
The price symmetry of the corrections during a down-trending phase in the market is
referred to as bullish symmetry (corrections upward occurring during a bear market
downtrend in price), as contrasted with bearish symmetry (corrections downward occurring
during a bull market uptrend in price).
See "(Bearish) Swing Symmetry CAT Daily 2019".

The chart begins with a large, roughly 30% decline (swings and projections of prior swings
are denoted with red lines). This swing is labeled #1. Note that the decline completes and
pivots around the 50% level of a larger prior upswing (which is off the left of the chart and
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not shown). Price then begins what develops into a long, narrow ascending triangle
structure, with multiple swings up and down. The triangle swings that reach the top and
bottom triangle lines are demarked and labeled at their endpoints as A, B, C, D, and E.
Triangles typically have five swings like this, but can occasionally extend to seven or even
nine swings. However, once an E wave is in place, we should be on high alert for a sharp
price move out of a triangle structure. Five swing triangles are by far the most common
type.
Triangles are most frequently consolidation patterns in which price breaks out in the same
direction price "entered" the triangle structure, which in this case was "from above". Hence,
we are alert for a sharp price move down and below the bottom of the triangle's bottom
trend line.
The downswings through the triangle structure are marked with red lines and labeled #2,
#3, #4, and #5. Notice how the 61.8% retrace level of swing #1 acts as resistance to the
successive upswings of the triangle, thus forming the horizontal triangle "top". Also note
that E slightly "throws over" the top horizontal triangle line; this behavior is very common in
E waves of triangles, as is also the E wave coming up short of the triangle line.
When swing #6 down (the move down from the pivot at the end of the E swing) breaks the
bottom ascending triangle line, it's time to project copies of swings #1-5 from the pivot high
of the new swing down in execution. These are shown, along with dashed horizontal red
lines to show the levels of the bottoms of these swing projections.
The price quickly breaks below the projections of swings #2, 4 and 5, leaving only the
projections of the longer swings #1 and #3 still possibly valid. Price descends to almost
exactly the length of swing #3, which is also the 78.6% retrace level of the entire triangle
structure (the entire upswing off the pivot low of swing #1 to the swing E high). Price turns
at the symmetric projection of swing #3 and initiates a V bottom. As of the time of the
capture of the chart, the price has ascended to the 61.8% retrace level of the completed
swing #6 down.
A complete workup going forward would include using symmetric projections of the recent
upswings to help identify likely pivot high price ranges (this is not shown on the chart).
This example of symmetric moves is typical. The symmetry of price swings is extremely
common in the markets, and symmetric projections are highly valuable for identifying high
potential price pivot levels. Note that we are not forecasting a price turn at such a level.
We identify levels where if a pivot begins to forms\ its potential is higher than a similar pivot
at any random location where a pivot may begin to form.

Pivot Confirmation Through Breaking of Symmetry
Another use of symmetry analysis is to consider the length of a counter-trend price swing
off a potential trend changing pivot, relative to the largest such similar (symmetric) countertrend move through the course of the swing into the pivot. In order to change the trend, the
largest such counter-trend must by definition be exceeded, acknowledging that such an
event doesn't by any means guaranteed a higher timeframe trend change. It is significant
however as an indicator of possible trend change and is required at some point for a higher
time trend to change. Hence, marking the point at which symmetry is broken (a larger
upswing than any prior upswing through the course of the downswing leading to the
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potential low, and the inverse for a potential pivot high) is another fundamental indicator of
a potential trend change.
Refer to "Symmetric move analysis AAPL daily".

Here, as price begins to descend off a major pivot high, a first counter-trend swing fails to
exceed the prior range ceiling and pivot high and establishes the largest counter-trend
swing to that point in the overall downswing. Two much smaller upswings occur as price
moves down sharply, then a larger bullish swing occurs that moves price very close to but
less than the length of the largest counter-trend swing. My preferred method of
assessment is to copy the largest swing line to the low of the new potential pivot, giving me
a quick and easy visual means of comparing swing length. Here bullish symmetry is not
broken, and price continues downward with high momentum. A large white soldier
candlestick forms another bullish upswing, which once again fails to break the projection of
the largest such bullish upswing to date in the overall swing down.
A potential distorted inverse head and shoulders bottom then forms, with price forming a
resistance ceiling just below both the largest counter-trend swing length (projected on the
chart), and the neckline of the head and shoulders structure (drawn from the pivot high that
initiates the inverse H&S structure). Price then breaks upward on a gap breaking bullish
symmetry and the bottom structure neckline. This breakout additionally shifts the MVTrend
state from the single bar of up while still consolidating under the price ceiling to strongly up.

Price Lifecycle Model
Prices execute swings in the most generic model by tracing out a sloped "S". That is, they
rise slowly, then increase momentum and rise quickly, then momentum slows and price
movement flattens. Then price "breaks" out of the S curve shape and initiates a larger
corrective move down. See "Trend Line Momentum and Fractal Study INTC Daily".
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The overall up and down price move on this chart is an acceptable example of this model of
price behavior. Rising prices start with low momentum, the momentum increases, then
slows again. In this price chart the final leg up is again high momentum, but brief (a
common derivative of the standard S curve model). Then a sharp and large corrective
move down initiates. Within the overall up move, we can see a repeating theme of the
lower momentum price action (as defined by relatively low angled trend lines) being
followed by substantially higher momentum price action (as defined by relatively high
angled trend lines).
A critical element of this generic model of price action is that when the sloped "S" curve of
price action is complete, the corrective phase of price moving down and retracing the up
move is shorter in time and displays much higher momentum than the move up. This leads
to the adage that "prices fall faster than they go up". Even when the corrective swing down
after a standard "S" curve price rise is only a partial retrace of the entire up move, it is often
very high momentum and rapidly completes. This behavior is clearly demonstrated on the
INTC daily candlestick momentum study chart, where price retraces the entire up move.
The selling phase of the price action gives a signal of approaching a concluding bottom
structure when the third leg of price descent is much shorter in length and overall
momentum than the prior two. Price immediately starts giving an indication of the
development of a bottoming structure. A double bottom with a well-defined neckline
develops, and price breaks to the upside.

Fibonacci Fitting
Also included on the "Trend Line Momentum and Fractal Study INTC Daily" chart is a set of
Fibonacci retrace levels based on the low to high price swing. These Fibonacci retrace
levels could not be drawn until the final pivot high of the entire structure was in place. And
at that time, there would be a lack of surety that the new pivot high was going to be the
pivot that concludes the swing versus just another small correction in the ongoing swing up.
Consider the various confirming pivot points in the course of the price upswing, when
drawn using the still unconfirmed pivot high, that lay right on or immediately around the
Fibonacci levels. These are marked with gray ellipses. There are four such pivots (three
pivot highs and one pivot low) at four different Fibonacci levels: 61.8%, 50%, 38.2%, and
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23.6%. The remarkable "fit" of these pivots to the Fibonacci levels formed by the pivot high
before it is confirmed as the ultimate pivot high for the entire up move gives us a significant
indication that this pivot high may be the concluding pivot of the price swing, and that a
significant retrace will now begin. And this is indeed what occurs. Then in the course of
the swing back down, the 50% level is tested from below, and the swing finalizes with
multiple tests of the 100% before price completes a bottoming structure and breaks back to
a fresh uptrend. Most recently, the price has shown first resistance at, then support on the
78.6% retrace level.
The tendency of price action to pivot around Fibonacci retrace levels is well known and a
key element of many trading plans. The tendency of price action within a swing in progress
to organize itself at or around Fibonacci levels that are only fully defined by the finalized
swing is not common trading community knowledge, at least as a functional tool for price
analysis and swing completion projection. The opportunity to use such behavior for swing
analysis is a revolutionary new concept in the broad application of Fibonacci levels to price
action. The general process of fitting a (typically larger) Fibonacci structure over a swing in
progress to anticipate future price action (and in particular the concluding pivot that ends
the overall swing) is what I call Fibonacci fitting.
There are multiple examples of Fibonacci Fitting demonstrated as a property in prior charts.
Observe the many pivots around Fibonacci levels in the initial price moves on the charts
"Candle Examples FNKO Weekly", and "Quantitative Trend AAPL Daily". Both have
substantial occurrences of "respecting still undefined Fibonacci structure" in the price
pivots. In fact, any time you draw a standard Fibonacci structure over a completed price
swing to identify retracement levels, you can identify the propensity of price within the
completed swing to structure itself to those levels. And when you think about how true
fractal systems operate, it should be clear why such behavior is a requirement.
We now move to an example of fitting Fibonacci structures to a price move still in progress
at the time of this writing, and the subsequent behavior and revisions to the fitted
structures, until the conclusion of the overall swing.
AXSM Fibonacci Fit #1 shows the price behavior around the Fibonacci levels formed by a
completed low to a high structure as shown on the chart.
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This model shows a high degree of fit, with well over ten different at or close "tags" of the
Fibonacci levels, and every Fibonacci level is respected (acts as support or resistance) at
some point in the overall price action. Additionally, this model is consistent with a potential
double top in process of formation. A break below the neckline of the structure would be
strongly confirming a double top.
Alternatively, a Fibonacci Fit #2 (see "Fibonacci Fit #2 AXSM Daily) shows a Fibonacci
structure over the same price data with the current highs around the 23.6%, and an
ultimate high target well above the current price action. This structure has a few more price
tags (demonstration of support or resistance around a Fibonacci retrace level) versus Fit
#1, and also show respect for every level encountered so far. This fit is slightly stronger
than Fit #1.

A third Fibonacci fit is shown in "AXSM Fibonacci Fit #3". This model has a few less
Fibonacci level tags (nine). Added to this chart is a strong trend line, which if broken to the
downside would be an early warning of possible overall uptrend completion.
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A yet higher Fibonacci structure is possible, but the number of Fibonacci level tags reduces
to only four, and the likelihood of such an overall swing is thus substantially less. This final
possible structure is not shown.
This leaves us with three alternative ultimate highs for the six months and running uptrend
show on the AXSM chart. The first is the current high of 26.45. A break by price down
through the neckline before new highs occur would be a first confirming indicator of the
validity of model #1.
On the other hand, if price ascends above the all-time high to date of 26.45 and continues
upward, model #1 bites the dust and model #2 or #3 is in play. An ultimate swing high inbetween the target highs for model #1 and #2 is always possible, but somewhat unlikely, as
that would result in a highly unfitted Fibonacci structure over the price swing. Note also
that the fitting process itself is imprecise, it is only a rough approximation. Hence, the
targets generated should be viewed as the center of a small target range rather than a
precise price level.
Price action itself is always the primary indicator. If and when growing evidence builds
(using all our other tools) in the price action that a pivot has completed a price swing
despite the level being in "hyperspace" relative to a highly Fibonacci fitted level, we accept
that none of our technical tools work every single time. No real harm or foul, we just
missed out on one of what overall should always be multiple confirming indicators of new
swing trend.
As price continues in a price swing, some Fibonacci fitted projections will fail. And as the
new structure is formed, new levels of significance may appear, and prior ones my show
less total fit than new or revised Fibonacci structures. Here's AXSM several months later,
showing the revised target levels, with a structure in place for the highest of these levels.

The trend line broke and the price then consolidated and very recently broken out (the final
candle on this chart is 9/18/19). Three revised targets are shown. The Fibonacci structure
for the highest target is left on the chart. In this fitted model, price first consolidated on top
of the 21-23% zone, then rose in a steady uptrend until reaching the 61.8% (of a projected
ultimate swing pivot high). Price then ranges steadily between the 50% and 61.8% for an
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extended consolidation period (effectively defining these (potential) Fibonacci levels of the
ultimate price swing) until finally breaking upward towards the higher targets.
This propensity of price action to structure itself relative to a still-to-be-created overall
Fibonacci structure is analogous to the atomic "shell" model for electrons. Electrons can be
in one "shell", and move to an alternate shell, but each shell (energy level) is well defined,
and there is no in-between state. The model proposed here for alternate Fibonacci
structure fits is similar: at or closely around the top of a high fit Fibonacci structure "should
be" (is more likely than not to be) the ultimate pivot. This kind of "digitization" of likely
ultimate structure down to a few high probability models gives us probability information
about future price behavior, with trigger conditions reasonably well defined that informs
when a model is confirmed.

Elliot Wave Market Structure
The fractal structure of the market is modeled using a relatively simple building block
method called Elliott wave (think tinker-toys or Legos). The power of Elliott wave lies in its
ability to give us "structural look-ahead" into the market's future. That is, with Elliott wave
modeling, instead of future price behavior being wholly random and thus wholly
unpredictable, Elliott wave informs us of the several (sometimes just one, but most often 23) wave structures most likely to play out.
Elliott wave is wholly probabilistic, consistent with our thesis that the future is pre-ordained
and can only be estimated, never predicted. Elliott wave analysis does not predict the
market. Elliott wave analysis gives us probability information about likely upcoming market
structure alternatives, which when used properly can give us a decided edge in our trading
system.
Elliott wave is quite controversial in the trading technologies field. The essence of the
critical argument is that regardless of what happens, there's always an Elliott wave pattern
to describe it. Thus, the model is non-predictive and only interesting as a backward-looking
model of market action.
I do agree that Elliott wave modeling is not predictive. The market cannot be predicted for
the simple reason that future history is not pre-determined. No analysis technology or tool
of any type can ever predict the future with 100% certainty, and that statement applies to
every stock modeling tool and indicator.
What Elliott wave analysis does provide us is a few (typically several, sometimes just one)
higher probability structures the market is likely to follow in the near and intermediate
future. Elliott wave analysis performed properly, and particularly when supported by deep
technical analysis, can also give us relative odds information on these alternative
structures, as well as confirming levels and invalidation levels. This information about the
market doesn't allow us to predict. It often (not always by any means; no single tool
recommended in this book works "always" in any kind of standalone manner) allows us to
get an edge, to get "better odds" on our trades. And because Elliott wave is fractal and is
operating at multiple time frames at once, we can find such edge opportunities across all
time frames, from the 1-minute chart up to the quarterly.
Elliott wave analysis is challenging. Even those who are by all appearances "gurus" provide
low probability counts on occasion. Careful consideration of why this occurs seems to be a
desire to favor counts that support the cognitive bias (the sentiment) of the Elliott wave
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guru. Our personal sentiment is an extremely significant force in trading the stock market
that often biases our "objective" analysis, and even more often, our trade decision making.
Accurate Elliott wave analysis (and indeed, all technical analysis) requires extreme
objectivity and the suppression of all cognitive biases.
The primary US market that should be Elliott wave analyzed at all times is the SP500 (SPX
cash index, day session only). I also like to have a model at all times of the RUT and NDX.
And I also find value in modeling the SPX futures market /ES including its overnight price
action data. But the "must-have" for traders of US markets is the SPX day session Elliott
wave count. Getting the SPX wave count highly accurate for current price action, right
down the hourly timeframe, requires a highly accurate long term count for SPX.
This type of deep historical modeling and daily detailed modeling of major market indices
are best left to a full-time professional, and I strongly recommend every trader take
advantage of the weekly update service provided by Lara Iriarte at
www.elliottwavestockmarket.com for their SPX Elliott wave count. For most traders her
weekly update service is sufficient. I have utilized her daily SPX analysis for many years
and compared and contrasted it with a vast number of other practitioners. None execute
with the objectivity, deep history (over a decade of daily analysis), comprehensive
supporting technical analysis, and ultimately accuracy of her work. Her analyses are 100%
independent of fundamental considerations; she allows zero cognitive bias to affect her
analysis. Having her wave counts means having the 2-3 roadmaps the market is likely to
take, and often just a single highly likely roadmap. The value is extraordinary. I have no
association with elliottwavestockmarket.com other than as a satisfied customer.
Elliott Wave Impulses and Corrections
The Elliott wave model has two fundamental price movement modeling types: a five-wave
price movement called an impulse, and a three-wave price movement called a correction.
(In Elliott wave theory what is called a wave and modeled as an ascending or descending
line is what I have called a price swing throughout the prior text.)

Every Elliott wave model is an application of these two (four if you count up and down
variations) model building blocks. Using these fundamentals of impulse waves and
corrective waves, we build models of price action in the past, which informs us of what
structure (impulse or correction) is at play now, and hence what kind of swing behavior is
expected in the near future.
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Elliott Wave Fractal Structure
The two fundamental forms of an impulse wave and a correction wave are fractal. The
components (the individual prince swings or waves) of each form themselves decompose
into these same forms, in the manner shown on the next two graphics. First the one and
only possible fractal decomposition of an impulsive wave. See "Elliott Wave - Fractal
Structure of Impulse".

As demonstrated here, the five wave impulse decomposes as follows: waves 1, 3, and 5
decompose as impulse waves, and waves 2 and 4 decompose as corrections. The generic
decomposition model of a simple impulse in the upward direction is shown, with all the subwaves (waves of one lower degree, to use the language of Elliott wave modeling) exposed
and named. Notice how the specific nomenclature for waves changes at different degrees
(i.e, 1 vs. I, and A vs. a). This decomposition structure for an impulse wave is the only
legitimate model allowed in the Elliott wave theory. This contrasts significantly with
corrective waves, which themselves can decompose into one of four different unique forms,
as shown in the next graphic, "Elliott Wave - Fractal Structure of Corrections".

The generic three wave structure of a correction decomposes in a fractal manner to four
alternative forms.
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The first and most common form of a correction is a zigzag. A zigzag is a three-wave
structure composed of an impulse, then a correction, then an impulse, with each
successive wave reversing the prior. See the ABC correction structure decomposed as a
zigzag on the graphic. Wave A decomposes to a five wave impulse, wave B decomposes
to a 3 wave correction, and wave C decomposes to a five wave impulse. This overall ABC
correction is shown (only) in the down direction. The A and C impulses are in the down
direction, while the B correction is in up direction. A simple description of a zigzag in terms
of its decomposed wave structure is 5-3-5, which describes the number of waves in each of
waves A, B, and C.
The second form of correction is called a flat. A flat is a three-wave structure composed of
a 3 wave structure, followed by a 3 wave structure, followed by a 5 wave impulsive
structure. Thus, the ABC structure of a flat is 3-3-5 in terms of the wave count of each of
the three waves A, B, and C.
Note that calling a three-wave A a "correction" is accurate, but also a bit confusing.
Relative to the direction of the price movement of a correction structure (a downward
correction is modeled on the graphic), the A wave is "with the direction" of the overall
correction. The problem lies in the fact that a 3 wave structure in Elliott wave terminology is
named a correction, regardless is its direction and position. This naming overloads the
more generic terminology of "correction" meaning a partial retrace of a trend in progress,
which in turn can lead to confusion. So in the context of an Elliott wave analysis, a
"correction" refers to a generic ABC structure, only, without implication of its direction.
Flats often have B waves that retrace almost all of the A wave. These are referred to as
"regular flats" or just "a flat". Sometimes flats will have a B wave that extends beyond the
start of A, and a C wave that extends beyond the start of B. These are referred to as
"expanding flats". When the B extends beyond the A, and the C wave terminates above
the start B, it is named a "running flat". All such flats have the same essential decomposed
wave structure of 3-3-5.
Combinations have a three-wave structure that decomposes into three successive threewave structures, a 3-3-3 form. Combinations have the normal correction ABC labeling
replaced with WXY labeling as shown to distinguish them from the other corrective forms.
Lastly, a triangle is a unique corrective form that decomposes into five waves rather than
the generic (and more typical) three waves. Each of the five waves in a triangle
decomposes into three waves. Each makes successively higher lows and lower highs,
forming a contracting range of price over time. The second unique attribute of a triangle is
that they only can appear as a correction in the 4 wave position of an impulse, or within
corrective structures themselves (such as a B wave).
The fractal structure of Elliott waves is theoretically infinite. Practically, this is not correct,
because ultimately price action devolves into single transactions strung together over time
(i.e., price action is "digital" at its finest level). Pragmatically, we usually perform Elliott
wave analysis down to the hourly timeframe chart, and only sometimes take the analysis
down to the 5-minute chart. When a fully composed Elliott wave structure is in place from
the 5-minute chart level all the up to the highest degree wave structure, there are about
nine degrees of nested wave count in the complete analysis.
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Each degree of Elliott wave numbering has a degree name, and uses a particular style of
typeface and even color, to help keep different wave degrees straight in a chart showing
the wave decomposition across multiple degrees.
Elliott Wave Analysis Example - SPX Daily
The best way to learn Elliott wave is to see its proper application on real charts. See "Elliott
Wave Analysis SPX Dec 2018 - June 2019".

The two most common Elliott wave types are demonstrated here, with a fractal
decomposition two degrees deep. The large impulse wave up, starting on December 26,
2018, and terminating at the high on May 1, 2019, is a primary wave 1 (denoted <1> or a
numeral 1 surround by a circle) in the upward direction. The determination that this is a
primary wave <1>, rather than a different degree wave type, is based on a higher time
frame analysis not shown.
Primary wave <1> is decomposed into an impulse wave structure, which is always five
waves without overlap of waves 2 and 4. The five waves that compose primary <1> are an
intermediate (1) up, (2) down, (3) up, (4) down, and (5) up. Note the lack of any overlap of
wave (2) and wave (4) price action, as required by the impulsive wave rules.
Waves (3) and (5) are what we refer to as extended, meaning at this time frame we can
decompose them into their own impulsive wave structures. Each of the waves (3) and (5)
are decomposed into their five wave impulse structure composed of minor waves 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5 (in blue). The intermediate (2) and (4) waves are not decomposed to a minor degree
on this chart.
The chart clearly demonstrates the fractal structure of the Elliott waves. The 1, 3 and 5
waves of the impulses are themselves impulsive waves, composed of 5 waves of lower
degree. Similarly, the 2 and 4 waves of an impulse are corrective waves, decompose in
corrective wave structures. In this chart, all the corrections that are decomposed are of the
zigzag type. The primary <2> down is decomposed to a 5-3-5 zigzag structure comprised
of intermediate waves (A), (B), (C). Each of (A) and (C) are themselves decomposed to
their five minor waves of lower degree, while the B wave is corrective and decomposed to a
generic correction of minor waves A, B, and C. (Given no further decomposition of these
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three minor waves of the intermediate (B), it is not determined or specified in this Elliott
wave count what the specific structure of the intermediate (B) wave correction is, i.e., a
zigzag vs. flat vs. combination vs. triangle.)
Note how we label Elliott waves. We put the wave name (it's number, properly encoded to
reflect the degree of the wave) at the end (terminating pivot) of the wave, not at the
beginning. When pivots complete waves of multiple degrees, we list all the wave degrees
being completed, with the lowest degree wave closest to the price bars, and the others
stacked above or below that. For example, where primary <1> completes, that pivot high
also completes an intermediate (5) and a minor 5, so all these wave degrees are identified
just above the pivot high.
Corrections can be extremely complex, and take on any of 23 different possible highly
specific forms that are sub-types of the four types of corrections I've specified above. The
zigzag is just one of these specific forms. Fortunately, for effective use of Elliott wave,
precise and early identification of correction structure is not overly critical. Let's review the
most common corrective structures by reviewing them in play on some charts.

Elliott Wave Example - Expanding Flat Correction
See "Elliott wave analysis Expanded Flat SPX SPX 15 min", which demonstrates the
decomposed wave count of an expanding flat correction.

The three swings of a flat correction by definition much have a valid decomposition into a
three wave structure for A, a three-wave structure for B, and a five wave structure for C (a
3-3-5 decomposition).
This 15-minute chart of SPX from 6/20/2019 to 6/26/2019 shows a likely expanded flat
structure in the downward direction, potentially (but not definitively) complete. The
expanded flat starts at the pivot labeled as minor 1. The overall expanded flat has
"expanding swings" at the minute degree of <a>, <b> and <c> as marked, with <c>
completing the minor 2 down. The <b> and <c> waves of this expanded flat are
decomposed to minuette degree waves. The minute <b> decomposes to a generic
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correction up consisting of minuette waves (a), (b) and (c). The minute <c> wave down is
decomposed to an impulse consisting of five minuette waves as shown.
It must be noted that the labeling is uncertain, for multiple reasons. Most significant, it is
unclear that the minute <c> down is complete and properly labeled as shown, and the
hypothetical state of this count is indicated by the question marks. This is one of the areas
where Elliott wave reveals it's fundamental weakness; there is never absolute certainty
about our wave counts, and sometimes the uncertainty is very high. In this case, only more
substantial upward movement, in a manner indicating impulsive price action, can give us
definitive proof that this wave count is correct. I would view this count as "draft", pending
further evidence. But even in draft state, it can guide us in our trade decision making
and/or active trade management, particularly when we have competing analyses to
compare and contrast with.
An alternative wave model for SPX at a higher timeframe (not shown) has an intermediate
wave <1> completing at the highest pivot high on the prior chart (where the minute <b> is
shown completing). See "Elliott Wave Analysis - Alternate, A Wave of Corrective Structure,
SPX 15 Min". From this high, a five wave impulse down is decomposed at the minute
degree, completing a minor A down of an overall ABC zigzag in progress. A minor B up
then C down can be expected to follow, tracing out a zigzag or flat structure.

This is a typical example of how we are commonly confronted with multiple Elliott wave
possibilities. Just as a trend indicator doesn't guarantee that price will continue the trending
behavior, so Elliott wave analysis does not guarantee that price will continue to follow the
analyzed structure. Elliott wave information is additive to our total view generated through
the application of many analysis tools.
As events unfolded, the alternative analysis proved correct. See "Elliott Wave Analysis,
Zigzag Intermediate 2, SPX 15 min".
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A small minor B up and minor C down wave formed, and only then did price initiate the next
intermediate (3) wave upward. It is worth noting that using the techniques described in the
section on Elliott 2&4 wave setups, this particular 2 wave was easily tradable in the long
direction.

Elliott Wave Example - Triangle in RUT
Triangles in the Elliott wave model are restricted to wave 4 structures, and wave B
structures in a correction (with a few extremely rare additional, more complex possibilities).
As a wave 4 structure, the expectation is that a triangle will "pause" and correct the
incoming price action, and the price will eventually break out of the triangle and continue in
the direction of the impulse wave to form a wave 5.
For an example of a triangle in its most common position as a wave 4, see "Elliott wave
analysis, Triangle (4) wave".
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This weekly chart of the Russell 2000 cash index (RUT) shows a complete primary <1> up,
followed by a complete primary <2> down.
The <1> up is decomposed to an impulse wave up consisting of five intermediate waves.
Intermediate (4) is a clear triangle structure. It is decomposed into five minor waves (which
is the typical triangle wave count, though triangles of 7 and 9 waves can occur but are rare)
at the minor degree. The trend lines over the minor triangle are drawn in. Note that in an
Elliott wave triangle, an exact fit of the tops and bottoms to the trend lines of the triangle is
not required. Wave E of triangles is the one that most commonly does not perfectly fit the
converging trend lines. Often, the E wave will complete short of the triangle trend line, as is
the case here. Occasionally, it will over-throw the trend line before turning back in the
expected triangle exit direction.
The primary <2> turns off the 61.8% retrace level of the primary <1> up in classic Fibonacci
level retracement fashion.
Note the expanding flat in the position of of intermediate wave <2> early in the impulse on
left, decomposed into minor waves A, B and C. Though not decomposed to validate it's 33-5 wave structure, only expanding or running flats can have a B wave extend beyond the
start of the A wave, and only an expanding flat also has a C wave extend beyond the start
of the B wave.
Note that all 3 waves in this analysis are never the shortest wave relative to the
corresponding 1 and 5 waves, as required by the Elliott wave impulse rules. When wave 3
is shorter than wave 1 we have additional information: wave 5 cannot extend longer than
wave 3, or else this Elliott wave rule will be violated. If that occurs, it's not a failure of the
Elliott wave model, it indicates there is an error in the wave structure analysis.
It is generally the case that the highest momentum period of an impulse wave overall
occurs during wave 3. This guideline (not a rule) can help in performing the Elliott wave
analysis.
Elliott Wave Combinations
Combinations, like zigzags and flats, are three-wave structures. Their uniqueness lies in
the internal structure of the three waves. Combinations are decomposed into a 3-3-3
structure, rather than a 5-3-5 structure (zigzags) or a 3-3-5 structure (flats). To distinguish
combinations from other corrective structures, Elliott wave modeling uses the wave names
W, X, and Y for combinations instead A, B, and C.
More specifically, the structure of a combination is one of the following: flat-any 3-zigzag, or
flat-any 3-triangle, for each of W, X, and Y. The key added rule is that there can never be
two zigzags, or two triangles, in a combination. Hence, a flat-flat-zigzag is a legitimate
combination, while a flat-zigzag-zigzag and a flat-triangle-triangle are not.
Modeling a complex combination is challenging even for experienced Elliott wave
practitioners. Fortunately, the fine details of the proper model for a complex correction
won't be vitally important for our trading, as when we are trading directionally, we are
primarily interested in identifying the impulses and getting aboard them for high momentum
price moves. In later sections, two examples of modeling complex corrections are
provided, one in RUT, and one in AMGN.
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Elliott Wave Leading and Ending Diagonals
There is a unique Elliott wave impulsive structure than can occur as a wave 1 or a wave 5
(but never wave 3). This structure is called a diagonal. It is a 1 (leading diagonal) or 5
(ending diagonal) wave which itself does not break down into a well-formed impulsive
structure with non-overlapped 2 and 4 waves. Instead, these unique 1 and 5 waves form
an overall 5 wave structure of overlapped waves inside rising or falling channel lines. The
channels lines may be parallel or may be converging. Ending diagonals are more common
than leading diagonals, and neither appear very often, but an Elliott wave practitioner will
run across them on occasion.
Key Elliott Wave Guidelines
Some of the power of Elliott wave analysis lies in a large set of "standard behaviors". A
comprehensive exposition of these is beyond the scope of this book. The ones that are
most common and functional are identified here. For complete information on Elliott Waves
theory, the reader is directed to read the foundational treatise on the subject of Elliott wave,
"Elliott Wave Principle" by Frost and Prechter. For a succinct and thorough overview of the
many Elliott wave guidelines, refer to the www.elliottwaveplus.com website.
● Waves 2 and 4 of an impulse are almost always different structures (a property
referred to as alternation), and a 2 wave in an impulse can never be a triangle.
● Wave 3 MUST not be the shortest wave of the 1, 3 and 5 of an impulse. If it is, the
count is incorrect.
● In a zigzag, the length of A (in price) is often equal to B (in price). Often, B terminates
at the 127.2% or the 161.8% extension of wave A.
● In a standard flat, A = B = C (roughly) by definition. In an expanded flat, C is often
161.8% of the length (in price) of A.
● In a triangle, successive waves (B compared to A, C compared to B, etcetera) are
often in the 76.4-78.6% zone of the prior wave.
● Wave 2 commonly terminates at 38.2% retrace of wave 1, and occasionally (about
half as often) at 61.8%.
● Wave 4 commonly terminates at 38.2% retrace of wave 3, and occasionally at 23.8%.
● Wave 5, when longer than both waves 1 and 3, often terminates at 161.8% of the
price distance from the start of wave 1 to the end of wave 3.
● Wave 5, when wave 3 is the longest wave (commonly because wave 3 is extended), is
often equal in price length to wave 1.
● Corrections (both 2's and 4's) often reach their terminal low (or high) in the price zone
formed by the small degree iv of the wave being corrected (the 1 or 3).
The most generic challenge in using Elliott wave is distinguishing between a 5-3-5 pattern
that completes a correction, and a 5-3-5-3-5 impulsive pattern that is still incomplete.
Confirmation that the selling after completion of a 5-3-5 is a corrective 4 wave, and not the
start of a new impulse, is challenging. The broader wave count can provide guidance, but
ultimately it is the break of the price beyond the end of the third wave is what creates higher
confidence that an impulse is continuing.
Given this information about wave structure, can we identify in the most generic case the
ideal position to enter a market to the long side? Clearly at the bottom of the 2, given wave
3 is usually the long longest and the highest momentum wave (and while making a profit is
good, making the same profit faster is even better). Additionally and generically, entering in
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3 waves nested inside 3 waves is ideal (vs. for example entering a 3 wave of a larger wave
in a correction structure such as a flat). There will be much more to say about this subject
in the later section on setups.

Market Top Anatomy
For short trading, for long trade management, and perhaps most critical, for the purpose of
creating market state controls, market top identification is critical.
First, what is a "market top"? It is, in fact, an ill-defined structural element; any turn
downward by the price leaves a history of recent high prices which is instantly a market top
in a purely technical sense. So how do we define a market top, and what are the
techniques for identifying its formation with high probability prior to significant price
movement downward?
For our purposes, a market top starts with an extended upswing (on any timeframe),
followed by a correction of that swing that is 38% or more of the upward price swing.
The techniques we use to identify these types of market tops are not fundamentally
different than those for identifying tops at any time frame. However, it is extremely
important to keep a focus on potential market tops developing in the higher time frames
(daily/weekly/monthly) in the major averages (SPX, NDX, RUT). Ideally, we should have
an ongoing state analysis of all of these three averages at all times, to help us identify turn
points both through intrinsic analysis and through comparison of state between the
averages as well.
The analysis tools and their topping states are the following:
 Uptrend lines are being broken and new trend lines show slowing momentum.
 An Elliott wave count can be modeled for the action showing price at or fast
approaching a likely five (or sometimes three) wave completion point.
 A Fibonacci structure from the swing low to the potential pivot high and wave
completion price shows a high degree of fit with the swing price action.
 MVTrend state drops to neutral or down at the daily timeframe, and the weekly
MVTrend drops from strong up to up or even to neutral.
 Price displays weakness in the form of unusually overlapped price action relative to
impulse norms of non-overlapped rising action.
 Price breaks a lower price channel line.
 Price breaks significant prior pivot lows.
 Price breaks the 4 wave pivot low of the Elliott wave structure of the price swing up.
 Price gaps down off a top, and rather than failing to recover and fill the gap, it moves
down again.
 Price breaks a top structure (head & shoulders or double top) neckline.
 Price retests a neckline or channel line and turns back down.
 A topping dark cloud cover or bearish engulfing candlestick pattern forms.
 Price breaks down at or just past a market top with extremely high momentum
forming a very large black soldier.
 Polarity at the hourly and/or daily level swings to down.
Let's take a look at a recently completed example.
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Let's step incrementally through time to assess what our building body of evidence of a
market top actually is with this toolset for this market.
 Using Fibonacci fitting, shortly after the pivot low that forms the lower channel line (the
minuette (iv) of the minute <iii>, but not marked as such), a Fibonacci fitted structure
could be placed over the price action with three key fits as shown (the first 3 gray
ellipses from left to right). This would have identified a potential overall top area in the
3025-3034 range. Other Fibonacci fittings would have identified a few other higher
priced alternatives as well. The time of this fitting is still many days in advance of the
actual top.
 The minor 4 wave reconfirms the large channel through a lower channel line approach
and turn. The channel shows a highly overlapped price action relative to standard
expectations of a strong impulsive wave structure. This is a week before the actual
price top.
 The potential Elliott wave structure modeled on this chart should be the highest
probability model by the time of the formation of the minor 4 pivot low. Given the
conjunction of the Elliott wave model telling us a final minor 5 is probably in motion
upward, and the price is ascending towards our Fibonacci fitted target, we are now
highly aware that a market top is likely imminent.
 Price tags the Fibonacci fitted target. We are aware that there is a significant
probability price is at a significant (multi-week) pivot high, to within about 10 SPX
points.
 Price gaps down. Confirming signal #1.
 Price fails to fill the gap before continuing downward. Confirming signal #2.
 Price breaks a higher momentum trend line within the channel, then the channel line.
Confirming signals #3 and #4.
 Polarity at the hourly time frame switches to down. Confirming signal #5.
 Price breaks the minor 3 pivot low. Confirming signal #6.
 Price retests the channel line then turns back down. Confirming signal #7.
 Price breaks the low of the initial thrust down. Confirming signal #8.
Based on this type of ongoing analysis and building body of evidence, we make
adjustments within our trading plan, which in turn modify our open trade management
practice and our new trade initiation practice. These changes might include, for example,
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stopping entries during the minor 5, tightening stops on opening positions through the
course of the minor 5, lightening open positions on the first gap down, and exiting open
positions when the channel line is broken. This the concept of market state controls in the
trading plan. And of course, we may also have a trading plan that calls for trading a
particular set up to the short side given a bearish market state.

Cross Market Analysis
The conclusion of market analysis is always the same: the market may go up, and it may
go down. The different views our tools provide give us evidence that aids in assessing
relative probabilities. Fibonacci, support/resistance, and Elliott wave analysis give us not
just particular roadmaps likely for both the bullish and bearish cases, they give us levels at
dramatically change the probability of a model being accurate. We can find confirming
signals and invalidation signals in the price movement informing us that a particular path for
the price is much more likely now than just a time period (candlestick period) ago.
Markets tend to move together in the higher timeframes, and individual stocks tend to move
with the overall market. By having an extremely comprehensive Elliott wave model of a
primary market, when higher timeframe conditions give us only one highly probable wave
count, we can take advantage of that in our probability assessments of individual stocks or
other coordinated markets. I generically refer to this as "leaning into the count". While
there are many possible count nesting's that may be assessed as giving us an edge, the
most powerful by the definition and properties of the Elliott waves themselves (wave 3's
tend to be the longest wave and has the highest momentum) is when the price is deeply
nested in 3 waves. Getting in as the lower timeframe 3 (of a 3, of a 3, for example) starts
up and then staying long through that wave action until the highest timeframe 3 completes,
is in Elliott wave terms a perfect trade.
Over time, you'll develop your own confidence in your Elliott wave counts (or confidence in
the counts from a professional Elliott wave practitioner) and take advantage of the macrolevel conditions described by the Elliott wave count for the broad market in your trading
plan. The example trading plans in this text include broad market analysis and the resulting
higher timeframe wave counts as a fundamental positioning tool. While all four of SPX,
NDX, RUT, and DJX are ideal for this purpose and if feasible you should have one (or
several) professional-caliber counts of all four of these indexes at all times, SPX is a
reasonable stand-alone proxy for "all of the US markets".

Putting Analysis To Work
We've developed our primary analysis tools that I utilize on a day in and day out basis,
across all time frames. It's time to dig deeper and apply them, to demonstrate them in
action and how they cooperatively can tell sometimes a common story, or sometimes
contradictory stories. First, a review of the list of tools:
● Swing analysis (draw the swing lines)
● Polarity analysis (identify where swing structure changes from up to down and down to
up)
● Price trending vs. price ranging analysis (draw trend lines under or over trending
prices and upper/lower channel lines around ranging prices)
● Trend lines analysis (over and under consistent tops/bottoms of price action)
● Support and resistance level analysis (draw horizontal lines at key pivots)
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pivot (bottom and top) structure analysis
Fibonacci price retracement and extension level analysis
Fibonacci time cycle analysis
Quantitative trend analysis
Multi-timeframe analysis
Candlestick analysis
Volatility analysis
Symmetry analysis
Fibonacci Fitting ™ analysis
MarketState™ analysis
Elliott wave analysis

We won't use all of these on every chart. But we'll use many of them just about all the time.
In combination, we can get a powerful, multidimensional view of "the elephant" of price
action on a chart, and ultimately through that view, derive trading edge.
Before going further, a few words on what's missing from the above list.
Where are the oscillators (RSI, stochastics, MACD), for example? Simple: I don't trade
using oscillators, and I don't recommend you do either. Oscillators are at best confirming
the price action that is sufficiently and more importantly, more accurately revealed by the
above tools. If you master the tools above, you'll find a MACD or RSI graph on your chart
is mere clutter.
How about the unique price display alternatives, such as Heikin-Ashi or Monkey Bars or
other uniquely structured chart types? Here again, I do not derive any additional
information from the alternative price display models, and the time spent studying them
could be used more beneficially on the core functional set above.
Beware the indicator salespeople. Beware the free (excepting your time) webinars that
show awesome trading results, based on a magic indicator (available for a fee) and it's
"proper usage". Beware the two days of training with magic indicator included for yet more
money ("think of all the money you'll save!"). In my opinion, if they are trying to sell you an
indicator, best to close the link or email and move on. I have unique indicators myself, and
they are published and available for free usage. Over time, you may very well craft some
of your own. Particularly when you review the ones they want to sell you, and you are able
to reverse engineer what they are likely doing. To the degree they explain the logic, you
have the right to sling code too! I do, all the time.
Please don't ask me about astrological analysis, or phases of the moon considerations, or
the impact of variable total solar energy on the earth, or the orbital position of the planets.
Though I do encourage making up dry humorous stories about how you trade the market
with these "tools" to amuse guests at dinner parties when they learn about your trading.
You just might be able to keep them wondering for a good long time and have a good
chuckle over it all.
RUT Analysis
Continuing and pushing down the RUT analysis to lower timeframes, see "Elliott Wave
Analysis RUT Weekly 2016-2019". Here the analysis is continued up to the present
(6/27/2019, the time of this writing).
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The model here breaks down a complete primary <1> wave up, and a complete primary
wave <2> down. The <2> wave bottoms and turns in class V-bottom form. A primary <3>
up has initiated. The intermediate (1) of the primary <3> is complete. The identification of
the intermediate (2) as complete is highly speculative, without a detailed decomposition of
that correction at a lower timeframe (the daily).
At this and higher timeframes, we expect generally bullish action going forward in time by
months and quarters. But in the weekly and daily timeframe, it is possible the intermediate
(2) continues with sideways/down price action. Let's look in more detail at the Elliott wave
structure of the intermediate (2) so far at the weekly timeframe. See "Elliott wave analysis,
Alternative #1, Weekly".

This chart models the primary 2 as flat. Intermediate (A) is a zigzag down, intermediate B
is a zigzag up, and intermediate (C) is speculatively modeled as an impulse down. An
alternative would be for intermediate (C) to unfold as a three-wave move, making the
overall primary <2> a combination instead of a flat. that intermediate Thus, a flat of some
form here is the most likely alternative to the model of the 2 being a completed zigzag only.
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A more bullish model for this same chart would be a complete intermediate <1> where the
minor A up show completes, followed by a complete expanding flat intermediate <2>
ending where the minor 1 is positioned. The last several weeks of price action would then
be the minor 1 initiation of the intermediate (3) wave up. Try to "see" that structure on the
chart; it is all there as described. To be an Elliott wave practitioner, you need to learn to
see these structures in the price action.
See the chart "Elliott Wave Analysis RUT Daily Bullish".

Here the wave count is decomposed to the minute wave level for the hypothetical minor
wave 3 up in progress. The move down is modeled as a completed minute <ii> due to its
depth at 50% retrace of wave <i>. But we acknowledge this could be a minuette (a) of a
three-wave correction to form minute <ii>. We may learn more about that potential when
we analyze the details of the minute <i> and <ii> at the lower daily timeframe.
What's critically identified on this chart are two levels each for additional confirmation, and
additional invalidation, of this wave count. The levels are based on the basic requirements
of the Elliott wave model. For example, if price undercuts the hypothetical minute <ii> pivot
low, then the minute <ii> wasn't complete as marked, and potentially there are broader
issues with the count that need reconsideration. Similarly, if the price was to undercut the
hypothetical pivot low marked as a complete minor 2, that minor 2 would be invalidated.
Several days later, the latest daily view of the RUT gives an initial confirming signal that the
bullish analysis may be accurate. See "Elliott Wave Analysis RUT Daily Feb - July 2019".
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A bullish wave count is detailed for a minor 3 in the upward direction, of which minute
waves <i> and <ii> are complete. Minute wave <iii> has completed a minuette (i) and
minuette (ii) and initiated minuette iii with a close above the <i> wave pivot high, which also
flips polarity to up. The minuette (ii) pivot low (highest red line) adds a high level of caution
about this wave count's accuracy should price move below it; the middle red line would
raise extreme caution, and price below the lowest red line (the minor wave 2 pivot low)
would invalidate the entire count.
The going forward price action is also modeled with a trend line based on the two most
recent swing lows at this time frame.
We now jump ahead in time to late September of 2019 and take a look at what unfolded.
See "Elliott Wave Analysis, RUT Daily, Feb - Sept 23, 2019".

Here we see that price did not continue in the bullish model just shown. A three-wave
structure up completed (at the pivot marked as the completion of a minor X), and with the
sharp price reversal at this potential pivot then sharp price movement down from there, we
know we are in either a flat (with an impulse down in progress at that point) or a
combination. The price down becomes highly volatile but steadily falling with lower lows
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and lower highs, forming a 3-wave Y to complete what turns out to be a large and complex
combination for the intermediate (2). Price has since taken off in a new impulsive minor 1
wave, now complete, and is in a minor 2.
This is an excellent example of the challenge of modeling a complex correction in real-time,
and the need to be flexible in the model structure, to define validation and invalidation
signal levels, and revise as needed!
If accurate, this RUT wave count indicates that high momentum bullish price action should
be unfolding in coming weeks (Oct/Nov 2019), as the price will enter a phase of nested 3
waves,
AMGN Analysis
Frequently deep corrections are complex and take the form of combinations, as just shown
with RUT. Let's take a look at another. See "AMGN Elliot Wave Analysis, AMGN Weekly".

Here price retraced roughly 90% of the impulsive move up on the left of the chart. The
structure of the retracement is highly overlapped with very large swings. This is the classic
look of a combination, and it is important to develop the skill of analyzing combinations
down to their component structures. The goal overall is to identify a (more) likely
completion point and thus a likely initiation pivot into a new bull trend (a new impulse wave
up).
The key to combinations is to look for two 3 wave structures (W and Y) connected by one
corrective wave structure in the counter direction (X, and up in this case). Here the waves
are fairly clear: a minor A, B, C wave sequence to complete an intermediate W wave as a
flat, then an intermediate (X) wave up, then a minor wave A, C, C wave sequence to
complete Y as a zigzag. Overall this combination completes a 2 or a 4 at a primary degree
(which isn't clear without a higher timeframe analysis: note how that isn't overly important
here relative to our goals of trading an upcoming impulse out of this complete combination).
A primary 3 or 5 upward should be initiating. The action so far strongly confirms that
hypothesis.
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Note how the combination correction kept respecting the general area of the 61.8%
pullback price level, four times as a support area, and once as resistance.
We now push down to the daily timeframe to explore the structure of the pivot that
completes the Y of the combination and starts the new impulse up. See "Elliott Wave
Analysis, AMGN Daily".

First note the double bottom structure formed by the minor 1-2 wave sequence, followed by
a neckline break; this is the only bottom structure to occur in the Y wave move down. The
break of the double bottom is immediately followed by the advancement of the MVTrend to
up (first blue candlestick of the minor 3 wave up).
The higher low of the second bottom enables the first move to be modeled as a minor 1 up,
and the high momentum minor 3 is followed by a minor 4 of similar proportion (as is typical
but not required) to the minor 2. A minor 5 has initiated, and a model set of swing lines are
projected for the completion of the minor 5, then a (generic) three-wave correction down to
form an intermediate (2).
Note how a pivot high (probably a minor 4 high) of the prior intermediate swing down forms
support for the minor 4 low of the new impulse up. Expecting similar support/resistance
action in the future, the key pivots are projected forward in time in blue dashed lines.
Both 127.2% and 161.8% projections of the complete minor 1 (start) to minor 3 (end) swing
are shown as possible completion levels for the minor 5 and intermediate (1). The 127.2%
level is likely to play a role as temporary resistance at the very least.

Mechanics of Trading
Preferred Trading Instruments
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Our focus in this text is on directional trading. We want to buy low and sell or, or sell high
and buy low. We have a rich set of tools for understanding the activity of the market. How
do we take advantage of these tools to achieve successful directional trading results?
When trading directionally by directly buying and selling stocks and ETF's (vs. the use of
options), there is no leverage on your money (though some ETF's for major market indices
do provide leverage, but generally this leverage only moves the ETF in an "acceptable"
level of volatility for our trading purposes, as we shall see.) Without leverage, the volatility
of the stock becomes critical. Our interest is in making money quickly. A stock or ETF with
price volatility of 0.8% is going to make us a profit at one fourth the rate of a 3.2% volatility
instrument.
I recommend minimum daily volatility (as reported by finviz.com) over the last 30 days of
2.0%, with over 2.5% preferable. Because we are directly purchasing the shares, the
existence of an options market in the stock isn’t material to us. What is material is the
average daily volume of shares. We require reasonable liquidity. I use 500,000 shares per
day average as my cutoff, and I want to see consistently smooth price action at the 5
minute time frame. If the price action at the 5-minute time frame is "scattered" with lots of
gaps, the market is too thin and I throw the stock out. The price should be over $15. One
factor that is not on any stock screener that should be considered is the spread being
charged by the market maker. A spread of 1% is reasonable: a $35.00 stock may have a
bid of $34.98 and an as of 35.01. But when you see something like bid 24.20 ask 24.65,
you have a very large “hidden commission” built into the spread. Compare spreads and
weed out overly expensive (in terms of costs) stocks from your watch list.

Preferred Trend State
What makes a stock attractive beyond these required attributes? Let’s focus on trading to
the long side (the logic is generally reversible to the short side, but the short side is
preferred far less often than the long side due to the prevalence of bullish market conditions
over time.
We want stocks that are trending up in the highest (quarterly, monthly) timeframes. The
200-day moving average is important: search for stocks with their price above it. We then
want to validate the higher timeframe trend with our own trend analysis tools. At the
monthly and weekly timeframes, assess the polarity, the nature of the market action
(trending mode or ranging mode), the trend line state, and the quantitative trend. It is
always valuable to at least attempt to develop a weekly timeframe Elliott wave set of
models including a bullish case and a bearish case, assess relative probabilities (and
justifications), and identify confirming and invalidating levels.

Watch-list Creation and Management
The criteria above for stocks of interest to us that we will monitor intently for trading setups
and actively trade are motivated by our fundamental strategy of profiting from directional
movement strategy through the outright purchase and sale of the stock/ETF. You may
choose to pursue other strategies over time that drive wholly different selection criteria. For
example, selling premium on lower volatility stocks that are ranging predictably will lead to
completely different watch-list criteria.
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My easy go-to choice for generating an interesting list of generally qualified stocks is to use
the finviz.com scanner. The critical criteria are the following: you are free to add or adjust
as you see appropriate:
Direction stock trading search criteria:
 Volume > 500,000 shares/day average
 Price > $15.00
 Volatility: Weekly > 2.0%
 Price > 200 simple moving average
 Performance 1: qtr > +10%
 Performance 2: month up
 200 day SMA: price above 200-day SMA
The challenge with this search is the large number of stocks that will be generated, perhaps
several hundred. Many will have an extended price pattern of one form or another, by
which I mean the price will be "very high" relative to what it was only a few months prior.
They would be excellent candidates for a trade…if we could go backward in time, or roll the
tape forward quickly. Here are a few examples of extended stocks at the time of this
writing that achieve all the above criteria, but which I would tend to throw out of watch-list
consideration because of the degree to which price is extended. My interest is in capturing
a new price swing up that is in its early stages of development. The following charts
demonstrate excellent stock price action, but not for immediate long trade consideration.
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Some of the stocks in the standard screen above will not be in long term uptrends. It is
important to not just review the daily chart but look at the multi-timeframe panel to review
trends at the quarterly, monthly and weekly timeframes as well. See "Multi-timeframe
analysis COHR Mo/Wk/Dy/Hr".

If only the daily in the lower right is assessed, the longer-term picture of the stock in a long
term decline won't be obvious. The monthly chart (top left) shows a stock in a multi-year
decline with an immediate monthly MVTrend of down. Many stocks of this type will be
tempting to trade to the long side "on the upswings". Doing so is a grave error. It violates
our #1 goal and objective: collecting edge, every tiny scrap we can muster and bring to
bear in our quest for +EV in our trades. By choosing to counter-trend trade a stock like
COHR (going long when the monthly trend is down) is to put the odds of the market against
you right at the stock selection stage. There are far too many stocks engaged in long term
uptrends to bother with stocks in high timeframe downtrends like COHR (as of June 2019).
In contrast to COHR, consider the chart "Multi-timeframe analysis CSIQ Mo/Wk/Dy/Hr".
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While a significant long declining consolidation occurred in prior years, CSIQ has bottomed
on the monthly chart, turned up and is in an MVTrend of strong up. This is an excellent
stock for inclusion in a long positional trading system watch-list (as of July 5, 2019).
Do not exclude the super high-performance stocks from your watchlist. Just because a
stock has "gone up a lot" is no reason to shy away from it; on the contrary, the adage that
strength tends to beget strength is true in stocks. While "high flyers" have the risk of large
and sudden profit taking sell-offs, their frequent incessant price movement upward
demands consideration for a long trading strategy approach. An excellent example is the
chart "Multi-timeframe analysis ECL Mo/Wk/Dy/Hr".

Here ECL is in a high momentum move at the monthly time frame, and opportunities for
entries on pullbacks have been occurring, so the stock deserves watch-list attention.
In addition to these generally recommended traits, you may add additional filters to identify
those stocks that better represent your particular trading plan requirements. For example,
a powerful setup is a large white soldier candlestick forming or immediately after the
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formation of a pivot low after a strong price swing down. Such a setup is indicative of a Vbottom in its earliest stage, with potential for short term rapid price increases over the next
several candlesticks. By adding the "performance" criteria of "today +5%" to the finviz.com
search criteria above, five such stocks are identified. Here are charts of three of them
("Short term momentum setup"), each sporting strong bullish characteristics and potentially
immediately entry opportunities (pending complete analysis and consideration relative to
the specifics of our trading plan setup and trigger criteria). The one day +5% bar can be
seen on the daily chart in the lower right-hand corner of each quad panel.
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Setups and Triggers
Now that we know what types of stocks to scan for, and how to perform a cursory analysis
to winnow these down to a set of watch-list stocks with all the supportive attributes we
desire, what particular situation are we looking for that will cause us to initiate a trade?
Such a set of particulars is what I refer to as a "setup". In a perfect world, all of the stocks
in our watch-list are already in this setup state. In fact what is typical is that of a set of
perhaps 80 or 120 watch-list stocks, a small number of perhaps 5-20 might be in or very
close to all the requirements we define as a setup. Hence, regular review of the complete
watch-list and an active notation system of some kind that enables very frequent monitoring
of setup stocks is necessary.
Stocks that don't meet our watch-list criteria can also meet all the requirements of our
setup, but we are not interested in those because of their failure in our broader watch-list
requirements. Do not be tempted to trade such setup but non-watch-list stocks. Our
watch-list criteria is a key design element focused on giving us a foundation from which we
can develop an edge in our trades.
The essence of a setup in a long (vs. short) directional trading strategy is a situation where
we have reasons to believe that rapid upward price movement will occur immediately, or
over course of the next 10-15 candlesticks in the timeframe we are trading. This should
always be our setup objective, even if our horizon for holding the stock (or for holding at
least some of the stock) is far longer than merely 10-15 candlestick periods. The ideal is to
enter exactly as or the very moment before price breaks upward sharply. Striving mightily
to minimize early pressure on our position (because the price is moving up immediately
after our purchase) is worth the effort, but note: in practice, it will fail as often, or even more
often, than it succeeds. The market is just not highly predictable in the short term (the next
couple of candlesticks), and always exhibits a high degree of random price noise, which
often takes price below and sometimes well below our entry price despite our best efforts to
avoid it.
Achieving the goal of price moving immediately in our favor does not put any requirements
on the immediately prior price action: it may have been sharply down, flat, or strong up, and
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as long as we are correct in our setup, it does not matter. That said, the general setup
model presented and rationalized in this text is the generic model of a price pullback
followed by a price pivot. Any or all of our analysis tools can be used to establish the
formal requirements of a setup.

Bottom Structure Turn
My first setup I call "bottom structure turn". The criteria for a bottom structure turn setup is
simply the following: a potential bottom structure (as defined in the Price Reversal Patterns
section) must be identified. A V-bottom structure is common, which can form quite quickly,
otherwise, watching the bottom structure develop is a game of hurry up and wait.
A neckline, and/or a key unbroken down trend line, must be identified. The corrective
structure of the pullback is best supported by Elliott wave count evidence of being
completed if in fact price pivots at the setup area. While not a requirement, the pivot low is
ideally at or near a significant Fibonacci retrace level, or a significant resistance/support
level (or both). The more evidence of a potential pivot combined with the initiation of an
actual pivot the better.
Once achieving a setup state, the trigger for taking a long trade is the following: either the
trend line or the neckline must be broken. Bullish symmetry must be broken. The
MVTrend state must advance by at least one level from whatever the trend state was at the
bar forming the pivot low (i.e., if the pivot low candlestick MVTrend was strong down, then
the trend state must have advanced to at least "down"; if it was "down", then to at least
neutral). Once these requirements have been met, buy immediately at the open of the next
bar.
Let's analyze such setups and triggers on a few charts to show the bottom structure turn
setup in action. Our first example is a recent setup in AAPL. See "Bottom Structure Turn
Setup and Trigger AAPL Apr - Jul 2019".

The first significant pullback breaks the weak bullish symmetry created by the single white
soldier candlestick that occurred a few bars after the key reversal that initiates the new
price swing down. However, the large gap is unfilled, no prior pivot highs of significance
are broken, and no bottom structure is formed. Price pivots down at the resistance of the
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low of the candle before the gap (i.e., on completion of filling of the gap). The trend line
established for the down move was not broken, nor does the MVTrend state ever move up
from strong down. For these reasons, the chart didn't fully set up nor trigger us into a trade.
The pivot low formed by this upswing was positioned well off any Fibonacci retracement
level, which should also raise our suspicion about the long term potential of the pivot.
Further downward price action continues until the first price action indicating this stock is
setting up and should be monitored for a buy trigger. This event is the whole candlestick
break of the down trend line, as marked. Further downward price action tests the broken
trend line from above, and the next white soldier candle initiates a pivot low with high
potential for forming a concluding low to the entire down move. MVTrend state advances
from strong down to down. However, all the triggering requirements are not yet met.
The next candle does achieve them: the bullish symmetry established by the bullish move
after the gap is broken, and a pivot high neckline of a distorted double bottom is broken as
well. With all triggering conditions satisfied, the bottom structure turn setup triggers us into
a buy at the open of the next candlestick.
The price continued to move up strongly. We'll discuss trade management later.) Note in
this example how our complete set of bottom structure turn trigger criteria kept up out of
overly early entry.
To support this analysis, here is the Elliott wave model of the complete swing down at the
hourly timeframe. See "Elliott Wave Analysis, AAPL Hourly".

I don't recommend any attempt at Elliott wave analysis below the hourly, and for many
stocks, particularly those with lower volume, the Elliott wave structure can be weak to
nonexistent at the hourly time frame. AAPL is of sufficient volume the Elliott wave structure
is clear down to the hourly timeframe.
The swing down traces out a corrective zigzag pattern as marked. It must be
acknowledged that modeling such a wave structure is much easier after the entire moving
is complete, vs. getting it right "as it develops". That said, what we really want to be able to
construct is a reasonable model once the setup with a final likely pivot low is in place; at
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that point in time, the ability to model a complete corrective structure is highly corroborating
of our setup thesis. An inability to formulate such a complete correction model should raise
concerns about the reliability of the setup in development.
We now apply the bottom turn setup analysis to AAPL at the daily timeframe, focusing on
the large Fall 2018 downtrend. See "Bottom Structure Turn Setup and Triggers AAPL Daily
10/2018 - 7/2019".

No setup of significance occurs until the first trend line break; all previous bullish swings fail
to break bullish symmetry or break any prior pivot high levels. The first trend line break
quickly fails as the price drops back through the trend line, and the stock isn't significantly
setup yet, again. Then a turn initiates right at the 61.8% Fibonacci retrace level of the
multi-year prior upswing (not shown). The trend line is broken a second time, and the stock
is definitely setup and we are alert for all trigger requirements being met.
The chart traces out a distorted inverted head and shoulders bottom structure as MVTrend
advances. A gap-up candle then achieves all trigger requirements, and a buy at open is
executed on the next candlestick. This pivot does initiate large upswing, which is not fully
shown on this chart. Note that the downswing traces out a corrective ABC zigzag structure,
with an identifiable 5-wave structure to A and C, and three-wave structure to B. This
analysis is an exercise left to the reader.
In both of these AAPL setup examples (Jan 2019 and June 2019), the MVTrend at the
monthly time frame never wavered from neutral, while MVTrend in both these lower
timeframe charts did 180 degree turns from strong down to strong up.
The particular requirements of the setup are at the heart of your trading plan trade
mechanic. There are no definitive "right answers" for the specifics of a setup; you must
decide what combination of indications from price action and any and all other derived
models and indicators must achieve what state (perhaps even in what order) to create a
setup condition, and then to trigger a trade entry.
The bottom structure turn setup focuses on price structural attributes that tend to play out
well for the larger time frame swings, those wherein price swings down significantly at the
weekly timeframe level, and the daily level develops some kind of bottoming type of
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structure. However, these times of larger time frame swings and bottoms are not extremely
common on a per stock basis; they take substantial time to develop. We need a larger bag
of setups using other tools we now have in our trading bag that work well in the course of a
market trending upward at the monthly timeframe, executing smaller pullbacks at the daily
to hourly time frames. These types of sequences of pullbacks in monthly/weekly up trends
require analysis at the hourly timeframe, and often the bottoms will be strongly Vstructured, leaving little time for identification and potential trade entry.

Fibonacci Retrace Turn
This leads to our second general setup, which I call a "Fibonacci retrace turn". The
Fibonacci retrace turn setup first requires a bullish price action two-time frames higher (for
a daily time frame trade that would be one or more strong up candles at the monthly time
frame). One time frame higher should show strong bullish action with a moderate
correction initiating.
A Fibonacci retrace turn setup forms if and when price executes a turn at or close around a
Fibonacci retracement level. Once this occurs, the trigger is a price movement that breaks
the bullish symmetry of the price swing down to the Fibonacci pivot. Additional supportive
(but not absolutely required) indicators are prior pivots at the Fibonacci pivot price, and a
large white soldier candlestick soon after the pivot candle showing price strength and
momentum acceleration.
We'll describe this set up in these relative standalone operating terms, acknowledging that
in a complete trading plan we may choose to require additional modeling or indicator
conditions to support the veracity of the pivot.
See "Fibonacci Retrace Turn Setup CMCSA Mo/Wk/Dy/Hr" for a stock that is appropriately
included in a watch list for this set up per these requirements, and maybe entering into a
setup state shortly.

CMCSA at the monthly time frame is showing two solid months of strong upward price
movement, meeting our minimal long term trending requirement (even though MVTrend
state at this time frame is still down). The weekly shows the MVTrend is up, and the price
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has peaked at the December highs and initiated a retrace with a single weekly down
candlestick. The situation is ripe for achieving a Fibonacci retrace turn set at some point as
price falls.
See the chart "Fibonacci retrace levels, CMCSA daily", showing retracement levels around
or below the price action from three different price swing pivot lows, all extending to the
new pivot high that has initiated the correction we are stalking for an entry. There are many
retracement levels, too many to really manage at this timeframe, but we'll find them to be
easily managed at lower timeframes, and their plethora will only be an aid, not a hindrance.

We now refer to the CMCSA hourly chart for monitoring the positioning of pivots with
Fibonacci levels and measuring the position of the price relative to bullish symmetry.

The first retrace of the move down immediately fails our requirement of a pivot low at or
very near to a Fibonacci retrace level (first gray ellipse).
While not marked, learn to see Elliott wave structure in charts. What is the structure of the
first price move down to the first gray ellipse on this chart? That's right, it's an expanding
flat. We know an expanding flat could itself be a complete correction. But the failure to
turn on any Fibonacci level is suspicious, so we are alert. What would follow if this
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correction is not complete? A B (or X) wave up. And what is the general theme of B and X
waves? They are fake-out waves, and in some manner, they tend to show relative
weakness, rather than the strength one would expect of a fresh impulsive move up
beginning. What would follow if the correction was complete? An impulse, demonstrating
strong and impulsively structured price movement.
What we see in the price move up is not impulsive. There is no white soldier bar. The
candlesticks, while showing rising prices, all have substantial upward tails, which is not a
bullish indicator. Strongly bullish candlesticks have "flat tops" (shaven heads!), or very
small upward tails.
The increasingly likely B wave virtually raises a white flag of surrender when a shooting star
candlestick prints, which indeed initiates the pivot back down.
While the first thrust down scribbled across a 38.2% retrace level, the following action pays
substantial support respect to it before breaking down below it. Price then moves down
further and initiates a turn precisely off a 21.4% Fibonacci level. (Note: I consider the entire
range from the 21.4% to the 23.6% as a valid Fibonacci level; this area tends to not be a
single price level, but a zone, and I treat it as such, though in this case price hit and turned
exactly at the 21.4% level.)
This price swings back in the upward direction prints three moderate white candles before
stalling well short of the bullish symmetry level established by the first retrace. No trigger
occurs.
The price again moves lower and makes the third turn, this one very near to a 61.8% level
(specifically, the 61.8% retrace level of the middle of the three swings that retracements are
plotted for). In the ensuing bullish swing, a very large white soldier candlestick brings the
price to just below the bullish symmetry level.
At this point, there are two options for entry on the final trigger required (a break of the
bullish symmetry price level). One is to put a stop buy order in the market just above the
bullish symmetry level. The drawback to this approach is the risk of a "topping candle" that
opens well above the stop buy, entering us at a relatively high price, but closes well below
the bullish symmetry level. Should this occur without us entering, we would certainly NOT
want to enter at that point in time. We can avoid the topping candle and "fake bullish
symmetry break" possibility by waiting for a candlestick close that breaks the bullish
symmetry. The second alternative is recommended when price opens gap up above the
neckline. On the chart, both alternatives are shown. After purchase price moves up
strongly as expected by our analysis.
Fibonacci retrace pivots happen at every time frame. See "Fibonacci Retrace Turns PANW
Weekly".
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This chart shows two nearly identical turns off of 61.8% retrace levels. Both form a
distorted double bottom with a neckline, which is then broken to the upside, setting up an
immediate buy opportunity. The first succeeds extremely well, as can be seen. The
second is current as of this writing. Note that at this time frame, the details of bullish
retracements during the downward price movement is not visible. Thus, to check on price
breaking bullish symmetry, an analysis at the daily time frame is required. See "Fibonacci
Retrace Turn Bullish symmetry analysis PANW Daily".

The two largest bullish retracements swings are marked, and copies of these swing lines
are placed at the low to project the bullish symmetry. The bullish symmetry projects to
almost exactly the neckline, thus increasing the probability that this bottom turn will be a
major pivot.
As a third example from yet another timeframe, here's a setup from July 11, 2019, in the
SP500 E-mini futures market, /ES. This market is open and traded "off hours", which is the
darker shaded area on the chart. See "Fibonacci Retrace Turns /ES 5 min".
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This chart speaks for itself regarding the setups via turns off the Fibonacci levels, and the
reasonable neckline triggers for entry. Symmetry as the trigger mechanism is discarded for
this price action because it is so wide-ranging and overlapped. The bullish moves are
themselves almost of the size we wish to trade, so they become un-useful for identifying a
confirmation price that is reasonably close to the pivot low. Price action provides key pivot
levels after the initiation of the pivot that confirms the pivot when exceeded, ala our
neckline model. These necklines and buy points are marked. Additionally, there is
confirming MVTrend state advancement as price exceeds the necklines in both instances.
Note that these are swings at a 5-minute chart, and the expected move size in percentage
terms is going to be quite small. This is day-trade scalping, using identical techniques to
those used at higher timeframes.

Elliot Wave Setups
Elliott wave trading is a very large subject that could easily be a textbook in itself. There
are many ways to use a set of Elliott wave models for a market for trading. The most
intuitively obvious is to take advantage of the completion of 2 waves. The 3 wave is the
(nominally) the largest and the highest price momentum wave in an impulse wave. Hence,
a focus on identifying 2 wave bottoms, and (or) the early confirmation point of the initiation
of a wave 3 through the deployment of all our tools should be a high-performance setup.
When a 3 wave can be identified initiating within a 3 wave in a nested manner, an
exceptionally high price momentum opportunity is created.
Pragmatically we can’t restrict our trading to only the start of 3 waves. A 1 wave is often a
very high momentum wave, even if it is not necessarily the longest wave (and sometimes
they are the longest wave).
Buying 5 waves has the challenge that 5 waves are occasionally very short. All that is
required of a 5 wave is to extend past the top of the 3. This makes 5 wave trading less
desirable than 3 and 1 wave trading, but still an opportunity for significant price movement.
Note also that regardless of which of waves 1, 3, or 5 we are trading, with our turn entry
oriented approach to taking a long position in a stock, we are striving to get a position in the
stock at the lower wave degree i (by entering very aggressively) or iii (by waiting for the
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lower degree ii pullback then initiation of the iii. Where there is structure to a bottom and
we enter only after a trendline or neckline break, we are usually entering on a slightly
deferred basis on a lower degree iii.
In the PANW daily chart, for example, it can be seen that our entry point is (per the model
at least) in the early stages of a 3 wave that is part of what we expect to be an impulsive
five-wave move off the pivot low.
It is important to check the status of the wave structure, and most critically the MVTrend
state, at an even higher time frame. In the case of PANW, that is the monthly time frame.
See "Bearish Elliott Wave Count, PANW Monthly ".

The wave structure at this time frame is less than ideal. The most recent retracement (in
2019) is overlapped with the prior retracement (in 2018), indicating a ranging market and
some kind of large scale corrective 2 or 4 wave structure if we are bullish. However, we
also must look at the bearish alternative. Stocks eventually reverse their motive wave
direction as a long term uptrend gives way to the early stages of a long term downtrend.
When this happens, the completion of a five-wave impulse wave is not followed by a
corrective wave, but rather by an impulse wave in a new trend direction at the same or
higher degree. It is possible that PANW is in exactly this state: the 2019 "correction" is not
a correction but rather a 1 wave in the down direction. This would make the move up we
are trading a corrective 2 wave in the upward direction, rather than an impulsive 1,3 or 5
wave, with all the coming downside risk that that implies (i.e., a very large 3 wave down will
be initiated soon).
Does this lack of certainty in the Elliott wave structure at the monthly timeframe invalidate
our long setup as described? For the conservative trader, yes. For the shorter term and
more aggressive trader, a long position is still reasonable to consider here. This is where
those who criticize Elliott wave traders argue "you have up and down models, so you know
nothing".
In fact, we know an awful lot about the PANW situation. We know the monthly MVTrend is
up and has been up for 6 months. We know PANW at the monthly time frame has
executed a pullback and a turn, which in general is the long direction setup we look for.
Furthermore, the pivot low formed is a higher pivot low that the prior similar pullback and
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pivot; this is a bullish indicator. We know also that PANW has turned off the monthly 21
EMA, which it did in its previous major retracement in 2018. We know that both these turns
were also 61.8% retracements. These attributes tend to support the bullish Elliott wave
model over the bearish model. But the bearish model is nonetheless valid; it is merely
(based on the evidence) a lower probability alternative.
What would inform us that the bullish model is less likely, and the bearish model more
likely? One early indicator would be a turn off the overhead 38.2% off the daily chart.
Alternatively, a push above that level would strongly support the bullish case. The next
bearish indicator would be a break below the pivot neckline that triggered us into a long
trade.
If the price moves beyond these levels, it will approach not just indicator levels, but model
invalidation levels. If the price moves up past the low of intermediate wave <1>, then the
bearish motive wave down model is invalidated, because a 4 wave can never impinge into
the price area of a 2 wave. Similarly, if the price moves down below the hypothetical
intermediate <3> wave pivot low, the bullish model is invalidated because that would have
a 2 wave moving below the low of a 1 wave.
This example demonstrates the power of Elliott waves. We can assess some notions of
"more and less likely" wave structures. We can identify indicators based purely on price
levels that build or reduce the probability of each model. And the models are not "many",
we are only dealing with two fundamental alternatives in this situation (though no doubt
some more complex and substantially less probable models could be constructed).
With awareness at this level of the overall setup state in PANW, we might have decided
that there was too much risk to enter as described for the most current entry, given that
should the lower probability bear model prove correct, 2 waves are highly likely to turn at
the 38.2% retrace level, and that level is very close overhead to potential buy price. An
alternative strategy would be to trigger a trade on a candlestick close above the 38.2%
level, providing more confirmation of the bulling wave model before taking on risk.

Nested Three Wave Setup
The nested three-wave setup is any price chart situation in any time frame where, with high
(highest of all likely alternatives) confidence, a bullish wave count indicates that an iii of a 3
(with the two 3's at any adjacent degree) is about to initiate. The setup reaches fully set up
when the ii of a higher degree 3 approaches completion, and a trade triggers in when the iii
wave initiates. How much confirmation of that initiation is up to the trader, with one choice
being price exceeding the high of the i wave (the pivot that initiated the ii). Let's look at a
recent such setup in the RUT. See "Three of Three Setup, RUT Daily".
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The setup in RUT as of 7/13/2019 is an exceptional nesting of waves 3 waves within 3
waves. Since we always must acknowledge that our wave degree might be off, the focus is
on the depth of the count. In this setup, we have four levels of nesting of 3 waves: a
minuette (iii), within a minute <iii>, within a minor 3, within an intermediate <3> (not shown
on the chart).
The buy point marked is our trigger, to be taken on a stop or better, on a daily candlestick
close above the level.
Note that a move above the overall high (the minute <b> wave of the expanding flat minor
2) could be utilized as a secondary entry point, or for a more conservative trader, an initial
buy point. These kinds of setup are ideal for building a position as confirmation of the
setup arrives in with subsequent price action.
The power of this technique is demonstrated in what actually followed in RUT. Price never
broke the trigger level with a candlestick close above it, and with such a trigger no entry
would ever have been executed. The price moved back down substantially in further
corrective action, and this Elliott wave model was quickly revised to still incomplete larger
combination correction. See the Trading Plan Rifle Shot section for the later RUT charts
and revised Elliott wave models. For continuing Elliott wave model information, please see
the www.specktrading.com website RUT market page.

Wave 2 & 4 Setups
Complementary with the concept of buying into 3 waves as they confirm is to buy into 2 and
4 waves as they complete their wave structures, near their overall low.
In this kind of setup, it is critical that the overall likely breadth of the 2 or 4, say at the 38.2%
retrace level, be itself of some financial value. Trading this way at low time frames won't
set up trades of sufficient profit potential to justify the effort or the cost. So this technique is
best deployed when 2 or 4 waves are in progress on the daily chart with some sizable
multi-candlestick price movement with which to trade.
The goal for a 2 & 4 Wave Setup are several: we want to maximize the overall potential 3
wave price movement; we want to reduce risk (and increase EV) through an ability to
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deploy tighter stops or by decreasing the odds of our deeper stop being hit; we want to
enable a high probability small winner through a partial exit based on wave structure that
adds EV vs. our nested 3 wave setup and bottom turn setups.
Logically what we do is model alternative likely Elliott wave structures to the correction, and
limit buy-in when there is some indication of a final bottom. Many times our buy can be
rationally structured as a limit order in a range expected for a final down move to complete
the structure, as we will see.
We leverage (or perhaps the proper term is ju-jitsu) the rather significant issue that we are
never quite sure when corrections are over, in particular when we might have a completed
three-wave correction (a zigzag or flat) or we might have only completed the A or W of an
ongoing correction (a combination or triangle). So the general plan is to take advantage of
the first price rise within the range of the corrective wave to take a partial (1/3 or 1/2) profit.
Looking ahead, when such occurs, it will be completely rational to raise our stop exit level
to break even.
Let's look at a few examples of wave 2 & 4 entry tactics in completed trade situations, then
some current at the time of the writing setups. See "EW 2&4 wave setup Stage 1: 5 wave
down SPX one hour". This price move is coming after a very long and sustained up move,
and is most likely a 4 wave rather than a 2. Hence, it's overall Elliott wave structure could
be of any correction type. As we watch this price action unfold, we should find it easy to
map out a five-wave move down at the minute degree, with a clear 5 wave down move
"inside" the minute iii at the minuette degree. At this point, what do we know that can aid
us in buying at or very soon after the overall low of this correction?

We know that no correction can be completed after a 5 wave swing down. Assuming we
have confidence in the higher time frame bull trend (and for SPX at the time period of
middle 2019 we certainly do), we know that this should be just the first of a total of three or
five waves moving price overall sideways and down, and after that structure completes, we
can expect a renewal of the higher degree trend upward with new impulsive wave action.
How important is it to accurately identify the bottom of this minor A move down? The
answer is, it is not. We want to wait for a B wave (a generally excellent idea in all Elliott
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wave situations; forget trading B waves, and X waves!) to come and go, then look for the
bottom stage of the following C wave.
We now roll time forward and watch the resulting action.

Here we see what appears to be a very short B up and C wave down. However, the time
proportions, as well as the size in price proportions, are highly unmatched. Waves B and C
are nominally expected to last about the length of time of the A wave, perhaps longer. And
price size-wise, a C wave is expected to be "of the size of" A, perhaps 61.8% of A at the
smallest.
The doubt of this count then raises serious questions about the correctness of the Minor A
wave count. We can see that an alternative count models the minute <iv> as a three
minuette wave expanding flat, and the final minute <v> is the move from that peak.
Looking back, we can visually validate that with this model, the top of the minute <iv> does
not move into the price range of the minute <ii>.
The examples demonstrate several "cheap" analysis tools hints. First, when we are looking
to model impulse waves and nested impulse waves, it can help to start by assessing how
many corrections of similar general proportions are there. The impulse model calls for an
even number, be it 2, or 4 (i.e. there is one extension, so a total of 2 impulse waves to be
counted), or 6 (three extensions), etc.
What happens when there is an odd number? Look for an expanding flat 2 or 4. These
create an "odd correction" in the total count. This is exactly what happens here in this
impulsive wave downward in SPX. The move up from the alternative minor A pivot low is
showing all the usual characteristics of a B wave: a rather weak move up relative to the just
prior corrective action downward. Based on all of this we do not consider getting in on a
highly suspect new motive wave up, but rather let the setup evolve.
The next chart "EW 2&4 Wave Setup, Wave A-B-C(?) Down" shows the B wave quickly
rolling over, and a long drawn out impulsive C takes the price down in a manner highly
proportional with the A wave.
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"Now that's a C wave!". And we now suspect that the price is close to a bottom. A viable
extended five-wave model is modeled on the chart. The minute <iv> wave might have
been considered the start of the new impulse up after a concluded minor C. However, the
failure to close the gap (the top of which lies exactly on pivot low resistance as marked)
informs us that's not the case before we'd seriously consider it as a completed setup.
Before rolling time forward and assessing structural evidence for this wave count, can we
do more analysis to build stronger support for a bottom "right here" or "very close to here"?
Without even looking at another chart I note that the final bar of this chart has a long tail, a
hammer (or rocket) type bar. While not by any means convincing (note there is a failed
such bar just preceding the gap above) if it often the case such candles act as pivots.
Of course, we have analyzed this very correction earlier. The low here is very near the
38.2% retrace level of the prior upswing: see "SPX Weekly Fibonacci Retrace and
Extension Levels" in the section on Fibonacci levels. Here is a more detailed view,
showing more relationships informing us of the potential that the minor C here may be
complete, potentially also completing a zigzag intermediate <2>: see "EW 2&4 Wave Setup
Wave C Down Complete".
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Here is modeled the minor ABC zigzag structure, with a five-wave minor C counted at the
minute wave degree. This complete wave count through all of A, B and C at the minute
(and lower) degrees builds tremendous confidence that either an intermediate (2) wave
down is complete, or the first "3" (a zigzag to be precise) of a larger and more complex (2)
wave structure is complete. That more complex corrective structure may be a combination,
or any variety of flat (but not a triangle: 2 waves are never triangles). We don't know. But
we do have high confidence that regardless of which of these structures plays out, the next
wave coming due should be in the upward direction, and carry prices at least part of the
price distance covered in the first zigzag down, and ideally much higher in an intermediate
(3) wave. (Note that if a more complex wave structure is forming, then the degree of the
zigzag would be dropped from minor waves to minute waves, and the complete zigzag
becomes a minor A of (for example) an ABC flat, or a W of a WXY combination.)
This is a critical point. We have two alternative models for a correction. But that this point
in the developing price action, both of those models call for rising prices.
The wave structure is not the only evidence we have here of a likely shift in trend back to
the upward direction. We have a zone (marked in gray on the chart) that will satisfy three
key price relationships (generally): the length of C = A (the line projected down from the top
of B is the symmetric projection of the A wave top to bottom swing), 38.2% of the
intermediate wave (1) up, and C would reach the 161.8% extension of the A wave. These
are all very common relationships in the completed price structure, and the market forming
these relationships would be completely consistent with our wave count.
This is the essence of the Elliott 2&4 wave setup. We accumulate a significant set of
indicators (most importantly a counted wave structure) that tell us that higher prices are a
high probability. We can buy speculatively, but it is usually best to wait for the market to
trigger us in with at least some minimally confirming price action. Rather than wait for a
signal at the daily time frame, we now monitor the market at the hourly time frame for a
bottom structure entry opportunity that isn't apparent at the daily time frame view. See "EW
2&4 Wave Setup Buy Trigger SPX Hourly".

Here we identify a key prior pivot high as a trigger level. Given the strength of the setup (4
complementary turn indicators), we are aggressive in choosing a confirming buy trigger
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level, otherwise, the top of the minute <iv> wave might be a better choice. But the goal of
the 2-4 wave setup is to achieve exactly this state: a very high confidence level that a
corrective structure low is in place, and then leverage this confidence to enter very
aggressively (to get maximal leverage: minimal risk with maximal potential gain) with any
confirming price action.
The reader is encouraged to review the price action following this exceptional 2-4 wave
setup and trigger entry. At the time of this writing, the price is still continuing in the
intermediate wave 3 price swing.
The next example is CSCO. Here's the monthly view of CSCO shows an epic bull market
running for many years, and now a large pullback relative to the most recent
monthly/weekly price action (previously consistently strongly up with very small
corrections). This is a textbook lesson on how to trade a stock via a pullback in a trend.
See "Elliott 2&4 Wave Setup, CSCO Multi-timeframe, 2012 - May 14, 2019".

The monthly chart (upper left) is strong up for years, and the most current action is in an
MVTrend of strong up. Even better, the current monthly bar is showing a correction, which
is set up opportunity time for the professional trader. The weekly chart (upper right) shows
that weekly MVTrend has dropped to neutral, while the daily (lower right) has MVTrend at
strong down. These are the attributes we desire but does this move down look like a
complete correction? Or, does it look like a wave A of a correction?
At this point, we want to consider symmetry. What was the nature of recent corrections of
roughly the same price size as the one initiating here? We can see it was typically several
candles on the monthly chart; a single bar down move of this size was never followed by
quickly rising prices. This is clue #1 that the corrective structure is not complete here.
Next, we look at the structure of the move down in the daily time frame. See "EW 2&4
Setup, Wave A Analysis, CSCO Daily".
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A model of an extended impulse down fits the chart data perfectly, giving us a strong clue
that both the first wave down is complete, that it is an impulsive A wave, and we should
expect a B up followed by a C down of one form or another before this overall correction
completes. Now we look for supportive evidence that wave A is complete. See "EW 2&4
Wave Setup, A Wave Completion Indicators, CSCO Daily".

Here the move being corrected is Elliott wave modeled at the minor and minute wave
degrees. Minor waves 3 and 5 are themselves decomposed into impulsive minute wave
structures. Overall, there is little reason to be doubtful of this Elliott wave count as we
ponder the possible termination of the corrective A wave. The low of our impulsive A wave
to date is right in the middle of the price zone of the 4 of the impulse being corrected. This
is a very common Elliott wave structural attribute and strengthens the case for A being
complete. The second feature is the pivot at the 38.2% at the completion of the A (marked
in gray). This also adds strength to the probability call for A wave being complete.
We need to validate that we indeed have an A wave so that we do not mistakenly trade a B
wave up. We want to avoid B waves! Our goal is the identify and enter at the premier "end
of correction" location in both price and time, and our work so far indicates that this premier
entry point is still in the future.
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We then proceed to watch as a B forms, which proceeds about 90% of the way back to the
recent high before turning and forming a C wave down: see "EW 2&4 Setup, Flat
Correction, CSCO Hourly".

This type of full or almost full retracement of a B wave is highly indicative of a flat correction
rather than a zigzag, which tends to correct more often in the 21.6% to 61.8% range.
When the C wave approaches the low of the A wave, we need to look for supporting
evidence of a flat structure with our Elliott wave technology.
For a flat, the first wave down must be a three-wave structure, and we've modeled it as an
impulse (five-wave) structure anticipating it to be an A of a zigzag. So we must move back
and remodel A instead as a three-wave structure, as required in the 3-3-5 wave count
structure of a flat correction.
Note the structure of the minute <a><b><c> count, with relatively small minute <a> and
<b> waves, and then a long extended impulsive <c> wave. This is a very common three
wave structure in general, and particularly common to A waves that end up in flats,
triangles or combinations. In point of fact, the B wave up demonstrates the identical minute
wave structure.
We are able to model an extended impulsive minor C wave down. The low is very close to
the A wave low. The final candlestick, while small, has a long tail, a reversal indicator. We
have a strong building body of evidence supporting the probability that a minor ABC flat
correction is over here.
However, now is the required time to seriously consider alternative wave models. The one
that stands out most significantly here is the possibility of a triangle. We haven't attempted
to pin down if this overall correction is a 2 or 4 wave (because it's the first major correction
of the massive move up on the weekly chart, it would appear to be a 2 wave, but that is not
definitive). If this is a triangle, then the next leg should be a D wave to taking price back
close to (but not exceeding) the B wave high.
This gets us in a natural "stalking the trade" manner to the answer to the as yet unasked
question, "how do I trade triangles?". In the best of worlds, we don't. However, the
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difference between a completed flat and an ongoing triangle at the stage of the C wave
complete is completely indeterminate, unless it can be shown definitively that the correction
is a wave 2 correction and not a 4 correction. In this situation, it is certainly possible this is
a wave 4 correction. So we take the risk we are in a wave D up and take a trade on a
trigger regardless. If we are "wrong" and it is a D up, that is not a particularly bad trade
given the large size and duration of the price swings. It does lead to a strong interest in
taking some profits quickly, as the potential wave D reaches its likely high price range.
By this time, the trigger levels should be obvious to you. The minute wave <iv> swing high
is the obvious key level, and the descending trend line is best broken also, though, given
the convergence occurring, a break of one is likely to break both.
See "EW 2&4 Wave Setup, Entry and the following action, CSCO hourly" for the result.

Price breaks up and through our triggers and we buy at the open of the following candle
(though the real-time trader would ideally have entered within the hour on the strong hourly
white soldier giving us our trigger). Price proceeds to zoom upward in a five wave impulse
structure, very easily modeled and thus giving us plenty of opportunities to take profits very
near the high, and before the minor 2 action kicks in.
In the ensuing price action, after the initial impulsive minor 1 up, an expanding flat minor 2
develops, providing another exceptional Elliott 2&4 wave setup and entry trigger on
completion, with further strong minor 3 upward price action indeed following.
The expanding flat minor 2 in this chart bears some study. Specifically, if you move
through this structure "a candle at a time" as happens in real-time trading, you will have an
(ultimately incorrect, but correct at the time) primary model of a minor 1 and 2 complete,
with a minor 3 developing when the minor 1 high is exceeded. Such periods of reaching
and exceeding prior peaks should always be an alert situation. The astute Elliott wave
practitioner is acutely aware that what is most likely a 3 wave up may, in fact, be a lower
degree wave up of an expanding flat, and thus be on the lookout for the "surprise!" c wave
of the flat to start up with a turn back below the pivot high of the 1.
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Don't be surprised by flats and expanding flats, extending what you initially model as a
completed correction.

Triangle and Combination Considerations
How do we trade triangles? The answer is that prior to a triangle forming, there is an ABC
structure, with the low of C above the low of A. Our 2-4 wave setup method should
generate a buy at or soon after the low of C. If the ABC structure extends to a triangle,
then price will move up in D, then down in E, but not to below the low of C.
Combinations are more problematic. Because of the risk of an ABC correction leading to a
buy, then the ABC showing itself to be a W of a WXY combination with Y going
substantially deeper than W, it is a very wise trading tactic to do two key things on the exit
management side: first, take some profit on the first non-trivial move up (anticipating that
perhaps it will be an X wave), and move the stop up to break even, or very close to break
even. This de-risks the combination possibility substantially.
Other Elliott Wave Setups
We've covered getting in as 3 waves initiate. We've covered getting in as 2 and 4 waves
complete, near their overall bottom. Are there other directional setup types of significance
relative to the Elliott wave structure?
The only additional setup of significance would be to attempt to buy early in a new 1 wave.
However, this is already addressed by the fractal nature of Elliott wave: buying a new 1
wave is the same as buying on the earliest evidence of the completion of the prior
correction.

Market State Modeling for Trading Plan Control
Given such a toolset and a building body of evidence over time, how do we structure this
into well defined "market states" that we can use in a formal and mechanistic way as
controlling parameters in our detailed trading plan?
The simple and elegant answer that our three major market averages are always are
characterized by a single state variable "MarketState". So we have SPX MarketState, NDX
MarketState, and RUT MarketState (obviously you can extend to other markets that you
wish to use as a control mechanism in your trading plan, be it the DJIA or gold or interest
rates/bonds, etcetera).
MarketState as a state variable is fundamentally in one of four primary states, two of which
we will further subdivide into two phases give us a total of six. The states and phases are:
 "bottoming" = A bottom structure is in development (phase 1 = pre-bottom, phase 2 =
post-bottom)
 "trending up"
 "topping" = top structure in development (phase 1 = pre-top, phase 2 = post-top)
 "trending down"
We use all our analysis tools to identify the transition points from one MarketState to
another. I recommend a primary approach of utilizing the combination of Elliott wave count
models and Fibonacci fitted structure to price models to identify "phase one" of top (and
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bottom, though for brevity we'll focus on topping structure here) structure information state.
When price initiates a wave 5 of the overall price swing, and/or price rises above the 7678% (or 22-24% if you've drawn your Fibonacci structure for fitting purposes "the other
way") level, MarketState should move from up trending to topping phase 1. Phase 1
means there is initial evidence that a topping structure may be in development.
If and when the price hits the targeted high or low and turns down in some way, the state
should be advanced to phase 2, top potentially in place.
What if the price doesn't reach the target, but instead turns and starts giving some of the
other signals, such as breaks of channel lines and prior pivot lows? MarketState should be
moved to phase 2, top potentially in place. Price doesn't always hit targets, and price
action indicating a market top or bottom must be respected.
What if the price moves up above the high after state moves to phase 2? I'd recommend
re-evaluation overall, and at least a shift back to phase 1 of the market topping state. It is
possible that the swing being tracked is extending in wave structure, that a higher
Fibonacci fitted target will be hit, and revised wave counts are needed (if not already in
place).
At what point does MarketState advance to down-trending? I generally utilize the following
as my guide:
 Any black soldier while in topping state shifts MarketState to down-trending.
 Any combination of two of the following shifts MarketState to down-trending:

The lower channel line is broken.

23.6% retrace level of swing up is exceeded.

Pivot low of wave 4 of the completed impulse up is exceeded.

The low after a gap down then price rise is exceeded.

Daily MVTrend shifts to down or strong down.

A head&shoulders or double top neckline is exceeded.
Two additional elements of a complete MarketState variable are:
 Whether the impending (starting with the completion of the topping or bottoming
transition) or active price swing (MarketState is already trending) is more likely to be
an impulse vs. corrective. Topping after an impulse up leads to correction; bottoming
after a correction down leads to impulse. And vice versa: bottoming after an impulse
down leads to correction; topping after a correction up leads to impulse.
 Whether the impending or underway price swing is in line with the high time frame
trends (quarterly, monthly). A B wave up in a correction downward in a market with a
monthly and quarterly uptrend would be in a "trend" state, as the price swing direction
is in line with the high time frame trends.
Thus, MarketState thus has three components:
 MarketState.Mode = (bottoming (phase 1, phase 2), up trend, topping (phase 1, phase
2), down trend)
 MarketState.Type = (impulsive, corrective)
 MarketState.Trend = (trend, counter-trend)
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Any combination is possible, leading to a total of 16 possible states. The "most bullish" is
MarketState = (uptrend, impulsive, trend). The most bearish is MarketState = (downtrend,
impulsive, trend).
Consider a bull market in any instrument which has initiated a 2 wave. The first A and B
waves of a flat structure have formed, and the probability is assessed highest that the
current MarketState = (topping, impulsive, counter-trend) (remember, the second two
attributes are for the coming new price swing which in this case will be a C wave down) will
soon be (downtrend, impulsive, counter-trend). Whether this type of market state is
something you will choose to trade in any way to the long side is something your trading
plan should speak to. The point being, MarketState indicates here that conditions are
horrible for initiating long trades in stocks within such a market.
A critical MarketState is (bottoming, corrective, trend). What is the wave structure
implication of this state? The market appears to be turning back up. Let's assume the
swing down is a correction. However, there can be no certainty the overall correction is
complete. If the swing down is clearly impulsive, we can have some confidence that it is an
A wave and the correction will continue with a B wave up. Hence the swing up is overall
corrective in nature, and in a sense is double corrective: it's correcting a correction, and the
B wave itself should have a corrective, not impulsive structure. If on the other hand, the
swing down appears to have a three-wave structure, or if both 5 and 3 wave counts are
possible, then perhaps a complete ABC correction has formed and the market will pivot into
a new impulse with the overall trend (a motive wave). In which case market state will, in
fact, be (bottoming, impulsive, trend). As we've covered extensively, assumptions should
not be made, but continued modeling should inform us.
One means of differentiation between correction complete vs. not is a comparison of the
depth of the correction to the time period of the correction. Deeper moves will take more
time to consolidate (and possibly continue even deeper); strong deep moves that occur
quickly off a completed impulse are rarely the end of a correction. The study of corrections
will demonstrate that there is more often than not a "proportionality" between the time and
price dimensions of corrections.
A related means of differentiation is the time relationship between the impulse being
corrected and the correction itself. Any correction that is less than 21% of the time of the
impulse is suspect as not complete.
The depth of the correction can inform us somewhat. The deeper the price moves, the
more likely it is to be complete. Two waves are sometimes deeper at 38% or 62% and
sometimes even 76-78% of the prior impulse. Four waves tend to last longer and be more
shallow, at 21-23% to 38%.
This type of layered analysis must be applied to reduce the risk of whipsaws through the
course of large market corrections.
Pragmatically, when a market is significantly likely to be continuing at a daily time frame in
an extended corrective structure, trading must be pushed down to the hourly chart, to trade
the smaller corrective swings successfully (or alternatively avoided altogether). This is
necessary because these corrective periods can extend for many months, and within them
are very large price swings that our tools can analysis, decompose, and trade successfully,
but the daily chart fails to reveal the detailed needed to trade the swings.
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MarketState is a powerful modeling tool for moving from analytics to pragmatic and
effective decision making in the trading plan about trade management (rapid exits vs.
waiting for stops to trigger, for example), eliminating new entries in poor MarketState
conditions (reduced EV conditions), and when to sizing up excellent market state and
correspondingly high EV situations.
While our trading plan may not be modulated by every different combination of these three
dimensions of market state, being fully aware of all three is highly recommended. It's all
part of being deeply in tune via our models with market conditions.
Here's a prime example of the rapid evolution of MarketState through a high volatility period
in the SPX, the initial sell-off and then start of what ended up as an Elliott wave triangle in
late January to early March of 2018. See "Evolution of Market State, SPX Daily".

Shown on the chart for brevity are only the mode values of MarketState. Let's review the
complete MarketState variable values through this complete cycle. Here's the evolution:
1. MarketState = (topping phase 1, correction, counter-trend)
2. MarketState = (topping phase 2, correction, counter trend)
3. MarketState = (down trend, correction, counter-trend)
4. MarketState = (bottoming phase 1, correction, trend)
5. MarketState = (bottoming phase 2, correction, trend)
6. MarketState = (up trend, correction, trend)
7. MarketState = (topping phase 1, correction, counter-trend)
Note how the MarketState.type stays at correction even as price bottoms and turns back to
an uptrend. The expectation of such a massive initial high momentum down move is that
additional corrective action of some form will ensue, and it did here, until early April (not
shown above) when a new motive wave finally initiated in the upward direction out of a very
large and long triangle.
MarketState in and of itself is a somewhat crude indicator. That said, with our fairly rich set
of analysis tools, even in volatile environments it can be acceptably sensitive to inform
(modulate) our trading plan relative to account exposure in the market and open position
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management. It is in fact vitally important: full bore trading long for example when a move
down of the type above in early February 2018 launches is a disaster for your trading
account. It's very easy to say "well, I'll get out before that happens", but the crux question
is what will impel you to that action? That's the goal of MarketState definition and a trading
plan that utilizes MarketState as a control mechanism. Your own trading plan will impel you
to take the proper risk management and loss reducing actions.

Exit Management
We now come to the area that is at least as important, and perhaps more important, than
setups and triggering into trades. How we manage exits from trades is massively
significant to our trading results.
Stops for Loss Exits
There are two fundamental ways of viewing the placement of initial stops. The first is a
structural view, by which I mean, a consideration of the price action structure, what we
know about it, how we model it, and what it would mean if certain levels are breached. Are
there levels where the entire model on which our trade is predicated becomes null and void
("it's wrong!")? And if so, is there any rational justification for staying in the trade beyond
this point? If not, such levels present obvious stop exit price levels.
The second fundamental way of viewing the placement of stops is probabilistically, which in
turn is fundamentally driven by measures of volatility. Instead of focusing on price
structure, we consider the probability of price reaching deeper and deeper levels. Is this
probability curve linear, or non-linear? And if non-linear, is there an optimal level of minimal
"integrated risk", when considering the combination of the cost of a loss exit with the
probability of hitting the loss exit? The answer is yes, it is non-linear, and setting stops
"well away" from the price action to take advantage of the very low probability of them
being hit is an effective strategy. The mechanisms for selecting the stop level are highly
varied, yet all are driven (parameterized) by some measurement of volatility.
Structural Stops
Structural stops, relative to all the modeling methodology we are deploying, make
tremendous sense. What kinds of structures can provide us with excellent stop levels?






Recent lower pivot lows
Fibonacci levels at/around which price pivoted
Trend lines
Fibonacci levels below the entry point
The immediately prior lower price candlesticks

The proper mindset for exploring the options for initial stop placement when using a
structural stop methodology is to ask the question: at what highest possible price level do I
have confidence that the rationale for my taking this trade is broken (that my setup is
"dead")? At what point does it become clear that the setup failed to "hold up"?
The best stops using this analytic approach will combine the structural elements that
brought us into the trade and structural elements that inform us the trade has gone bad.
Typically this will take the form of a combination of a pivot low and a price under a trend
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line or a resistance line that should operate as support, and sometimes a nearby Fibonacci
level as well.
Here's an example from AMD. The rationale for the setup and the trigger into the trade
should be clear, though we can cite one significant concern: the pivot low we are trading off
of on this chart is not reasonably "on" any Fibonacci level. That decreases the probability
that this pivot will be a significant pivot in the overall structure and increases the risk of
taking a loss in this trade. See "Pivot Low Stop, AMD Hourly".

Here the two recent pivot lows form a double bottom, and we put our initial stop just under
the lower of the two by a few cents. As it turns out, this trade fails, and perhaps our
Fibonacci level concerns should have held us back from taking this trade. See "Pivot Low
Stop -2.4%, AMD Hourly".

Note that in this example, using a lower structural element for our stop sell order, such as
stopping under the overlapped 50% and 38.2% levels, would have only resulted in a larger
loss.
Here's another example. See "Pivot Low Stop?, AXNX Hourly".
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Here the question is, which pivot low, the closer one or the overall swing pivot low that is
deeper? There is no "right answer" to these types of questions, and your own analysis and
experience will have to guide you. The most critical analytical question to ask is "at what
price level is my setup broken?". In this case, price moving to the higher of these two
pivots would also crack back through the trend line that should provide support now that an
entire white candlestick is sitting above it. Also, the higher pivot low is just below a
significant Fibonacci level (the 50%). In this situation, the higher pivot low is probably
superior.
Here's the result of the AXNX trade. As it turns out, the selection of stop price didn't matter
(a result we work hard to achieve with every trade!).

Here's an example from AMD showing how we must adjust stops quickly as prices
advance. I am a strong and firm believer in the criticality of protecting against losses once
a position has become profitable to some degree, which I usually consider anything over
1.5%. See "Pivot Low Stop Adjustment, AMD Hourly".
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Here (after the prior loss exit shown above, at the next available setup going forward in
time) we enter on a V bottom indication when price cracks through a prior pivot high on the
hourly chart with two successive strong candlesticks. The initial stop placement is below
the prior (and overall swing) pivot low. It represents a -5.3% loss. However, when price
gaps up and MVTrend state shifts from neutral to strong up, a stop adjustment to the more
recently (post buy) formed pivot low is warranted, at 30.05. A stop exit here represents a 2.4% loss. However, when price pushes up in the following hourly bar to a high of 31.36,
the price is at that point is 1.9% above the entry price of 30.77. I move my stop at this point
to a few cents above my entry and am happy to be in a "free trade" state. My focus on
setup opportunities overall and willingness to quickly move on them gives me comfort that
while I may be whipsawed out of AMD, with my break-even stop I'm protected from being in
a trade that isn't performing at the highest level, and without which puts my position at
significant risk of loss.
For brevity the result is shown on the chart; AMD proceeds to tank, and the aggressive stop
management approach serves its intended purpose: a loss is averted with a break-even
exit.
Here is a trade using a very close and very tight pivot low stop in APLS. See "Pivot Low
Stop, Limit Sell, APLS Hourly".
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The buy is on the second bounce off the overlapped Fibonacci levels of 78.6% and 38.2%.
The bottom structure appears strongly similar to the bottom structure just over a week prior,
which resolved into an upward price movement. So the buy point at 20.63 appears mildly
speculative (the trend line is not yet broken), but might be justified by structure at the 5
minute time frame (not shown). The expectation for continued rapid price movement
upward is met in this case, and the very tight top of only -1.6% is quickly moved to a breakeven stop (not shown on the chart). In this trade, I used a small/short time frame target of
3.8% on a limit sell and achieved the profit after only several hours in the trade.
Pivot low stops do not necessarily have to be exceptionally close to the entry point. Using
higher time frame charts to identify deeper structural stop levels that will be hit with far less
frequency is a reasonable strategy, vs. the approach of using hourly or daily time frame
swings and hence closer (and more likely to be hit) stops. See "Pivot Low Stop, Weekly
Time Frame, DIN Weekly".

There is an approaching trigger on a bottom turn setup that is not visible at this weekly time
frame. Should entry occur, a reasonable structural stop level choice is the lowest of the set
of three lows around 91-93 over the last six weeks. When there are multiple lows that
establish a floor price like this, I prefer to always use the deepest price and stop under it,
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under the rationale that another visit to the zone is possible and the deepest low so far is
the best bet to hold. The resulting stop level here is -5.3%.
Stops at Fibonacci levels are usually identified in combination with other structural
elements, such as a close pivot low (or high). If slightly above a Fibonacci level, shifting
the stop to just below that level is recommended for the obvious reasons.
Retrace Turn Percentages
It's important to understand and keep in mind the statistics about retracements. First,
retracements can turn out to not be a retracement at all, but a larger swing in the "other"
direction, possibly initiating a change of fundamental trend. But when retracements do stop
and turn, where are they more likely to turn? Simply put, the cumulative probability is fairly
low at the 38% level, is above 50% by the 61.8% level, and well over 80% by the 76-78%
range. This corroborates my general experience that the 76-78% level is a very powerful
"end of correction" depth. Utilization of this level alone for stop price placement is a very
reasonable tactic. See "78.6% Stop, Now Hourly".

Here a prior swing high break after a touch and turn and V-bottom type action prompt a buy
at 257. While a stop just below the pivot low is viable, a deeper correction to and off the
76-78% zone is quite possible. A stop just under this zone at 238 is a -7.4% stop and good
alternative that significantly lowers the odds of a loss exit. As events would have it, price
takes off here and stops would have been adjusted up to and beyond break even quickly.
Volatility Stops
As an alternative to a structurally selected stop level, we can use a combination of
information about the volatility of the instrument we are trading, in combination with our
targeted trading mechanic architecture. The trading mechanic architecture subject will be
covered in detail later; suffice to say for now this is the trading system design area
addressing the relationship between our stop levels and the probability of hitting them,
relative to our profit exit management tactics. Some systems utilize, for example, very
deep stops while taking relatively quick and smaller profits, with an objective of relatively
rarely taking loss exits. Alternatively, some systems utilize a strategy of taking a high
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number of losses but always relatively small, while closing profitable trade much less
frequently but at a substantially higher average win percentage.
So when we consider specific levels for volatility-based stops, it's critical we do so in the
context of the macro-level trading system architecture. For now, we'll focus on the
mechanics of and alternatives for modeling such stops, independent of level. The context
for choosing the "appropriate" volatility level for stops is overall system design and
architecture.
Volatility based stops require adjustment over time, and always in the upward direction.
The average true range stop is an excellent tool for selecting both an initial stop level, and
for stop adjustment with rising prices. While one won't do badly with a default setting
(usually 3.5 ATR's), I find a 3.0 ATR setting to be "tighter" and superior. However, an even
better idea is to visually look at how the price action historically tends to map to different
ATR settings. You are looking for price to occasionally "come back to" but not penetrate (at
least on a closing basis) the rising ATR stop level. In fact, once "tuned", the ATR stop level
approach can itself even be considered a high potential long entry setup.
To be clear: a trailing stop approach like an ATR stop does not imply this is the sole means
for exiting with a profit; profit-taking mechanisms can be and often are independent of the
stop protection, even when the stop protection moves into the "profit protection" zone.
Here are volatility stops for the prior entry setup and follow-through action in NOW using a
volatility setting of 3.0 and a lookback period of 5.

At the initial buy, the ATR is still in the upper position (for stopping a short), so we initially
deploy a stop just under the major prior swing low, at -4.9%. After two hours, a buy ATR
trailing stop appears and we adjust the stop to it, reducing our exposure to -3.2%. And so
we continue, hour by hour, raising our stop. While not a convenient methodology, it does
have the significant advantage of peeling off risk over time, though at the acknowledged
cost of greater risk of being whipsawed out vs. for example maintaining a stop at break
even once achieved.
ATR stops and "trailing" (meaning rising) volatility stocks will always perform relatively
poorly in choppy markets, virtually by definition. The stops levels will rise, the chop will
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bring prices down, and you'll be left with a moderate loss or very small gain. How to avoid
this? Ideally, enter only when prices are going to move quickly up and away.
Pragmatically, however, how do we avoid getting stopped out through temporary sideways
choppy price action? The answer is to not adjust the stop upward from an initial "out of
harm's way" level, and many traders prefer this approach of keeping the stop relatively
deep until the trade is substantially clear of the entry price level.
A second alternative to the ATR stop is the parabolic "stop and reverse" curve. See "ATR
+ pSAR Trailing Stop". For our purposes, we'll use parabolic SAR (pSAR), as it is referred
to, only to stop our position (and not to reverse it to a short sell). pSAR has, in my opinion,
the issue of advancing upward rather slowly initially in a fast-moving market. On the other
hand, pSAR, unlike ATR, fairly aggressively advances in an upward direction on a market
that loses momentum and begins to consolidate or turn at a top, thereby helping to
preserve profits. For these reasons, I suggest the use of both pSAR and ATR in
combination. The approach is straightforward: merely use the higher level stop value
indicated by the combination of both stop indicators.

I recommend the use of the slower "stock setting" for the pSAR indicator. Often the default
is an acceleration factor of 0.02, and I recommend changing that to 0.01. What occurs on
this chart is typical: the ATR more aggressively tracks price up through a swing during the
early and middle phase, and in the late phase the pSAR takes over as the more aggressive
stop to help assure a higher profit exit.
Note again that once into significant profit price levels, our profit-taking logic will often and
even usually be taking us out of trades (partially or fully) before our trailing stops are
engaged.
When trading structure and particularly well-defined bottom turns as described in this text,
sometimes the initial pSAR and ATR stop levels are simply too aggressive, and the overall
pivot low (or even a deeper stop price) is a better choice. See "Overly Aggressive ATR and
pSAR Stops?".
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Here on AMGN, we can see that the pivot low stop is only -2.8%, which is a small loss.
Admittedly the pSAR/ATR stop would reduce our losses (in fact we'd be out at -1.1%), but
the problem is this market is not given a chance to "breath" above the pivot before moving
higher. The rising stops "rise too fast" for the market to get moving. At the time of this
writing, the pivot low stop may still be hit, but if so that doesn't make it the wrong choice; we
can't allow ourselves to develop biases based on individual or a few results, because our
results data has too much randomness in it, just as we strive to make the right
mathematical (probabilistic) decision in poker, and don't second guess ourselves if it turns
out wrong.
A more aggressive stop management approach in AMGN would have resulted in an exit on
this chart at break even. After initially setting the stop at the pivot low, the stop is raised to
the first the swing low after the buy after the white soldier candle print, then again raised to
break even on the reversal candle on Friday this gives a high-risk warning of falling prices
to follow.
The next type of volatility stop is to use the standard deviation value as a percentage of the
price as reported by finviz, scaled. Sometimes I use whichever of the two volatility figures
("week" and "month") is higher, then multiply by 3.5 to get my initial stop. AMGN, for
example, with monthly volatility of 1.57%, would get an initial stop at:
179.01 * (1 - (3.5 * 0.0157)) = 169.16
This is a -5.5% loss level. The concept with such an initial stop-loss order is to place it well
away from the price action, thus allowing for some entry error. Adjustment of the stop
upward can occur at any time, based on price action, using the structure for adjustment,
using pSAR and/or ATR for adjustment, or using a target percentage off the entry price for
adjustment.
Many of the stocks I trade have higher standard deviation percentages as reported by
finviz, typically 3-4%. This sometimes results in initial stop levels ranging from 10.5% to
14% or more. While rather large, this is the risk associated with trading higher volatility
instruments; we should always adjust our sizing commensurate with our percentage risk.
Price moves in larger amounts (in percentage terms) more quickly, so there is more
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opportunity to make more money quickly. But in the face of such price volatility, deeper
stops are required to drive down the frequency of stop-outs.
Stop Adjustment to Break-Even and MarketState
MarketState can be an effective parameter for stop management. A MarketState.mode =
up trending (or down trending if trading short) and particularly impulsive trending, suggests
that EV may be increased by giving a position more "room to breathe", under the theory
that the macro-level uptrend will kick in, and the risk of a large downward movement is
reduced. Thus, when the broader market is in an up-trending and impulsive state, utilize
stop level choices or algorithms for selection that bias to the deeper side. A 3.5 * finviz
volatility initial stop is of this nature, or a relatively deep pivot low. The use of the pSAR
stop during the early phase of the move as a stop adjustment tactic instead of the use of
the ATR stop (or more aggressive pivot low stops) may be appropriate.
When state shifts to phase 1 of topping, the situation reverses: stops should be pushed
upward aggressively, using the higher of ATR or pSAR, or even more aggressively with
pivots low stops or a 2-3 candlestick trailing stop.
If still in the trade and MarketState of topping shifts to phase 2, exiting all or part of the
position proactively is a reasonable trading plan rule. If any position is held, shifting to the
most aggressive stop price selection tactic is recommended (usually a 2-3 candlestick
trailing stop).
A more conservative but particularly rational approach if an entry was all the way back
around the time of MarketState transition from bottoming to up-trending (i.e, there are large
paper profits on the trade) is to sell part or even all of the position on the transition from up
trending to phase 1 of topping. I.e., for half the position, be very happy with a "big chunk
out of the middle"!
If MarketState shifts to topping, the tactics for adjusting the stop to break-even should be
modified. In topping state phase 1, it is rational to aggressively promote the stop to just
above breakeven (i.e., to assure at least a tiny profit in most market conditions that trigger
the stop) very aggressively, when the price gets to the +1-1.5% profit range.
Stop management is dependent on market liquidity as reflected in the bid-ask spread. If
the bid-ask spread is particularly wide, then "more room" is needed in setting stops (and
more risk is inherent in the position as well, another drawback of large bid-ask stocks).
Additionally, in the thinner markets with wide bid-ask spreads, it becomes far more likely
that the market maker (or other traders) will take you out with a stop run (where aggressive
selling is executed intentionally to hit and execute stops, which are bought by the parties
concerned, who then slowly buy up their sold shares as price moves back up, with your
shares in their pocket). Stop runs are particularly common on or immediately after the
open of the day, which in general is a high volatility period in the market (up to the first 30
minutes, but particularly the first 5 minutes). If I want to use a tight stop in a market that I'm
suspicious might "come to get me", I set an alarm to trigger if/when my stop would be hit
instead of a stop in the market. If the alarm fires, I look and watch for a minute or two and
see before making my decision to exit or not. This is a critical trading tactic for openings in
thinner markets when desiring to utilize tight stops.
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When in a MarketState of up trending, if a position has just begun to show signs of a
sequence of swings upward (high lows), then overly aggressive stop raising to break even
can take you right out of an excellent trade. Here is a recent example from my own trading.
See "Failed break-even stop, AAXN Hourly".

The other side of this example are the many cases where the price only continued to
deteriorate, to below the recent pivot lows and down to much deeper stop exits. And note
that in the above situation, if my focus had been on trading AAXN (as opposed to pushing
my $'s into another position very soon after the break-even exit here), another buy trigger
occurs right away with the higher pivot low and then the price break back above the original
necklines. By trading this conservatively, we are taking out virtually no cost insurance
against surprise deep stop losses the moment we are so enabled.
Hence, my strong preference is to use a small gain to dramatically de-risk my position with
some aggressive stop adjustment. Because I prefer a trade mechanic architecture that
targets smaller profit percentages more quickly on part of my position (rather than larger
percentages over a longer period of time), I'm always interested in the potential of getting
my entry point at a lower price point. This enables a yet deeper stop and a lower risk of
being stopped at a loss. I'd rather be whipsawed out and "miss out" than holding while the
price sinks well below my entry, after once being profitable. I address "miss outs" generally
by looking quickly for others just as good or better setups the moment my scratch trade
closes. By not focusing on just one instrument, I am able to keep my trading funds more
efficiently deployed.
I do not recommend the passive strategy of never moving the initial stop upward. This
strikes me as ignoring risk. The general issue with this approach is that you will accept the
cost to you of a strong downtrend initiating in the stock, instead of reacting to it by getting
out "early". By raising the stop based on the new structure, or by virtual of being "in the
black" and thus able to protect at or very close to breaking even, we "set the trap" for
extracting ourselves from the position should we get a price move against us that will fire
automatically. And when it so happens (and it will if you trade long enough, guaranteed)
that price gaps open far below your stop value, you probably want to be "first out the door",
as far more often than not, price is headed to much deeper levels. In any and every stock
situation where things have gone terribly wrong, the most critical advice is to always get
out immediately. Drop all "hope", move through your fear, and protect yourself by exiting
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your position. There'll be plenty of time later to lick your wounds and analyze what went
wrong, but never, ever hold on to your failed position in the hope of recovery.
Here are two examples of entries, initial stop placement, adjustment of stops to break even,
and then break even stop exits. See "Stop Management for Break Even, INCY Hourly".

The initial stop placement is at a -8.2% loss level, and just under the recent price floor of
77.4 to 78.0. When price moves up strongly with the white soldier candlestick to 85.5 and
higher, the stop is adjusted from -8.2% to 0%, by setting the stop several ticks above the
entry price. Price does a sharp reversal and then reverses again, in the process just barely
tagging the stop price and the trade exits four cents lower at 84.04, for a very tiny loss. The
following move up is missed but that is the occasional price of "insurance".
The next example is MCK. See "Stop Adjustment to Break Even, MCK Hourly".

Here price moves up by over 1.2%, and the stop is adjusted from a -3.3% level just under
the deepest recent swing and a major 61.8% Fibonacci retrace level that served as
support, to a breakeven level several ticks above the entry price. However, when the price
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comes down, the stop order is "turned on" as a market order, and by the time it sells at the
bid price, several more cents are lost for a loss of 0.1%.
On this chart, both the ATR stop and pSAR stop levels are shown. Had they been used
instead of aggressively advancing the stop to break even, in this example they would have
fired for a slightly deeper loss, thereby avoiding the large price move down at the far right
edge of the chart.
Stop Levels and Bid/Ask Spreads
When you exit on a stop, you are going to pay the price of the spread, on top of the amount
dictated by your stop price. That is, if your stop is at 100.30 and the asking price reaches
100.30, your stop order is changed to a market order to sell. You sell, but not at the asking
price: you sell at the bid price. This is what a market order to sell means: sell at the current
bid price (i.e., "no dickering", just take what they are offering). So you are paid at the bid,
which for example might be 100.12. So you are out $18 on a 100 share sale, relative to
what you might have expected with a stop-sale at 100.30. Note also that whoever bought
the stock paid the asking price, and the difference between the buyer paid and what you
received as the seller (the bid-ask spread) is the commission that gets pocketed by the
market maker.
Of course, it can be far, far worse than this. A fast-moving market might have price well
below 100 before your market order to sell gets executed. And a gap down on open day
can always crush your position. Your risk is never fully defined nor in any way limited by
your stop; your risk is always "all the way to the bottom of the chart", by definition.
However, most of the time, the markets we trade are reasonably well behaved, and our
stops will fire reasonably close to our target levels. When I am placing a stop for a breakeven trade, I will always place it at or just above the spread. That is if the spread is running
at $0.12, and my true break-even is a sale at $20.00, I will place my stop order for $20.13
or $20.14. I always want my break-even trades to come out truly break-even, or slightly
cash positive. Save a dollar earn a dollar.
Profit Exits
There are two fundamental means of exiting a position at a profit: exiting on a limit order at
a target price (or effectively the same: accepting the current bid price and selling on a
market order) and exiting with a stop order that is above the entry price.
Tangential to these two methods is the alternative of partial (incremental) exits. For
example, closing 1/2 of a position on a limit order for a profit, and then holding the second
1/2 for a higher target price exit level using trailing stops.
The use of a price target via a limit sell order is an extremely common and highly
recommended trading tactic. I strongly recommend the use of fairly small profit targets (in
percentage terms) for at least part of a position. Such a target might be anywhere from a
level of 1.5% profit to 5-8% on the high side. I commonly use a 2 or 3% target for a part of
my position (1/3 typically). This gives me a rapid "derisk" of the entire position that I find
valuable to my EV and is in accordance with my rather low personal risk-tolerance.
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While I am specifying these target profit exit levels in percentage terms, it is very rational to
use all the tools have available to project likely price levels that price will achieve and
potentially stall and/or turn at, to identify targets that balance our desire for large profits with
our desire for rapid profits. Fibonacci fitting, symmetric projections, Fibonacci retrace
levels, and prior pivots are all likely suspect tools for such a target setting.
The alternative to the use of a limit sell at a target profit level is to use a (frequently
adjusted) trailing stop. One method for trailing the stop has already been addressed: the
use of average true range (ATR) stops at some ATR level (I recommend a 3.0 setting, vs.
the common default of 3.5), and the use of the parabolic stop and reverse (I recommend an
adjustment factor of 0.01 rather than the default of 0.02). As described before, I prefer to
use the higher of these two in combination. Typically this means the ATR level early in a
trade, and the pSAR level late in a trade.
Two other methods for trailing stops are to adjust to each successive swing low formed by
the candlesticks on the chart at the time frame being traded or to trail the stop at the lowest
low of the most recently completed N candlesticks (3-4 typically). These methods have the
advantage of "naturally" following the price action in a rather close manner, vs. the pSAR
and ATR stops which can trail quite far away in a rapidly rising market.
Here's an example of a trade I made at the daily time frame in ANET. See "Profit Exit
Examples, ANET Daily".

The stock was purchased on the formation of a distorted head and shoulders bottom on the
break of the neckline. In the case of the trade I executed, I used a deep (15% stop, not
show on the chart) and a 4% limit sell as the target. A number of alternatives are
presented on the chart, along with the results of each. First, pSAR and ATR stop levels are
shown. The pSAR behaves as described earlier: it trails the ATR stops early on, then
races past them. The result of the pSAR stop is very good, with a 5.6% profit. The ATR
stop comes in a bit below the fixed profit target actually achieved at 3.8%. This is an
excellent demonstration of why using the higher of the pSAR and ATR stops is superior to
either alone.
The advancing candlestick swing low stop strategy is also shown, with horizontal bars
showing the levels of advancement of the stop order over time. Note how much more
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aggressive this strategy is relative to pSAR/ATR trailing stops. The final result is identical
to the pSAR stop with a profit exit at the 5.6% level. Left to the reader as an exercise is an
assessment of the result of a 3 candlestick back strategy.
A common strategy is to combine these specific tactics using partial exits. One that I highly
recommend is to sell some percentage (33% or 50%) at a fixed target profit percentage
using a limit sell. Some consideration of the volatility of the stock should be factored into
the choice of a fixed limit sell target. For the type of high volatility stocks I recommend
(those with finviz.com volatility levels of 2.5% or more), I like to use 2-3% and scale that up
to 4% if the volatility of the stock is extreme (4% or more).
A balanced trade mechanic architecture should increase the partial position size sold at a
fixed profit target with an increasing profit target percentage. Conceptually, this represents
a balancing of partial position selling to de-risk, vs. partial position selling to achieve target
levels of overall trade profit.
For example, one approach is to use a profit target of 1.5% to very quickly "de-risk" the
trade, selling 33% of the position. In conjunction with this target being hit, a stop on the
remaining 67% is raised to no less than a 0.75% loss level, thus getting the trade at or
extremely close to break-even (ignoring the risk of gaps) state. When a trade reaches this
state, I refer to it as a "free trade": no risk (pragmatically, very small risk) and unlimited
potential upside. The downside is, of course, the increased frequency of scratch trades.
On the other hand, one might target a limit sell at 3% of 50% of the position, with a plan to
advance the stop at the limit sell to a minimum level of -3% loss for the remaining 50% (or,
alternatively all the way to break even). The possibilities are endless and there is no single
right answer.
One issue that arises is the question of "at what time frame?". You will get a different stop
level from ATR stops and pSAR stops at the daily time frame vs. the hourly. This question
gets to the heart of "what time frame are you trading?". If you are trying to catch a very
short and very high momentum move at the 5-minute time frame, obviously stop levels
presented by these tools at the hourly or daily level are irrelevant (your stops will be far too
loose). And similarly, if you a buying on a bottom turn on the weekly chart, and anticipating
significant price movement on the monthly and quarterly time frames, then using the daily
or lower time frames for stop management is inappropriate (your stops will be far too tight).
As an example, see "Profit Exit Examples, ANET Hourly".
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At the hourly time frame, the result of all of the techniques discussed is lower performance.
The swing low stop after its third rise gets undercut (very slightly, but that's all it takes) at
the 3.1% profit level. The pSAR and ATR stop fair about the same, at 3.0% profit. (Not
shown is any N-candlestick low trailing stop, which results in a tiny profit in this example.)
We could say the swing low stop technique fails because there is more price jitter (more
frequency of pivot lows being formed and then undercut and then the trend re-initiating).
We could say the pSAR/ATR stop technique fails because the hourly momentum through a
longer multi-day move through some periods slows down (the curve of price on the chart
"flattens") and the hourly pSAR/ATR catches up "too soon", relative to the daily candlestick
trend we are striving to ride with our position. For these reasons, unless you are executing
day trading targeting much smaller percentage moves over much shorter periods (a
reasonable technique, however, one that requires a demanding level of market
engagement personally) I would recommend using the daily chart for managing stops.
The other side of the coin has some validity: the use of a weekly chart (and/or even higher
timeframes) to set a stop for some percentage of a position. Particularly for the kinds of
small companies, fast-growth companies that the stock selection screen recommended will
result in, there is a high potential for giant run-ups in price. Such stocks warrant a strategy
of "peeling off" with multiple stops managed at multiple time frames, resulting in "going for
big profits" on for example 1/3 or 1/4 of the position. See "Multi-Timeframe Stop Example,
CYBR Daily".
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Here we enter on a break of the neckline of a consolidation rectangle. This is not a bottom
structure but rather a consolidation after a strong rise in price, and our anticipation is that
this growth stock will exit this consolidation and renew its long term uptrend. Our goal is to
incrementally take profits, using the charts at the daily, weekly and monthly timeframes to
manage the stops for 1/4 of the position apiece. Additionally, we'll utilize a 3% profit target
for 1/4 of the position as a de-risk and high probability partial profit strategy. We'll utilize
swing lows at the daily and weekly time frame, and a low of prior 2 candlesticks stop
method at the monthly time frame.
The next chart shows the result of the daily swing low stop strategy along with the fixed 3%
target sale strategy (both for 25% of the total position). See "Daily Timeframe Pivot Low
Stop, CYBR Daily".

The result for 25% is a very rapid (8 trading days) 3% profit exit, and a very large profit for
the daily time frame 25% with 40% profit after a total of nine stop level increases from the
initial stop. The daily swing low stop for 40% takes 93 days to close. The initial overall
position risk is on the large size at 13% but structurally is sound. Note that price reached
the -5.8% level prior to even the 3% target being hit.
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Before getting overly giddy about a 40% profit, we have to consider trade efficiency. This is
a critical factor of results that has a strong bearing on the trade mechanic architecture.
While the 40% profit result sounds fantastic, what percentage gain per day did we achieve?
That was 40%/93 days, or 0.43% profit per day. The 3% profit target? An identical
efficiency of 3%/7 days, or 0.43% per day.
Given the choice of a consistent run of these types of trades, how would you choose to
allocate your money? Hopefully, you remember the critical of compounding from the
section on the mathematics of trading. Let's assume we could successfully execute 13
trades of seven days duration, each achieving the 3% profit target with the compounding of
profits. Instead of a measly 40% on our money, we would achieve a 147% profit. Of
course, achieving such results repetitively and without delays in new entries is not realistic,
but you see the point. Fast and small can be superior to large and slow.
To finish the example of using a higher time frame pivot low stops, here are the weekly and
monthly charts with the stop price levels.

The weekly time frame stop exited at the same level as the daily time frame stop, resulting
in another 40% profit for 25% of the position. The monthly time frame 25% remains open.
Notice that the monthly stop algorithm adds in the significant optimization of not waiting for
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two candlesticks to raise the stop when a monthly white soldier candle prints. Leaving the
stop so low given such a large price move is inappropriate.

Trading Mechanic Architecture
The examples above are in the realm of trading mechanic architecture. Independent of our
entry technique, the trade mechanic architecture speaks specifically to our complete set of
exit techniques for the trade (including partial exit strategies). The trade mechanic
architecture is based on the elements of our most critical basic trade formula, our per trade
expected value (average profit) computation:
EV = (average win size * probability of win) - (loss size * probability of loss)
Trade mechanic architecture can be structured to drive particular terms up or down, usually
with (negative) consequences for other terms. What the ideal balance is overall and how to
achieve it is one of the core challenges for the professional trader. To move this from the
abstract to the concrete, let's review several simple baseline examples.
The Spec-K Trading System as an example utilizes a strict and very simple trade mechanic
architecture: every trade exits for a profit at 3% (using a standing limit order), or for a loss
of 15% (using a standing stop order). While this may sound strangely out of balance on the
surface, the EV calculation brings the rationale for such a trade mechanic in focus: the 15%
stop level has the goal of driving the probability of loss down to a very low level, such that
the overall loss term (15% * probability of loss) is actually lower than for tighter stop levels.
For example, if a 10% stop is twice as likely to be hit as a 15% loss level, the loss term in
the EV equation is 25% less for the 15% stop level. Additionally, the probability of winning
will be that much higher, again driving the EV higher.
With the Spec-K Trading System mechanic, break-even occurs when the ratio of winning
trades to losing trades stands at 5-1. Because the percentages are fixed, it's all about the
win/loss rate. At a win/loss rate of 8-1, the EV computation is:
EV = (8 * 3%) - (15%) / 9
EV = 0.89%
At a win/loss rate of 15-1, the EV rises to 1.88%. Using Spec-k exit management rules, I
have run off 34 winning trades in a row, several times. It can be a very effective approach
in strong bull market conditions and has the advantage of only requiring overnight (rather
than intraday) management.
A second example is a system that strives to maximize EV by limiting the loss size. Initial
stops are set extremely tightly at 3.5%, regardless of the price structure on the chart. To
de-risk quickly, 50% is sold at a limit of 2% profit. The remaining is stopped using a low of
the most recent 3 candlesticks algorithm. I have no extensively utilized nor tested such a
trade mechanic, but my guess is that such a mechanic is very challenging to operate with
+EV. The "tight stop-loss" trading mechanic architecture is the obvious answer to the
common adage "cut your losses short", but at what frequency of loss, and overall with what
per trade EV?
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The swing trading strategy of using close by pivot lows as initial stops, with some form of
stop advance/trailing has the complexity that the stop level varies from setup to setup.
Let's assume the average such swing low is at -8%. If such a loss level is hit on 25% of all
trades, what is the required average profit to achieve break-even? The answer is a
surprisingly low value of 2.7%.
EV = 0 = (x * 75%) - (8% * 25%)
x = 2.7%
To achieve an EV of 3%, the average profit needs to be 6.7%:
EV = 3% = (x * 75%) - (8% * 25%)
x = 6.7%
This helps to inform us how we might set up our profit taking strategy to strive to achieve a
target level of per trade EV. If for example, we utilized a 3% fixed profit target, even under
"successful" conditions we'd only be running a slightly positive EV (assuming the
percentages we've estimated for-profit exits vs. full stop-loss exits hold true). This would be
a poor trading mechanic architectural choice! In this kind of swing trading plan, we need to
allow for at least part of the position to "get larger" in average profit, using any of the
techniques described.

The Psychology of Trading
Trading is like hitting in baseball. It’s a game consisting of “trials” (at-bat in baseball,
initiating a trade) in which we lose often. In baseball, someone who gets a hit once out of
every three times at bat is an excellent hitter. And in general, failing to get a hit (strikeout,
ground out, pop fly out) is no shame, it’s routine. As a result, one critical characteristic of
successful baseball players is a positive and competitive attitude that doesn’t wither in the
face of failure (check out the book Moneyball). In the face of failure, the successful hitter in
baseball has to just become even more determined and confident of success the next time
up.
In trading taking losses is also routine. However, taking losses in trading means losing
money. And losing money hits us right in the emotional gut. We hate it. We loath it. We
would do almost anything to avoid it. That said, hopefully with the information shared in
this book the reader will be cognizant of the risk and cost of "doing anything" to avoid
losses! The need for a balanced overall trade mechanic architecture is critical because
over-optimizing for one element of the expected value equation (minimizing the loss term)
can take the overall equation "out of balance" and result in a -EV trading plan.
Worse, when we are executing our trading in a haphazard manner rather than to a clear,
written and specific (no discretion!) trading plan, with no fixed rules that we operate to, what
inevitably happens? When we experience losses, we lose faith that we really are trading in
a winning manner overall. And we yet again make changes to our already haphazard
approach. Our lack of consistency assures that not only are we probably executing a
losing trading program, but we are failing to even measure a specific and well-defined
trading plan. We are losing while also learning nothing with no chance to adjust and
experience measurable improvement.
The reality of the matter is that the vast majority of “discretionary” traders (those who have
little in the way of rules and written plans and are thus trading haphazardly) are running at EV. They experience occasional "big wins", but the bottom line sum of results is negative.
I have been there, and I'm sure the vast majority of retail traders have been there (and
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most still are there). Or perhaps they start down a winning path with a semblance of a plan,
but as they experience losses, they question the plan and then gyrate in their execution,
trying this and trying that, anything to stop those darn losses! Because losses hit us in our
emotional gut, and it is extremely challenging to face them with equanimity.
Losses are part of any and every effective trading system (though believe it or not, some
have proposed trading systems that never ever close a losing trade; you just hold them
forever! The obvious result is a steady trend to having all your money sitting in losing
trades, forever!). Every legitimate trading plan will result in trades that close with a loss.
By executing with a plan that specifies our methods and our expected results, we can see
in real-time the degree to which we are tracking overall against the plan, vs. getting results
that are "off course".
The key is to use the plan as an emotional anchor to slow down our process of adaptation
and change in the plan to refine and improve it so that the overall process remains
reasonably scientific vs. a fast sequence of effectively un-measured changes. Another key
is to ideally trade the plan on paper for an extended period, to develop comfort in its
execution and to measure likely actual results in a real money deployment.
There is a clear linkage between a trading plan, the trade mechanic architecture of that
plan, and the emotional issues of trading. A trade mechanic architecture that is structured
for extremely small losses will have the feature of losing very frequently, and losing very
frequently is an emotional challenge. Realistically, the extreme alternative of less frequent
losses at a relatively large size can also be an emotional challenge. The key to all of this is
to strive to manage our trading plan and execution as a "disassociated operator" rather
than an emotionally engaged human being. Easy to say, hard to do! There are entire
books devoted to this subject; read them if you must. Meditate, pray, do whatever you
need to do "on the side" to handle the emotional stress of trading. But once you climb into
that cockpit, you need to become an unemotional machine that is purely trading your
written plan, without variance.
Another human trait that significantly affects discretionary traders is the typical behavior of
the fear/greed driven mentality. Discretionary traders are much more likely to exit a trade
with price at a loss point than with price at a gain point; fear overrides any vague planning
they may have done, and they "just want out!". The fear of deeper losses is overwhelming.
On the other side, as a particular trade develops into a winner, greed drives the inability to
close it out and book the win. Or, fear drives a rapid trade close for a small win, when
much more was available. Inevitably, the emotional roller coaster of the trading process
drives a steady stream of bad trade management decisions that reduce EV and typical
drive it negative, often quite negative.
It's important to note how strongly this psychological roller-coaster effect is linked to the
traditional trading adages of "cut your losses short" and "let your winners run". Fear of
deeper losses encouraged by "cut your losses short" thinking often drives excessive cutting
of losses, resulting in very high numbers of losing vs. winning trades. Greed for more
profits encouraged by "let your winners run" thinking often drives delayed profit exits,
resulting in significant retracements and reduction of profits before exits.
I encourage every serious to throw every trading "adage" into the trash can. Trade to a
specific plan created thoughtfully to balance between losses and winners in size and
probability. Adages alone are like pieces of a weapon: they little value, until a complete set
of all required and highly tailored (to each other) pieces are integrated into a whole. The
pieces of a weapon are dangerous if used in any stand-alone manner.
Trading to a detailed written plan without discretionary elements address is foundational to
address the human fear and greed problem. We’ll still suffer from fear and greed (it’s the
human condition!) but we use a firm system of trade management to stop those emotions
from corrupting our trade execution process.
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Cost Management
Once we achieve a +EV overall trading mechanic, as addressed earlier, our goal is to make
a large number of smaller trades (still using most/all of our equity) at the same time to
reduce variance and drive actual results upward "smoothly" at the +EV level (with
compounding, which in turn suggests our actual profit curve should slowly but surely move
up exponentially).
This can't be done blindly, however, as the cost associated with each trade must be
considered, relative to account size, and thus to the average trade size. If each trade costs
us $20 in total commissions ($10 to buy, $10 to sell), and we have $50000 in our trading
account, and we diversify into ten simultaneous trades, then each trade would be of size
$5000. Assume for this example a +EV of 2%. That’s $100 profit per trade (on average).
However, you are giving up $20 of the $100 to “the house” (your brokerage). That’s 20% of
your profits! Such a cost structure is clearly unacceptable. If on the other hand your
account and per trade sizing were 10x larger, it would be "only" 2% of your profits to the
house; that's reasonable, though still a cost that is worth reducing.
The commission cost can be reduced through three fundamental methods. The first is to
move your account to a lower-cost brokerage. Many traders of the scale this book is
directed at (those who might be trading between $20,000 and $1,000,000) utilize
www.interactivebrokers.com. I find their online trading system generally excellent, and they
have the deepest discounted commission structure in the business that I am aware of.
Trades typically cost me between $1.50 and $5.00 each way, depending on the exchange,
the price and the number of shares. Other “discount brokerages” have fee structures in the
$7 to $10 range, each way. Don’t casually think that “$10 isn’t much more than $5”. This is
a percentage of profits we are talking about coming right out of your account equity, profits
which if retained, will grow and compound over time. Every dollar is important!
(A side note here: be careful utilizing exchange-traded funds or ETF’s in your trading, as it
is sometimes the case that ETF trades carry extra commission costs. Also, low priced
stocks that require substantially larger numbers of shares to be traded will typically be
charged substantially higher commissions. Lastly, do not forget that the bid-ask spread is a
hidden cost in every trade, which you are paying twice, first when you buy, and then again
when you sell. Stocks with particularly wide bid-ask spreads are often better avoided if
there are good alternative setups to focus your trading on.)
A second method of reducing commissions is to negotiate with your broker for lower
commissions. You particularly have leverage in this regard if your trading plan generates a
relatively high volume of trades. It never hurts to ask and negotiate!
A third method is little known but highly effective. When you sign up with a financial advisor
through one of the major brokerage houses, you can usually sign up for a plan that moves
you from a per trade commission structure to a fixed fee, computed as a percentage of your
total equity, per year. Frequently the figure is 2% or 3%, depending on the plan. The idea
is that this is a “high price”, and for it, you are receiving the wisdom of the advisor.
I’m suggesting this plan, but not for the value of the advisor. Use the advisor to discuss the
stock market in general, saving for college costs, retirement goals, and perhaps most
importantly free beers and lunches (just kidding Brian!), but keep direct account and trading
control and use your own trading plan. That said, let’s look at some numbers.
Commission costs are a particular concern with smaller trading account sizes, due to the
lower per trade sizing and hence low per trade average profits. So let’s consider again a
$30,000 trading account. Cutting this down to only say three simultaneous trades is
drastically reducing the level of diversification, and will significantly increase the variance of
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results. The long term (or average) expected return is no different than trading ten
simultaneous positions of $3,000 each, but your variance will increase, and profit
generation will be more erratic and subject to question as to what the true average rate of
return is.
To avoid this, consider using a 2% of total equity per year commission deal, providing
unlimited trading. That’s $600 in total commissions for the year. At 200 trades per year,
that’s a total round trip cost of only $3 per trade. If we traded ten positions at once, our
average trade size would be $3000, and at 1.5% average per trade profit, per trade profit
would be $45. Per round trip, trade costs would be only 6.7%.
This kind of fixed year commission structure doesn’t work so well with larger trading
accounts. Two percentage of a million dollars is $20,000! With large trade account sizes,
you can and should negotiate for a fixed price arrangement independent of trade volume
that will give you extremely low commissions as a percentage of trade profits.
The above should give you a range of options. The key points are the following:
●
●
●

●
●
●

Lower commissions are always better.
Commissions above 10% on average per trade profit is “too much” as a rule of thumb,
and well less than 5% is ideal.
If commissions as a percentage of average per trade profit are too high, consider
reducing the number of simultaneous positions you will maintain, and increasing the
per trade size commensurately.
To get lower commissions, switch brokers if necessary. It is that important.
Negotiate with your broker to obtain lower commissions based on volume.
Consider and take (or negotiate) a fixed percentage or fixed fee yearly deal with an
“account advisor” relationship feature, but keep account and trade control yourself and
trade your plan.

Total Market Exposure and Reinvestment
In addition to controlling (modulation) your exit management practices for a trade,
MarketState should modulate how much total equity you want in trades at this point in
time, and hence whether you do or do not actively engage with a new setup and enter a
new trade on a trigger (assuming funds are available for new trades).
When the broad market at the daily timeframe or above reaches a MarketState of topping
phase 1, as with the SPX shown in the "Anatomy of a Market Top" chart, a shift to either
smaller trade sizes or simply not reinvesting on trade closes and thus building up a cash
position is a tactic that puts us "in rhythm" with the market. Getting much more aggressive
about exiting when state changes to phase 2 continue to keep us in rhythm. Simply exiting
all positions (yes, with losses) if MarketState shifts to downtrend is an "in rhythm" play that
should overall increase EV by cutting losses short at exactly the right time when our risk of
larger losses is moving up rapidly.
Obviously, the inverse situation is a MarketState of (bottoming, impulsive, trend). In phase
1, finding the best of the best setups and identifying the triggers and selectively placing
entry trades (stop buys primarily) in the market to incrementally commit trading funds is the
play. With MarketState at bottoming phase 2, continuing to build out a set of positions that
commits all our trading funds on setups that trigger, and perhaps increasing the size of
positions being entered, is the "in rhythm" tactic.
By deciding clearly at the level of the trading plan (i.e., in advance of actually initiating
trading) how much money you will deploy, you achieve clarity that given favorable market
conditions per the trading plan specifics, all of your trading assets should be active in
trades when conditions are highly favorable (assuming a +EV trading mechanic, of
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course). Simply put, get your money "all in" with the impulse trend ("motive") waves
arriving and moving in your direction, and as they lose momentum and turn, get you’re your
money back out. Potentially, you have an entire section of your trading plan that speaks to
using short selling in some form to take advantage of the down waves, as well.

Trade Sizing Mechanics
My approach is to keep my trade size around my target average total for the number of
positions I'm maintaining, rather than using "all available" funds and having an over-sized
trade. For example, if I'm maintaining 20 trades across an account of size $200,000, my
average trade size is $10,000. If I have $13,800 in available equity for my next trade, I will
size it around $10,000 rather than initiate an over-sized trade. When the remaining
residual equity is greater than 1/2 of my average trade size (>$5000 in this example), and I
have an excellent setup, I will commit to a trigger for most of that money. I would rather
use "extra trades" of a smaller size than use "over-sized" and somewhat randomly sized
trades.
Through this general procedure of rapid (ideally within minutes!) re-investment of trade exit
proceeds, during favorable conditions we always keep our money actively generating our
+EV at our average per trade profit level. I.e., a complete measured and stable system
might have a +EV of 2.8%, with an average trade period of 26 days. Let's assume costs
reduce that EV to 2.4%. To the degree we can keep all our money deployed at all times,
we strive to achieve the perfect compounding goal of 123% yearly return (under the
unrealistic assumption of favorable conditions throughout, though if we deploy effective
shorting methods, we can significantly increase the total time that constitutes "favorable"!).
There are many reasons why we won't likely achieve this level of performance, but having a
model and a goal is always valuable, and with this model, we can see the criticality of
keeping our money working at all times in favorable conditions with little delay.

Example Trading Plans
We started by specifying all the components of a trading plan. We then covered a broad
set of principles, knowledge, modeling tools, and processes from which to work. Now we l
construct and demonstrate several examples of complete trading plans. These plans, while
complete, are meant to be guidance and examples, and possibly starting points, for your
own trade plan development and execution.

Baseline Plan
All the example trading plans have a set of common elements (a common baseline).
These elements are:
●
●

Trading equity allocation: these trading plans are all for trading a $200,000 trading
account.
Watch-list practices:
○
New watch-lists are constructed 2x/month (first and third weekends).
○
Old watch-lists are pruned and consolidated.
○
Watch-list criteria:
■
> $15 price
■
> 500,000 shares average volume
■
Finviz volatility (weekly or monthly) > 2.0
■
Price > 200 day sma
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■
■
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

●

Performance > 10% prior 6 months
Performance -> week down (optional)

MarketState is tracked to intermediate and minor degrees in NDX, SPX, and RUT (as
appropriate and required by the specific plan)
Trade diversification (varies per plan)
Setups: what causes a watch-list stock to move into a position where a trade may be
initiated (varies per plan)
Trade entry: exactly when and how and what type of orders placed in the market.
(Varies per plan)
Trade sizing: how much of the total trading equity should be placed into any given
trade, and if and in what manner MarketState should modify
Trade management: when and how to exit trades, including loss exits, profit exits, and
any incremental exit tactics.
Account management: our presumption is no additional funding nor withdrawals.
Estimate/target setting for trade results. (Varies per plan).
How to measure actual results against the plan:
Individual trade statistics maintained:
Symbol, #of shares, Date open and type (long/short), date closed, entry price,
exit price, #days in trade (intraday = 1), absolute $ profit (minus commissions),
percentage profit (minus commissions).
Trading plan statistics maintained:
Total # trades, average completed trades/week, # winning trades, # losing
trades, #winning trades above 0.5%, #trades in the range of +/-0.5%, # trades below 0.5%, win/loss ratio, +/-0.5% win/loss ratio, average profit per trade, largest losing
trade, largest losing trade %, average % return (all trades), average % return (winning
trades), average % return +0.5% trades), average % loss (losing trading), average %
loss (-0.5% losing trades), daily account liquid value, daily open trade net win/loss
position.
Cost management: the account is maintained at InteractiveBrokers, and commissions
on most trades are expected to run from $1.00 to $8.00 (the later for low priced stock
requiring higher lot sizes; high stock prices cost less in commissions and will be
considered at the margins in choosing between alternative setups).

From this baseline (yours will obviously be different!), let's start with a relatively simple yet
still robust basic trading plan.

Trading Plan "Rifle Shot"
The rifle shot trading plan limits our trading activities to only the times when our analysis
tells us that the market environment is ideally suited to trading to the long side. The
concept of a rifle shot as it relates to trading for this plan is the adage "ready, aim, aim, aim,
…fire!". Our goal is to have a clean and perfect trade mechanic strictly at the time when
everything possible is lined up in our favor. And then we "shoot to kill", meaning, we
commit our money fully, in one single trade in one single market that we have stalked to
setup and entry trigger. We have maximal possible +EV, and to pay off our patience we
put all (of our trade allocation per the plan) of our money to work immediately. While this
trading plan could be adapted to any market, for the purpose of this example I will focus on
trading RUT. The means of taking trades in RUT will be the leveraged ETF UWM. UWM is
preferable because of it's higher volatility (over 3% per finviz) and thus its ability to generate
profits for us quickly. UWM, by virtue of the leverage, will not properly track IWM/RUT over
longer periods. That is of no real consequence to us, as we'll be in and out in a matter of
hours, to at the most perhaps 8-10 weeks.
 Trade diversification: None, Only RUT is traded, only long, using UWM.
 The objective is to capture swings on the daily/weekly time frame, typically running for
2-54 days.
 Trades are taken on daily timeframe pivot highs and lows.
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 Setups require a combination of MarketState at the daily/weekly time frame at
bottoming phase 1 or phase 2 or up-trend, and a clear Elliott wave model supportive of
a turn.
 Fibonacci retrace levels, symmetry projections to the potential pivot support price level
and/or prior pivot support/resistance levels ideally support the pivot in progress.
 Entries are executed through detailed setup (bottom structure or V-bottom turn) and
trigger at the hourly time frame.
 Initial stop is immediately under the overall pivot low, or more recent and higher pivot
low if the overall low represents at loss >6% (in UWM; >3% on the RUT chart).
 Successive pivots are used to raise the stop aggressively to just above break-even.
Additionally, at >1% gain the stop is moved to just above break-even.
 After the achievement of a 5% profit (approximately +2.5% rise from entry price in
RUT) 1/2 the position is closed.
 After the close of 1/2 of the position, stops are shifted to an hourly pSAR or ATR
trailing stop, whichever is higher. If parabolic action ensues (multiple white soldier
bars), then a shift to a 3 candlestick low stop is deployed to assure capture of the bulk
of the profit of the parabolic move.
 Trade sizing: sizing is managed to keep per trade risk to <2% of total trading system
account equity. With stops at a maximum of 6%, the nominal trade size is 33% of the
trading account equity.
We now demonstrate trading plan Rifle Shot in action over several recent trades. Beyond
these, trades using the "Rifle Shot on RUT" trading plan will be detailed and tracked on the
Spec-K Trading website.
The current (8/15/19) situation in RUT regarding Elliott wave structure, Fibonacci level
levels, and symmetric swings are diagrammed in "RUT Elliott Wave Analysis, Daily
8/14/19".

The chart shows only a bullish model, and it must be noted that a bearish model is almost
as likely. The reason for this is the extended, ill-proportioned nature of the intermediate
<2> relative to the (1) wave. The quarterly MVTrend is neutral, the monthly MVTrend is
down and the weekly MVTrend is down. A long trade in this environment is a counter-trend
up to the quarterly time frame. However, the potential of the wave count for significant
intermediate (3) wave motive price movement after the current intermediate (Y) signals
completion compels us to monitor this for a complete setup. Here's the more detailed view
at the hourly time frame: see "RUT Elliott Wave Analysis, Hourly".
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Multiple structural elements form 3 general zones of high potential as a price pivot level.
The first is where the price is at the final candle of the chart. This level overlaps the
symmetric projection of a prior down move, multiple prior pivot levels (visible on the daily
chart), and a 127.2% extension of the minute <b> wave. The next zone comprises a 50%
retrace level of the intermediate (1) (see daily chart), a 127.2% extension of the minute <a>
wave, the 161.8% extension of the minute <b> wave, and symmetric projection of a prior
down move. The third zone comprises symmetric projection of a prior move from the top of
the <b> wave, 61.8% retrace of the intermediate (1), and the 161.8% extension of the
minute <a> wave. The fourth target is a lonely 78.6% retrace level.
While not shown on the chart, one potential model for the minute <c> wave is a completed
minuette (i) and (ii), with minuette (iii) in progress. However, we must be cognizant that the
overall move could be a combination instead of a zigzag, thus allowing what we call a <c>
here to be a three-wave <y> instead. So there is not a certainty of a minuette <iv> and <v>
at this juncture, though it would appear likely given the very strong momentum in general.
The danger of a setup coming in short order is that it is a minuette (iv) wave and if entered,
we will be stopped in the ensuing minuette (v) wave down. So caution and patience,
particularly given the MVTrend states at weekly and monthly levels, is warranted.
The next chart shows the price action and trade entry the next day. Price opens up on
Friday 8/16/19 on a large gap, off the highest cluster of support levels that price settled on.
See "Trading Plan RIFLE SHOT on RUT, UWM Hourly".
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A trading plan buy is executed at 60,80 as price exceeds the prior hourly pivot high with a
strong upward price movement following the opening gap. Immediately a stop of the full
position is placed under the lowest prior swing low at 59.17, for risk of -2.7%. When price
moves to over 1% profit at 61.41, we aggressively de-risk ourselves by advancing our stop
to 60.83, which under nominal market conditions should assure that if we stop, we will most
likely not lose any money in the trade.
Price continues to advance until the close, and while nothing per se in the formal trading
plan calls for it, given the move size, protecting profits by advancing the stop to under the
low of the final five small range hourly candlesticks is prudent. Alternatively, a stop of 1/2
the position could be placed here and the remaining 1/2 stopped at the breakeven price.
Price gaps up at open again on Monday 8/19/19 and move higher, and the 5% limit sell
price of 63.84 is hit. At this point, the stop for the remaining 1/2 position is placed at the
ATR stop and advanced per the ATR stop every hour until it flattens at 62.84 for the
remainder of the day.
On Tuesday 8/20, RUT opens down and moves down (not shown), and our second 1/2 is
taken out at the open stop of 62.84 (or perhaps a few cents less with slippage) for a profit
of 3.3%. Our total profit on the entire position is 4.1%. If trading a $200,000 account and
fully positioning per the plan, we would have allocated $66,666 to this trade. Our profit
would be $66,666 * 0.041 = $2733. The total number of days in the trade is three. This is
a profit efficiency on the at-risk capital of 1.37% per day, which is exceptional. The total
trading fund profit efficiency is 1/3 of this (since 1/3 of the trading funds were put into the
trade) at 0.45% per day. If in a perfect world we were able to execute this trade repetitively
through an entire trading year, what would our result be in terms of account value growth?
$200,000 * (1.037)^83 = $4.08 million. Never, ever underestimate the power of
compounding!
At the time of the setup of this trade, RUT daily/weekly MarketState was only speculatively
in bottoming phase 1. After the final stop of the first successful trade, price continues down
and causes us to restructure the Elliott wave count. Instead of a zigzag, the Y movement
down is structured itself as a combination, and we are looking for a finalizing minute y.
Here's the subsequent action leading up to the next set Rifle shot setup.

The first turn provides little confidence in a legitimate pivot low. There is no double bottom
structure defined on the hourly chart, there is no reversal bar with a long tail, and there is
no convincing large white soldier far soon after the potential low indicating a V-bottom.
More subtly and supportive of these missing elements is the lack of a larger ABC type of
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structure; the corrective structure is suspiciously incomplete. Detailed Elliott wave analysis
at the 5-minute timeframe is not shown, but in all likelihood, such an analysis would also
provide supporting evidence that the corrective minute y down is not complete as prices
slowly drift higher after the late Thursday low.
The next low has a different structure. At the point in time show, there is a distorted double
bottom in place. The just-completed hourly bar has a long reversal tail and a white body.
And there are three bars out of for forming a ceiling. We now have an ABC structure to the
down move from the most recent highs. This is a reasonable Rifle shot setup, and the
purchase of UWM should be executed per the plan if and as RUT price crosses the
neckline at 1463.38. This occurs in the next hour, and UWM is entered. The trade
management per the Rifle Shot trading plan is shown in the next chart, "Trading Plan Rifle
Shot, UWM Hourly, Entry 8/28/19".

As RUT breaks through the neckline a Rifle Shot entry for 33% of available trading capital
is executed at 59.87. A stop is placed one tick below the pivot low at 58.55, representing a
nominal risk of -2.2% on the trade, which is 0.73% of total trading capital. A limit order to
sell 1/2 the position is placed immediately at the 5% profit level of 62.86. Price gaps up the
next day, and after the first new candlestick an ATR stop level appears underneath, and we
move our stop to 60.31. Each hour we adjust the stop to the new ATR stop level as it rises.
(Note if the pSAR moved above the ATR stop we would instead use the pSAR stop level).
In the first hour of trading on Friday 8/29 the limit sell fires for a profit of 5%, which is a total
growth in overall trading capital of 1.7% (in a single day). Several days later RUT opens
gap down and our remaining 50% position stops out at 61.14 for a 2.1% gain. The total
trade gain is 3.5% over four trading days. The trade efficiency is a very strong 0.88% per
trade day.
RUT continues in a bullish (though somewhat choppy) pattern by setting up again on an
hourly chart with another bottom structure pivot, this time above the prior instead of slightly
deeper in price. This is a bullish indicator for the potential of a daily and weekly time frame
pivot to form with rapidly rising prices soon to come. The bullish count and the bullish
action on and above the longer-term pivot and Fibonacci support all demand that we keep
taking Rifle shot setups.
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This setup leads to the following entry on UWM:

The lowest pivot low this hourly is slightly less than a 6% loss, but with the higher pivot at 3.5% and a large gap underneath our entry price, the tighter initial stop is prudent.
However, after the first hourly candlestick is complete an ATR stop prints at 62.09, so the
stop is adjusted representing nominal go forward risk of -1.6%. Additionally, a limit order to
sell for 1/2 of the position is placed at +5% at 66.23. This limit order to sell remains open
throughout the activity shown. The ATR stop level is adjusted hourly, rising to 62.67,
representing a risk of only -0.7% as of the close of the second day of the trade (Friday
9/6/19). Here's how the trade progressed and closed.
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The 5% limit sell triggers at 66.23 for a 5% profit on 1/2 the position. The price moves up
for several days with the ATR stop rising underneath. On Thursday 9/12/19 the pSAR stop
level moves above the ATR stop level, and the stop on the final 1/2 position is shifted to
track the pSAR stop level. This assures we lock in relatively maximal gain when the price
eventually loses momentum and begins to stall out. The second 1/2 position is sold on the
pSAR stop at 69.66 for a profit of +10.4%. The total profit on the entire trade is +7.7%,
taking a total of 7 trading days for an efficiency of 1.1% per trade.
Note the following important subtle aspect of deploying stops based on pSAR and ATR
stop levels. Each new candle for a time period (an hour in these recent charts) appears
immediately at the start of an hour but continues to "evolve" (change shape) until the hour
is complete. A pSAR and ATR stop level will be printed on the chart, but those will also
move about as the candlestick form evolves (higher highs and/or lower lows are formed).
So what you are doing is adjusting the stop level to the high of the pSAR and ATR stop
price for the candlestick that has just finished its time period, not for the pSAR or ATR stop
price that shows for the still incomplete current candlestick.
Let's review the result of these first three trades of the Rifle Shot Trading System on RUT
using UWM as the trading vehicle.
Starting account balance: $200,000
Trade #1 invested: $66,666 (33.3% of balance)
Trade #1 result: 4.1% ($2,733)
New account balance: $202,733
Trade #2 invested: $67,510 (33.3% of balance)
Trade #2 result: 3.5% ($2362)
New account balance: $205,095
Trade #3 invested: $68,365
Trade #3 result: 7.7% ($5264)
New account balance: $210,359
Total profit all trades: $10,359, +5.1%
Trading plan Rifle Shot on RUT is tracked in detail at www.specktrading.com.

Trading Plan Synergy
The Synergy trading plan starts from the baseline trading plan detailed above. The high
order logic of Synergy is:
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 Trading is restricted to a small set (15-30 depending on your ability and time
commitment, but more is not necessarily better for reasons identified below) of
medium-cap, large-cap, or mega-cap stocks. The purpose of this restriction is to
reduce the risk of unusual or surprising business events that might cause very large
drops in price. Such events are arguably more common with small-cap (and smaller)
companies due to their frequent single product and/or single focused market nature.
 New trades are only entered during periods when the SPX or NDX at the weekly time
frames are in a MarketState = (uptrend, impulse, trend).
 Every significant long setup at the weekly time frame among these stocks is taken on
an appropriate trigger assuming funds (per the deployment plan) are available.
 Two exit high-level strategies are deployed, a trend-oriented strategy for weekly
MarketState of an uptrend, and a risk minimization strategy for those times when
weekly MarketState shifts out of uptrend (to topping phase 1 or phase 2 or downtrend)
and new trade entries are halted but open trades continue to be managed.
 Deploy all the trading assets to maximize return during weekly SPX or NDX
MarketState = uptrend conditions.
 Focus the assets on a smaller number of high momentum stocks to maximize returns
and take advantage of the eventual significant pivot lows at the weekly time frame of
these issues. Take advantage of "stacking odds" when trade attempts fail and a new
lower pivot initiates (i.e, the deeper a retrace goes, the higher the odds of a pivot; this
has been demonstrated through formal studies).
 Utilize incremental sales of 1/3rd of the position to quickly de-risk the trade while
allowing for profiting from extended swings through a looser trailing stop strategy.
Here are the specific trading plan elements (beyond the baseline elements above):
 Trade diversification: As long as the MarketState conditions hold, three positions are
maintained (generally; pending only finding a proper setup and triggering in) at all
times.
 A finvis.com search criterion identifies the list of potential stocks to trade:
o Market cap = mid, large, mega
o Price > $20
o Net profit > 0%
o P/E > 0
o Volatility (month) > 2%
o Average shares traded > 300k
 Potential trading candidates are further winnowed based on weekly price behavior.
Charts showing rapidly cycle weekly prices (choppy weekly price action) are rejected,
while charts showing frequent periods of longer runs of weekly price action are
preferred. An example as of 9/8/2019 of choppy weekly price action is the chart of
AVT, shown below. An example of preferred weekly price action is the chart of AAXN,
shown just below it.
 The objective is to capture swings on the daily/weekly time frame, typically running
from for 20-90 days.
 Trades are taken on weekly timeframe pivot lows only.
 The daily chart is used for a bottom structure setup with other supporting turn
indications (Fibonacci levels, symmetric projections, prior pivots, complete Elliott wave
structure).
 The daily and hourly charts to are used to define a trigger for entry.
 The primary stop methodology is predicated on a continued weekly MarketState of an
uptrend. When market state shifts to topping phase 1, a unique stop methodology
described below is invoked.
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 Stops are maintained under the pivot (if <6% loss) or lowest pivot above <6% loss
until price begins to move up and away from the entry point.
 One-third of the position is sold at 2% profit, and the stop is adjusted to break even.
 One half of the remaining (one-third of initial) position is sold at 6% profit. The stop is
adjusted to a daily time frame ATR or pSAR stop, whichever is higher.
 The prior chart swings of similar size are averaged, and a limit sell is placed at 90% of
that average price distance from the pivot traded off of, in addition to maintaining the
stop as described.
 When the NDX and SPX weekly MarketState both shift out of uptrend (typically to
topping phase 1, sometimes immediately to topping phase 2 or even downtrend), the
limit sells are maintained as described. The stop methodology is modified as follows.
The stop is immediately adjusted to the higher of the following: if the price is at
anything less than +2% profit, then the closest hourly swing low. If above 2% profit,
then the higher of a 2 daily bar low (ignoring all inside bars), the pSAR and the ATR
stop.
 Trade sizing: Strive to maintain 100% capital deployment through bullish conditions. If
assets available are >16% of the total and a setup arrives, attempt to deploy the
assets with a trigger. Over time, the system may thus generate a larger set (5-8) of
smaller open positions.
 Risk: at maximum risk of -6% per trade and 33% of capital per trade, the per trade
risk is about -2% of total capital, and all three trades together represent a risk of -6%
of total capital. It must be accepted that due to the macro-market forces, a shift of the
market at a weekly time frame has high potential to stop out all positions. Hence the
aggressive stop adjustment to reduce loss size when MarketState shifts out of
uptrend.
At the current time, SPX has just shifted as of Thursday 9/5/19 out of bottoming phase 2 to
up MarketState = (uptrend, impulsive, trend). Here are the SPX charts for monthly, weekly,
daily, and hourly action showing the weekly pivot, the bottom structure formed at the daily
level, the exceptional neckline, the break of the neckline, and the higher time frame
(monthly) MVTrend state of up (blue bars).

The monthly MVTrend state of up informs us that the new upward price action at the
weekly and daily time frames are "with the trend" of the highest time frame. The next chart
shows the most likely Elliott wave count, informing us that this move is in the early nested
3's phase of a larger impulsive move up. Thus we have the most bullish possible
MarketState of (uptrend, impulsive, trend).
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The break out confirming the change in MarketState to uptrend occurred on 9/5/19, and
before the end of the day, new positions for watch-list stocks that are set up should be
established for any that have triggered during the day. Here are three watch-list stocks that
have set up and triggered either on 9/5/19, soon thereafter, or are still in the process of
setting up as this is being written.
The first stock from a sourced watch-list that is setup and triggers entry on 9/5/19 is LULU.
See the LULU quad time frame chart panel.

The monthly time frame shows LULU in an MVTrend state of strong up. The weekly shows
neutral, with a pullback and consolidation under a neckline. The daily shows a nice double
bottom structure and a test of and failure to hold above the neckline. Finally, on 9/5/19,
price breaks above the neckline and holds to the end of the day, as the SPX MarketState
shifts to an uptrend. A Synergy trading plan buy is executed at 188.3. Stops are
immediately placed below the nearest pivot low on the daily chart at 178.25. This is a stop
loss at 5.4%, meeting the no more than 6% stop risk level rule. In addition to the stop
order, a limit sell of 1/3rd of the position is placed at a 2% profit price of 192.07, and
another limit sell of 1/3rd of the position at a 6% profit price of 199.60.
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As of 9/10/19, the updated state of the LULU trade is as shown on the following hourly
chart.

Note that as of 9/10/19, the stops specified by the daily ATR stop level and pSAR stop level
are both still below the break-even stop level already deployed.

The second purchase is of CSII. See "Synergy Buy on CSII".
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This four timeframe view shows the setup, the trigger level, the buy entry on the day
following 9/5/19 change in MarketState to uptrend, and the initial stop level. Note the
confirming turn price on the hourly right at the 61.8% retrace level. Additionally, the turn on
the weekly is near the green 21ema, and the turn on the daily is just above the volatility
band. The following price action is shown next on a daily chart, with several profit exits and
stop adjustment per the plan.

The initial stop (-3.6%) survived a close approach before price took off to the upside. When
the 2% limit sell executes on 9/9/19, the stop is adjusted to break even at 46.70 (enough to
give reasonable confidence of a "no loss" stop exit; exactly how much should be added to
the entry price should be decided based on the bid-ask spread, which is running about
$0.05 in CSII currently). The 6% profit limit sell fires on 9/10/19. At this point, the total
profit is 4% for 2/3rds of the initial position, and 1/3rd is still in play. Neither the ATR stop
nor the pSAR stop has yet switched to "bullish" (i.e., under the price action), so the breakeven exit order remains in place for the time being.
The third trade target for setup and entry on a trigger is AMGN. AMGN was not setup on
9/5/19 when SPX MarketState shifted to an uptrend. But in continuing to monitor AMGN
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with a full Elliott wave count, as of the time of this writing on 9/11/19 it is approaching a
setup. Here AMGN is comprehensively Elliott wave modeled over almost a year with
increasingly detailed analysis up to the present hour of price action. Such a high fidelity
model gives us very high confidence in our count moving forward, as price performs reconfirming action.

The monthly AMGN chart has an MVTrend of strong up. The weekly has an MVTrend of
up (falling from strong up with the minor 4 in play). The Elliott wave count at the monthly
timeframe had a primary 5 in progress. That primary 5 modeled on the weekly chart as
having completed intermediate waves 1 and 2, with intermediate 3 in progress.
Intermediate 3 is modeled as having completed minor waves 1, 2, and 3, with minor wave 4
in progress. The daily chart shows the structure of the minor 4 as a WXY combination, with
minute waves <w> and <x> complete and the minute <y> at or approaching completion.
The hourly chart details the structure the minute <y> as a zigzag structure, with the
minuette (a) and (b) complete and minuette (c) at or approaching completion. Minuette (c)
is modeled as a five wave impulse of subminuette waves, with the final subminuette v
approaching or at completion.
Overall, this Elliott wave model of AMGN identifies (models) structure at six degrees:
primary, intermediate, minor, minute, minuette, and subminuette. Our model starts in mid2018 and completes at the final day session hour of September 11, 2019. Through this
rigor of complete (across sufficient time to show consistency of model) and detailed (lower
and lower levels of fractal structure or "degree" as we refer to each successive level of
detailed wave structure) analysis, we have a deep knowledge of what to expect that can
give us tremendous edge as we get confirmations of the model from further price action.
Here, we are looking for a price turn that should hold for at least the completion of the next
minor 5, and potentially for well beyond that.
To continue per this model, the minor 4 must not penetrate into the price area of the minor
1, shown with the dashed red line. Should this occur, higher-level model changes would be
required, at a minimum. This sometimes happens; Elliott wave models are not predictive,
and our goal is not to "forecast", but merely obtain sufficient short term edge to give us high
confidence in at least a break-even trade. The model tells us if we get a trigger, the
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probability of the model's accuracy at least in the short term is quite high, and that's all we
need.
Hence, the setup here is for the price to hold above this invalidation level, and break back
above the green dashed line pivot high on the hourly chart, triggering us into a long trade.
With a nominally placed stop, consider the potential long side profit relative to the depth of
the stop. Hopefully, this setup clarifies the tremendous power of Elliott wave modeling!
And over time, the results will speak.
For continued tracking of these trading systems, including alerts on setups and trigger
events, as well as new trading systems with yet more divergent architectures, see the
Spec-K Trading website.
In addition to these trades taken, it is highly instructive to review a stock considered to be
inappropriate for setups (or even watch-list inclusion at the present time) and why.
Consider the MCK quad time frame chart.

MCK fails setup consideration and arguably is too far from a potential quality setup to even
make a watch-list under the Synergy trading plan. Let's review the reasons why. In this
quad time frame view are shown quarterly, monthly, weekly and daily time frames,
clockwise from the top left. The quarterly shows that MVTrend is down, not up nor even
neutral. This is a strong indication that MVTrend state of up on the monthly chart may just
be part of a correction. There is supporting evidence for that thesis. The symmetric
projections of similar swings are shown on all the charts, and the price action is
approaching these, telling us there is a high potential for an impending completion of this
price swing up. The monthly downsloping volatility channel is another cause for concern.
On the weekly, the price has been consolidating for several months with a general ceiling
right at the shortest of the symmetric projections. The right thing to do with MCK here is
waiting and see what develops. Perhaps price pushes up and through the symmetric
projections; in that case, a pullback may have potential.

Account Value Variance
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At a level up from individual trades is the constantly changing nature of our “account
balance”, typically expressed as “net liquidation value” in our trading account summary.
This is based on the combination of cash and the instantaneous value of all of our open
positions. You must be aware of and expect that this value will vary tremendously as you
are executing Spec-K and the market and the sum value of your open positions is rising
and falling. In actual fact, none of that is particularly important, because what only matters
“in the end” is the final value of those positions are when you actually close them.
Fluctuations of 3-10% in your account balance are going to be fairly commonplace. With
larger accounts, the absolute dollar amount can make this an emotional roller coaster for
those of us to whom money is particularly important (those readers getting closer to
retirement who wonder if and when they can really stop working and live an ideal lifestyle
understand). Consider a $750,000 trading account and a 10% downswing: that’s $75,000!
It’s serious money in absolute terms.
That said, we must view this proportionally. Down 10% “on paper” (if we sold everything
right now) is not good or pleasant, but this and larger paper losses will occur. You must
expect them and be ready to trade through them. Here again, extensive paper trading of
this system can help tremendously, as you’ve “been through it” and seen how things
recover, without all the emotional baggage of actually having your money on the line.
Frankly, the challenge of paper trading is to do the work when “it doesn’t matter”. So
another technique that I recommend (after at least some paper trading) is to start up your
trading with cash using a pint-size account, perhaps 20% of your actual intended trading
equity size. Trade that for several months, and get comfortable with the variance. Imagine
those account value changes being five times larger, and test your gut reaction to that. Will
you be able to stomach it? There’s no shame in saying “no”! What is important is selfawareness and making good decisions for yourself. Once again, trading is gambling,
gambling involves taking a risk and experiencing variance in the value of our stake
(gambling capital). Some who think they will both be good at it and fine with it is in fact not,
and unable to do it without excessive emotional trauma. If that’s you, stop, give your
money to a money manager, and free yourself from the burden of trading on your own.
A very important means of measuring your trading results is to not spend time dwelling on
the ever-rising and falling account balance, but instead track the trading account value.
The trading account value is simply the sum of the amount invested (i.e., the amount at the
time of purchase, not the current value based on the current market value of the
instrument) into each trade plus your cash balance. This value only changes when you
close a trade; it is relatively stable on a day to day basis, perhaps changing a few times a
week on average. When you close another profitable trade your trading account value
goes up by the actual profit from that trade. When you get stopped out of a position your
trading account value drops. This value usually has to be computed from the account
summary values by taking the current liquidation value and subtracting from it your
(usually) negative open total profit/loss. This cancels out your open profit or loss from the
liquidation value to give you your trading account value. This metric is much more
meaningful to me unless I've allowed some large losing positions to develop, in which case,
I have larger issues in my trading plan and/or faithful execution of it.
With this perspective, a large drawdown (>10-12%) in account balance (net liquidation
value) should ring an alarm bell that the market may be sick and perhaps will get even
more sick, and cause us to possibly consider some of the advanced option actions I cover
However, that giant “loss” that the account balance indicates is not truly real in terms of
how we are executing this trading system, in the same way that if we are a middle-distance
runner who has a structured approach that at times put us at the back of the pack, we have
low concern because we are executing to a strategy and the known ability to get back to
the lead before the race end.

Pragmatic Gambler’s Ruin
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Gambler’s ruin is a critical and somewhat subtle concept for the game of trading.
Gambler’s ruin simply means “whoops, I’ve lost all my money and I can’t continue
gambling”. In a negative expectation game, gambler’s ruin is an eventual certainty. In a
positive expectation game like the trading plan, we strive to develop and execute,
gambler’s ruin still has a probability of occurring. The value of that probability is a function
of both the profitability (expectation) and the variance. The higher the variance, the higher
the risk of ruin. Additionally, the lower the positive expectation, the higher the risk of ruin.
Using a total trade allocation policy of using a fixed percentage of total account equity is a
straightforward solution to gambler's ruin. By always sizing appropriate to account size, a
losing negative expectation system will never run out of money, but instead asymptotically
approach zero value.
The subtle but extremely important aspect of gambler’s ruin with respect to trading is that
pragmatic "ruin" in trading occurs far before the loss of all the funds. Gambler’s ruin in
trading occurs when you lose so much money that you lose confidence, faith, and/or
willingness to continue. One could also say it occurs when you get some sense and stop
because the evidence is clear that whatever you are doing in your trading is not working! In
this sense, the gambler’s ruin represents your “walk away” point. It’s the loss point at which
you give your current trading practices up and go back to paper trading and searching for a
trading system that you can build confidence in (by demonstrating to yourself its consistent
profitability).
You must assess for yourself at what level you will throw in the towel and stop trading
anytime and every time you initiate a stock trading initiative using a trading plan (and
perhaps even more critical if you are trading without a plan!) If you hit bad times and lose
10% of your initial funds...are you okay with that? How about 20%? 30%? You must
deeply consider not just in percentage terms, but in real dollar terms, so do the math and
imagine your account value down by that much actual money. Simulate for yourself how
you will feel and how you are likely to react if such occurrences come to pass. What you
don’t want to do is either (a) overreact and bail out on your trading program too early, or (b)
under-react and continue to trade if you are, for whatever reason, losing consistently. So
really try to assess what you are willing to lose, on an objective basis, and able to lose, on
an emotional basis, and try to identify an appropriate “gambler’s ruin” point for yourself and
your trading plan.
This is an area of personal decision making. What is important is to make this decision in a
clear-headed and thoughtful manner, which can be difficult if you haven’t considered it until
the heat of trading losses are upon you.

Related Reading
The books I recommend to every serious trader are the following:
- Technical Analysis of Stock Trends (Edwards and McGee)
- Technical Analysis of the Financial Markets (Murphy)
- Fibonacci Trading (Boroden)
- How to Trade Like a Stock Market Wizard (Minirveni)
- Elliott Wave Principle (Frost, Prechter)
- Visual Guide to Elliott Wave Trading (Gorman/Kennedy)
- Portfolio Management Formulas (Vince)
- How I Made $2,000,000 in the Stock Market (Darvas)
- Reminiscences of a Stock Operator (Lefèvre)
- Modern Asset Allocation for Wealth Management (Berns)
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